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ABSTRACT

Thermal poling is a technique which involves the application of a strong DC electric field to a glass substrate heated below its glass transition temperature ($T_g$). Following the treatment, a static electric field is frozen inside the glass matrix, effectively breaking its centrosymmetry. Historically, this treatment has been used as a way to gain access to second order non-linear optical properties in glasses. However, recent efforts have shown that the treatment was responsible for structural changes as well as surface property modifications. Our study was focused on using this technique to tailor surface properties in oxide (borosilicate and niobium borophosphate) and chalcogenide glasses. A strong emphasis was put on trying to control all changes at the micrometric scale. After poling, property changes were assessed using a set of characterization tools: the Maker fringes technique (a Second Harmonic Generation ellipsometry technique), micro-Second Harmonic Generation ($\mu$-SHG), vibrational spectroscopy and Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS). Surface reactivity in borosilicate glasses was effectively changed while in niobium borophosphate and chalcogenide glasses, the optical properties were controlled linearly and non-linearly. Finally, property changes were effectively controlled at the micrometric scale. This opens up new applications of thermal poling as a mean to design glass substrate for integrated photonics and lab-on-a-chip devices.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Today, photonics have become ubiquitous in our daily life. This scientific domain focuses on the study of light – more specifically on the study and fabrication of devices to generate, process (by modulating or amplifying), convert and detect optical signals. It covers the entire light spectrum but is mostly focused on visible and infrared light. The range of applications of photonics is broad and includes optical communication, information and computing, defense, bio-chemical sensing, image processing. This list is not exhaustive and other applications are possible.

Photonics is a relatively new scientific domain that started its growth after the development of the first semiconductor light emitting devices (LED) developed in the early 1960s in the USA by Holonyak. Holonyak is considered as the father of the LED but its principle was first observed by Round in 1907 and discussed by Losev in the 1920s in a series of paper. However, the 1960s and the 1970s, with the development at Corning of the first optical fiber having low enough optical losses to be used in telecommunication (as low as 20 dB/km), were the two decades which started the burst of photonics.

Recently efforts have been made to reduce device sizes and a subdomain of photonics has emerged that is microphotonic. Microphotonic deals with light at a microscopic scale and ultimately aims to replace microelectronics devices as the use of light would accelerate the flow of transmitted information. To replace microelectronics, Photonic Integrated Circuit, also known as PIC, are developed. These devices are similar to electronic integrated circuit in that on a compact chip, several components are present with various role. The photonic functions present on these devices are more and more relying on non-linear optics (NLO). However, challenges remain in the
The study presented in this PhD work is centered on these issues of developing new materials for microphotonic and integrated circuits. Our main interest is focused on engineering materials to tailor their optical properties (linear and non-linear). This focus is not only limited to the optics themselves, as we aim to tailor the functionality of the components. Here, we examine chemical functionality, i.e., surface properties (such as surface reactivity, wettability...) to design devices which could be used as Lab-on-a-chip or PICs, as well as the creation of nonlinear functionality and its stability. This modification to the base glass’ behavior is introduced to the optical material through a process of thermal poling.

Materials which have been used so far for non-linear optics are typically inorganic crystals which present a strong non-linear response. However, these materials present major drawbacks as they are difficult to manufacture and induce important intensity losses as light propagates. Optical glasses present a good alternative to crystal as they are easy to manufacture and present a good transmission of light with low losses. The main issue with amorphous materials is due to their centrosymmetry which forbid them to exhibit Second Order Non-Linear Properties (SONL) such as Second Harmonic Generation (SHG). Several techniques have been developed to bypass this difficulty and to break the centrosymmetry of the glass. The major available techniques to break a glass’s centrosymmetry are thermal poling, optical poling and corona discharge which will be described later on in this introductory chapter.
Our work is focused on the study of thermal poling as a mean to tailor not only a glass second order non-linear response but also to tailor its linear optical properties, its structure and stability and the resulting surface reactivity at both macro- and micrometric scales.

The approach to this topic was to first find suitable glass compositions in two glass systems (oxide glasses and chalcogenide glasses) and to then find the appropriate thermal poling conditions to treat these samples. During the poling step, efforts were made to tailor the glass’s properties at a micrometric scale and to understand the underlying mechanisms of such a thermal poling process.

This work has been conducted in close collaboration with several teams in France with the Institut of Molecular Science (ISM) and the Institut de Physico-Chimie de la Matière Condensée (ICMCB) of the University of Bordeaux, and in the USA in the Glass Processing and Characterization Laboratory (GPCL) at CREOL the College of Optics and Photonics at the University of Central Florida.

The dissertation is divided in five chapters. Discussed below is an introduction to the poling method, providing necessary background on the techniques and mechanisms used to break a glass’s centrosymmetry for SONL properties as well as a brief introduction to nonlinear optics. It also gives an extensive literature review on prior efforts on thermal poling.

The second chapter gives a description of the main techniques used to prepare and characterize the glasses before and after poling.

The third chapter discusses results obtained in sodium borophosphate niobium glasses, which are a well-studied, reference glass system for thermal poling. The work presented therein uses this
system to evaluate and demonstrate the use of structured electrodes to micro- (µ-)pattern optical properties of the surface during thermal poling.

The fourth chapter focuses on thermal poling to induce a change of surface reactivity in a borosilicate glass at both macro- and micrometric scale by first using a classical thermal poling and then by using thermal poling using structured electrode, introduced in the third chapter. This technique has allowed us to evaluate and understand the chemical mechanism in the glass which gives rise to the resulting post-poled, spatially selective chemical surface modification.

Lastly, the fifth chapter focuses on thermal poling as a means to tailor chalcogenide optical properties (linear and non-linear), using a classical thermal poling technique and structured electrodes. Here, our work addresses several fundamental issues including the mechanism of glass structure modification in the non-oxide network, the effect of glass stoichiometry and most importantly, the inter-relationship between the poling conditions and glass network’s chemistry on the long-term stability in the post-poled glass network and the resulting induced modification to the material’s optical properties. A mechanism is proposed which illustrates the improvement in stability that has resulted in this study, as compared to prior efforts to pole infrared glasses.

1.1 How to break a glass’s centrosymmetry?
Glasses are amorphous materials which present the phenomenon of glass transition temperature. Due to their lack of long range order, an amorphous medium is perfectly centrosymmetric and is said to be isotropic. A medium is said to be centrosymmetric when it possesses an inversion center. In such a point group, for every point with coordinates (x, y, z) in the unit cell, there is an indistinguishable point with coordinates (-x, -y, -z). The presence of an inversion center makes it
impossible for the medium to exhibit certain properties such as Second Order Non-Linear Optical properties. For a glass to exhibit such properties, it is therefore necessary to break its centrosymmetry. Two families of techniques can be used. The first one relies on the use of an electric field and the various available techniques are regrouped under the name of poling. The second one disrupt the glass centrosymmetry by controlling the growth of non-centrosymmetric crystals inside the glass matrix to form glass-ceramics. The second family will not be detailed here but we will briefly define the various poling techniques available to break a glass’s centrosymmetry.

1.1.1 Optical poling
Optical poling is a technique which employs an intense laser light to irradiate a glass sample. The electric field is thus applied without a direct contact but through the laser light. The first reported use of this technique was made in the 1986 by irradiation of a silica fiber with a high intensity light.\textsuperscript{5} Following this pioneer work, lots of studies followed to try to improve the efficiency of the optically poled fibers.\textsuperscript{6-9} Optical poling is a photo-induced effect which is based on the photogalvanic effect, a phenomenon by which a current appears in a homogeneous medium under illumination.\textsuperscript{10, 11} More precisely, the process taking place in glasses is a third-order coherent photogalvanic effect.\textsuperscript{12} The recorded non-linearity is rather low in glasses using that technique, of the order of $10^{-3}$ pm/V but have a great advantage in that this technique allows for a self-assembly of the induced electric field permitting to meet phase matching conditions, an important concept which will be defined in a section to follow.
1.1.2 Corona poling

Corona poling or Corona discharge is a technique which involves the partial breakdown of air or nitrogen atmosphere. The sample to be poled is placed on a grounded plate which can be used as a heating plate. A needle is suspended above the sample and a high voltage (5 to 10 kV) is applied on the needle causing ionization of the surrounding atmosphere. Ions will move towards the cathode and encounter the dielectric. The charge continues to increase at the surface of the sample until an equilibrium is reached. During the process, molecules (in case of a polymer) will orientate as dipoles and will keep their orientation after poling unless the sample is heated. This technique has been used extensively in poling of polymer films but has also been successfully used on glasses.

1.1.3 Thermal poling

Thermal poling was first developed in the late 1960s by Wallis and Pomerantz and is the technique used throughout this PhD. The process is conducted on a glass slide placed between two electrodes (usually silicon) in a cell with controlled atmosphere (air, argon, nitrogen…). The assembly is then heated below the glass transition temperature of the glass, and once a homogeneous temperature is reached, a strong DC electric field is applied across the sample. Upon heating the sample, charges (mostly alkali and alkaline-earth cations) have their mobility increased. The DC bias is then applied between the two electrodes thus promoting charge separation through cationic migration towards the cathode. The cation departure can be seen as an electric field assisted migration. As cations leave the vicinity of the anode, a layer of the order of few microns is left entirely depleted of them underneath the surface. The depleted layer is formed of negative charges originating from non-bridging oxygens (NBO) in oxide glasses following
cation departure. The conductivity in the alkali-depleted layer then dropped and most of the applied DC voltage is effectively distributed solely on this layer, resulting in an internal field that can reach values up to $10^8$ - $10^9$ V/m. Depending on the nature of the glass and the type of poling (blocking anode conditions or open anode conditions), charge rearrangements can take place and the thickness of the layer can vary. The sample is then brought back to room temperature and only then is the applied DC electric field removed. The charges are said to be “frozen in” the glass matrix resulting in a strong static electric field in the near anode surface. The direction of this static electric field is opposite to the electric field applied during poling as charge separation in the medium was intended to compensate that applied electric field. The principle of thermal poling is summarized in figure 1.1.

At this point it is important to make a difference between the term poling used in glasses as opposed to poling as used in poling of ferroelectric ceramics. In the latter case, a polycrystalline ceramic is heated above its Curie temperature making the structure centrosymmetrical. A large electric field is subsequently applied to the ceramic as the sample is cooled down. By doing this, the dipoles align with the electric field thus breaking the centrosymmetry. Back at room temperature, the electric field is removed and the ferroelectric domains keep their new orientation leading to a permanent polarization of the ceramic. In thermal poling of glasses, cation migration is known to be involved and is responsible of the creation of a space charge in the vicinity of the anode. Charges are then frozen inside the glass matrix leading to the creation of a static electric field inside the glass and to the polarization of the sample.
1.2 Introduction to second order nonlinear optics

1.2.1 Light to matter interaction and the concept of polarization

To better understand the various phenomenon involved in this induced Second Order Nonlinear response of the medium, it is necessary to do a basic overview of nonlinear optics (for further details on Second Order Nonlinear Optical Properties and characterization techniques, the book by Verbiest et al. is more detailed \textsuperscript{21}). Two important things need to be first described: light and matter as the phenomenon described here deal with light to matter interaction.

*Light* is an electromagnetic wave described by an electric (E) and a magnetic field (B). The axis perpendicular to these two fields gives the direction of light propagation and Maxwell’s equations allows one to fully describe this propagating wave. In the work presented here, the magnetic field part of light will be neglected as its effect on dielectric medium (such as glasses) is considered negligible. Only the electric field remains and can be written as:

\[ E(r, t) = E_0(e^{(ikr - i\omega t)}) \]  

(1.1)

With $\omega$ being the pulsation of the electromagnetic field also equals to $2\pi \nu$ ($\nu$ being the frequency), $\omega t$ a time-dependent phase term and $k.r$ a space-dependent phase term. $k$ is the wave vector that...
indicates the direction of light propagation, it is equal to $2\pi n/\lambda$ (n being the refractive index, $\lambda$ being the wavelength).

*Matter* is described as being made up of atoms comprised of a positive point charge (core) surrounded by a cloud of negative charges (electrons). This assembly of core and electrons can be approximate as a dipole which is characterized by its *dipole moment* $M$. The dipole moment is a vector which describes the separation of the positive and negative charges. In absence of an exterior electric field, the dipole moment is null, this is the classical approach of a dielectric medium. However, once an electric field is applied, it will interact with the charged particles. Typically, the core tends to move in the direction of the field and the electrons will move in the opposite direction. The movement of the electrons is usually more significant, as their considerably lower mass leads to a faster response. This interaction will cause a charge separation that can be seen as a deformation of the cloud of electrons, characterized by *induced microscopic dipole moments* $\mu$. Under illumination with a *low intensity light*, the induced microscopic dipole moments oscillate with the same frequency as the incident electric field. The formation of dielectric dipole moments at the microscopic scale results in the apparition of a macroscopic polarization which is the sum of all microscopic dipoles. This is the classical linear light to matter interaction. Nevertheless, in the case of illumination of a material with a *high intensity light*, i.e. of the order of the atomic cohesion forces, the cloud of electrons oscillate with a higher amplitude and cannot be described by a harmonic oscillation and it is necessary to develop the resulting polarization in series as a function of the local electric field. The induced dipole moment at the microscopic scale is written as:
$\mu_{\text{ind}}(\omega) = \mu^{(1)}(\omega) + \mu^{(2)}(\omega) + \mu^{(3)}(\omega) + \cdots$

$$= \alpha F(\omega) + \beta F(\omega)F(\omega) + \gamma F(\omega)F(\omega)F(\omega) + \cdots$$

(1.2)

With $\alpha$ the molecular first order polarizability or linear polarizability while $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are respectively the second and third order polarizability terms which described the nonlinear induced polarization and $F$ the local field. In this expression ($\omega$) refers to the frequency of the electro-magnetic wave as in expression (1). For the sake of clarity, this term will be omitted in most of the expressions of this thesis but one should keep in mind that this argument is implicit and that polarizability is frequency-dependent. To better describe the interactions at the microscopic scale, it is important to define the local field $F$. At the microscopic scale, the local field $F$ is not perfectly equal to the electric field $E$ of the incident light due to the interactions between the dipoles. A local field factor ($f$) is thus necessary to account for interactions between neighboring dipoles. A common form of the local field factor is given by the Lorentz-Lorentz approximation and takes into account these interactions. The local field $F$ can be written as

$$\vec{F} = f \vec{E}$$

(1.3)

As stated earlier, at the macroscopic scale, the polarization can be seen as the sum of all the induced microscopic dipole moment. The material polarization is thus similarly described at the macroscopic scale by

$$P = \varepsilon_0 \left[ \chi^{(1)} E + \chi^{(2)} EE + \chi^{(3)} EEE + \cdots \right]$$

(1.4)
where $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity, $\chi^{(1)}$ the linear susceptibility, $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(3)}$ respectively the second and third order nonlinear susceptibilities and E the electric field. The field of nonlinear optics (NLO) consists in studying the behavior of light in a nonlinear medium and thus to focus on the higher order terms.

The quantities at the base of the second-order nonlinear optical properties of a medium are the second order polarizability (microscopic scale) and the second order susceptibility (macroscopic scale). These two quantities can be linked together and, in the case of a system made up of N oscillators, can be written as

$$\chi^{(2)} = N f \beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

With N the number density and f a local field factor. $\beta$ and $\chi^{(2)}$ are both tensors of rank 3 containing 27 components in a 3x3x3 matrix. In this work, only second order nonlinear properties are studied and we will focus on the second order nonlinear susceptibility $\chi^{(2)}$. Our main focus will be on the $P^{(2)}$ term which varies quadratically with the electric field (therefore refers to as the quadratic polarization) and is equal to

$$P^{(2)} = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} E E$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

Which is equivalent to

$$P_{i}^{(2)} = \varepsilon_0 \sum_{j,k} \chi_{ijk}^{(2)} E_j E_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)
where ikj referring to the Cartesian coordinates (x, y and z), $P_i^{(2)}$ is a component of the polarization vector, $E_j$ and $E_k$ components from the electric field vector and $\chi_{ijk}^{(2)}$ the terms of the rank 2 tensor.

If we now write this expression explicitly, for the case of type I SHG, we obtain:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
P_x^{(2)} \\
P_y^{(2)} \\
P_z^{(2)}
\end{bmatrix} = \epsilon_0 \begin{bmatrix}
\chi_{xxx}^{(2)} & \chi_{xyy}^{(2)} & \chi_{xzz}^{(2)} & \chi_{xyz}^{(2)} & \chi_{xzy}^{(2)} & \chi_{xzz}^{(2)} & \chi_{xxz}^{(2)} & \chi_{xxy}^{(2)} & \chi_{xzy}^{(2)}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x^2 \\
E_y^2 \\
E_z^2 \\
E_x E_y \\
E_x E_z \\
E_y E_z \\
E_x E_x \\
E_y E_y \\
E_z E_z
\end{bmatrix}\]

Equation (1.8) can thus be rewritten for the case of Second Harmonic Generation as

In the specific case of Second Harmonic Generation, $\chi_{ijk}^{(2)} = \chi_{ikj}^{(2)}$, as the susceptibility tensor is invariant to the permutation of j and k, this tensor can be simplified and written with a 3x6 matrix.

In the case of SHG, another formalism is usually used to represent the susceptibility tensor, that is the tensor $d_{ijk}$ which is equal to $\chi_{ijk}^{(2)}/2$. The tensor $d_{ijk}$ is usually written as $d_{il}$, where i=1 corresponds to the x axis, i=2 to the y axis and i=3 to the z axis. As for l, it takes values from 1 to 6 which corresponding values are shown in Table 1.1.

**Table 1.1. Corresponding values between l and jk**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>l</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jk</td>
<td>xx</td>
<td>yy</td>
<td>zz</td>
<td>yz = yz</td>
<td>xz = zx</td>
<td>xy = yx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equation (1.8) can thus be rewritten for the case of Second Harmonic Generation as
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
P_x^{(2)}(2\omega) \\
P_y^{(2)}(2\omega) \\
P_z^{(2)}(2\omega)
\end{bmatrix} = \epsilon_0 \begin{bmatrix}
d_{11} & d_{12} & d_{13} & d_{14} & d_{15} & d_{16} \\
d_{21} & d_{22} & d_{23} & d_{24} & d_{25} & d_{26} \\
d_{31} & d_{32} & d_{33} & d_{34} & d_{35} & d_{36}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x^2(\omega) \\
E_y^2(\omega) \\
E_z^2(\omega) \\
2(E_y(\omega)E_z(\omega)) \\
2(E_x(\omega)E_z(\omega)) \\
2(E_x(\omega)E_y(\omega))
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1.9)

1.2.2 The effect of symmetry on the \(\chi^{(2)}\) tensor

The \(\chi^{(2)}\) tensor has specific properties linked to symmetries which are necessary to discuss to understand nonlinear optics. These various types of symmetries are permutation symmetry, time-reversal symmetry and symmetry in space. The first two types of symmetry are fundamental properties of the susceptibilities while spatial symmetry is linked to the nonlinear medium. To illustrate the importance of symmetry, let’s take the case of glass, i.e. a centrosymmetric medium. As defined earlier, a centrosymmetric medium has a center of inversion, Neumann’s principle states that if a medium is invariant to certain symmetry operations, its physical properties must be invariant too. Therefore, the electric field \(E\) must be equal to \(-E\) and the polarization \(P\) equal to \(-P\).

For second order nonlinear optical properties, we have written the term \(P^{(2)}\) as \(P^{(2)} = \chi^{(2)}EE\). By applying Neumann’s principle, the previous expression is equivalent to \(-P^{(2)} = \chi^{(2)}(-E)(-E)\) which therefore gives \(\chi^{(2)}\) equals to zero. Using Neumann’s principle, it is then possible to evaluate the influence of a symmetry operation on a term of the tensor. To make this easier, one can use the direct inspection method developed by Fumi which states that following a symmetry operation, if the index \(ijk\) of a term of the tensor changes sign, this term is equal to zero. A good example to understand the importance of symmetry on the rank two tensor is the one of quartz crystal which is used as a reference for SHG in this work. Quartz crystal belongs to the 32 (international notation...
or D₃ with the Schoenflies notation) point group, its second order nonlinear susceptibility tensor can thus be written as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
d_{11} & -d_{11} & 0 & d_{14} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -d_{14} & d_{11} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1.10)

1.2.3 Origin of the induced SONL properties in poled glasses

As stated earlier, second order nonlinear optical activity is forbidden in glasses. However, during thermal poling, a strong internal static electric field E_{int} is induced inside the glass matrix in the cation depleted region. The presence of this internal electric field breaks the glass centrosymmetry which gives rise to an electro-optical effect called Electric Field Induced Second Harmonic or EFISH. The second harmonic generation then originates from the interaction between the third order nonlinear susceptibility \( \chi^{(3)} \) and the static electric field. The second order nonlinear susceptibility can then be written as

\[
\chi^{(2)} = 3 \chi^{(3)} E_{(int)}
\]

(1.11)

The thermally poled glass now exhibits an effective \( C_{nv} \) symmetry (Schoenflies, \( \infty mm \) in the International notation) as the electric field acts as a rotation axis of infinite order, the glass now also possesses an infinite number of mirror planes which include the static electric field. The \( \chi^{(2)} \) tensor can thus be written as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{31} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & d_{31} & 0 & 0 \\
d_{31} & d_{31} & d_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1.12)
The origin of the SHG can be due a dipole re-orientation or to the static electric field. To discriminate between these two possible origins, it is useful to study the ratio $d_{33}/d_{31}$. In the case of a dipole orientation, this ratio increases as the orientation increases. However, in the case of a static electric field, the ratio is strictly equal to 3.

To optimize the SONL response of the glass, two factors are important (i) a high $\chi^{(3)}$ value or (ii) the presence of a strong induced electric field. The first parameter is linked to the intrinsic properties of the material and its constituent elements, for instance chalcogenide, highly polarizable elements (Nb, Ti, …) and elements with a lone pair (Te…) allow an enhancement of the medium’s polarization. The second parameter is linked to the presence of mobile species in the glass and to the poling conditions. To obtain a large value of the electric field, it is necessary to obtain a large alkali depletion and to concentrate it over a small thickness. The parameters and conditions of the poling such as nature of the electrodes, atmosphere, treatment duration, thickness of the glass sample (which is linked to resistivity), intensity of the applied electric field are all important to control the thickness of the depleted layer and will be discussed throughout this chapter.

1.2.4 Phase matching conditions

Various parametric processes in nonlinear phenomenon need to meet phase matching conditions to be efficient. These phenomena rely on the interaction of two waves with different frequency. In the medium, due to the chromatic dispersion, the two waves are going to propagate at two different speed and the medium will have two refractive indices $n_0$ and $n_{2\omega}$. In the case of frequency doubling, like SHG, the intensity of the signal is then dependent of these two indices and of the difference between the magnitude of the two wave vector $(k)$, given by
\[ \Delta k = k_2 - 2k_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.13)

If the two waves interfere constructively, meaning the medium is non-dispersive (no chromatic dispersion, \( n_{\omega} = n_{2\omega} \)), then \( \Delta k \) is null and the transfer is optimum, *phase matching conditions* are met.

*Out of phase matching conditions*, meaning the medium is dispersive (\( n_{\omega} \neq n_{2\omega} \)) the two waves are travelling at two different speeds, the contributions from the two waves do not add up constructively. Interferences between the two waves induce oscillations of the amplitude of the second harmonic signal.

Phase matching conditions can be obtained in nonlinear crystals by playing with the birefringence of the crystals which permits to eliminate the phase mismatch. Another technique can be also used that is *quasi-phase matching* (QPM).\(^{25-27}\) This technique is the one used in glasses (but not only) as it is not possible to employ birefringence properties. In that case, real phase match does not occur but it is possible to reach high conversion by making a periodical array of nonlinear active layers. In crystals, the sign of the nonlinearity will then vary along the light path. This configuration is achieved by periodic poling which can be done in two ways, \((i)\) local erasure of the poled region and by \((ii)\) the use of a periodically structured electrode.

To understand how to design a periodically polled glass or crystals with opposite sign of nonlinearity, it is necessary to define the notion of coherence length. In nonlinear optics the coherence length corresponds to the length over which the phase difference between the two waves (the fundamental and the harmonic wave) is equal to \( \pi \). The coherence length is defined as
\[ L_c = \frac{\pi}{\Delta k} \]  

(1.14)

It should not be mistaken with the coherence length in optics used to quantify the degree of temporal coherence over which coherence drops down in a significant manner.

Figure 1.2. Representation of the evolution of the \( I_{2\omega} \) intensity as a function of the length \( L \) of the medium

When designing a periodically poled crystal or glass, the length of the period should be equal to the coherence length. By doing so, the amplitude of the harmonic wave continues to grow instead of dropping however not as fast as in real phase-matching conditions.

Figure 1.2 presents the three cases defined earlier: phase matching conditions, quasi-phase matching and no phase matching conditions. It is plotted as a function of \( L/L_c \) with \( L \) being the distance over which the light is propagating in the medium.
1.3 Second Harmonic Generation in Silica glass

In 1991, Myers\textsuperscript{18,28} recorded second harmonic generation in silica for the first time. He proceeded similarly to the procedure described at the beginning of this chapter. The experiment aimed at polarizing a polymer film deposited on a glass substrate but he noticed that the treatment had an effect on the substrate. The recorded non-linearity was up to 1 pm/V.\textsuperscript{28} Following this work, it was noticed that the static electric field could be linked to the presence of an alkali depleted layer under the anode. Poling of silica glasses was then thoroughly studied by the scientific community.\textsuperscript{18,28-31}

The impact of various parameters (atmosphere, voltage, electrodes, time) of the treatment were studied and it was possible to control the size of the non-linear layer, its intensity and its position in the sample.\textsuperscript{20} The SHG response is studied using quantifying Maker fringes technique while the position of the non-linear active layer can be found using micro-SHG imaging, acid etching and/or backscatter ion mass spectrometry (to find the alkali-depleted layer). These studies helped to better described the mechanisms of thermal poling and to predict the resulting NLO properties. Especially, the work of Quiquempois et al. showed the strong dependence of the SHG intensity with the applied voltage.\textsuperscript{32} Upon poling of an Infrasil 301\textsuperscript{®} glass slide, he proved the existence of a voltage threshold as well as a linear dependence of the square root of the SHG signal with voltage intensity. In this particular glass, they found rather large SHG response and a thin space charge region (5 μm). Their work is of the utmost importance as they proposed a model which matched and could explain their observations. Their model was broader than the ones preceding that were only taking into account the migration of the cations to estimate the non-linear response induced in the medium.\textsuperscript{18,33} These previous attempts were limited as they took into account only few
charge carriers with strict limiting conditions thus only matching experimental results for very specific cases. The model of Quiquempois et al. however took into account charge dissociations and recombination as well as the effect of the heating on the diffusion of the moving species. They then applied and adapted the model by Proctor and Sutton \(^{34}\) to thermal poling to evaluate the charge distribution in a glass under an electric field. An expression for the electric field as a function of the distance from the anode could be obtained.

The study which was conducted by Quiquempois et al. was made on a particular silica glass which contains mostly alkali cations and has a low content in OH impurities. The role of the various impurities present in silica glasses (both alkali and OH) was studied in an article by Dussauze et al. \(^{20}\) and proved their importance on post-poling properties. Three silica glasses were studied: Infrasil \(^{\circ}\), Suprasil 2B \(^{\circ}\) and Suprasil 300 \(^{\circ}\). Their impurity content is shown in Table 1.2.

In this effort, three glasses were poled under the same conditions, i.e. 90 min at 300 °C with a DC bias of 5 kV but had Maker fringes presenting widely different profiles. All glasses presented a purely EFISH contribution but dissimilarities are worth discussing.

*Table 1.2. Impurities content in various silica glasses, from M. Dussauze et al.\(^{20}\)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impurities concentration in ppm</th>
<th>Infrasil (^{\circ})</th>
<th>Suprasil 2B (^{\circ})</th>
<th>Suprasil 300 (^{\circ})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>$\leq 8$</td>
<td>$\leq 1000$</td>
<td>$\leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\leq 0.01$</td>
<td>$\leq 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\leq 0.001$</td>
<td>$\leq 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>$\leq 0.01$</td>
<td>$\leq 0.01$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both Suprasil® glasses showed more complicated patterns with the appearance of multiple fringes. In addition, in Suprasil® glasses, both $\chi^{(2)}$ and electric field were lower. This could be explained by a larger alkali depleted layer (up to 100 μm) and by a non-negligible contribution from the bulk glass. The low alkali content makes necessary for the depleted layer to spread out across the glass to be able to screen the applied voltage. In the Infrasil® glass, to screen the applied voltage of 5 kV, thanks to the higher alkali concentration ($10^{23}$ ions/m$^3$), a depleted layer of 1 micron gives a static electric field close to $10^9$ V/m (so $10^3$ - $10^4$ C/m$^3$). In Suprasil® glasses, as fewer alkali are available ($10^{-2}$ ppm), the maximum charge density is $10^2$ C/m$^3$, two order of magnitude lower than in Infrasil®, thus requiring a thickness twice larger to screen the applied electric field. This then leads to a lower response of the induced SHG, two order of magnitude lower than in the case of Infrasil®.

The contribution from the bulk can be theoretically predicted following the zero-potential condition, the electric field distribution across the glass sample can be described as on the following figure with the $\chi^{(2)}$ coefficients of the alkali depleted layer and the bulk, respectively being positive and negative. \textsuperscript{35}
Voltage, temperature, impurities content are all parameters directly influencing the post-poling properties. For instance, in the literature, poling effective on scale ranging from few microns to hundreds of microns \(^{36, 37}\) are reported depending on the parameters and glass matrix used during the procedure.

From all of these studies, thermal poling of silica glasses is now well understood, the important parameters have been identified allowing for a good control of the post-poling properties. Researchers then moved on to more complicated glass compositions which are going to be discussed in sections to follow.

1.4 Thermal poling of alkali-rich glasses

The preponderant role of cationic conductions in the formation of the static electric field in the glass was shown in silica glass. Owing to their higher ionic conductivity, alkali-rich glasses should
therefore exhibit additional changes directly linked to cations displacement. Thermal poling of
alkali-rich glasses has been studied mainly for two applications, (i) anodic bonding in
microelectronic applications and (ii) glass poling for nonlinear optical properties. These two
communities have tried to describe the mechanisms taking place during thermal poling but so far
did not manage to agree on a description of the charges involved, especially regarding the nature
of negative species. In 1974, Carlson et al. gave a first description of the mechanisms taking
place in the process which is still a reference today. Carlson studied polarization of glasses and
demonstrated the appearance of an alkali depleted layer under the anode. Depending on the poling
conditions, blocking electrode or open electrode conditions, different mechanisms were proposed.
Blocking electrodes cannot supply charges to inject into the glass, therefore species moving during
poling only originate from the glass matrix; whereas under open electrode conditions, injections
of species from the surrounding atmosphere (mostly H\(^+\) and H\(_3\)O\(^+\)) or from the electrode can take
place. It is important to note that it is almost impossible to meet perfectly blocking electrode
conditions. The electrode will be considered blocking at the anode if no charges can be injected to
the glass from its surroundings. However, exchange between the glass and the atmosphere can still
occur through departure of species from the glass. Carlson showed that following the formation of
the alkali-depleted layer, almost all of the voltage applied on the sample is effectively applied on
the alkali free region. The electric field building up in that region can reach values so large that
dielectric breakdown should occur in the alkali-depleted region. As dielectric breakdown does not
occur, it is therefore necessary to take into account compensation processes. Carlson suggests that
following cation departure, negative species start to move towards the anode to compensate the
charges. The depleted layer contains can be seen as formed of a large amount of non-bridging
oxygen (NBO) and the electric field in that region is high enough to dissociate the NBOs which then migrate towards the anode. He also pointed out that the depleted region densified and that the poled region is subjected to topography changes.

As in silica glasses, the SHG response varies depending on the parameters and compositions used during poling. As shown by Dussauze in his study above, all silica is not identical, and processing methods used to produce high purity silica impact the residual, trace levels of impurities (OH-, hydride, and low quantities of cationic species). Under open electrode conditions, charges are injected inside the glass matrix. The space charge created is believed to be compensated for by the hydroxyl groups injected inside the glass and the depleted layer can be formed over longer distances. Whereas under blocking anode conditions, no injection is possible therefore resulting in thinner depleted layer.

Scientists agreed on the creation of the alkali-depleted layer and on the injection of positively charged species at the anode. The process can then be seen as an electric field assisted ionic exchange. Two main mechanisms occur during poling, (i) a compensation mechanism coming from the material itself by network rearrangement, (ii) a compensation mechanism based on the ionic exchange. However, the debate on the nature of the negative charges moving in the glass is still topical with some papers suggesting a displacement of electrons and others suggesting displacement of the NBOs. The presence of an oxygen depleted layer in the glass following thermal poling was demonstrated by NMR measurements and ion-beam analysis. Thorough study of structural rearrangements and the necessity of charge equilibrium also highlighted the possible deficit of
oxygen in anodic region following poling. These last studies used vibrational spectroscopy to highlight structural changes in the near surface region and helped solidify the understanding of the mechanism of charge migration in alkali-containing oxide glasses. For instance, when poling soda-lime glasses, departure of the alkali from the subanodic region change the structure from a $Q_3$ containing network to a $Q_4$ network. $Q_3$ and $Q_4$ are notations used in glass science to respectively refer to a SiO$_4$ tetrahedra with one non-bridging oxygen (NBO) and one tetrahedra without any non-bridging oxygen. The glass structure is then closer to the one of pure silica. Similarly in sodium-alumino phosphate glasses, following poling the connectivity of the phosphate network increases. In borosilicate glasses, structural rearrangements associated with sodium migrations are mostly linked to the conversion of $B\Phi_4^-$ with a neighboring sodium cations to $B\Phi_3$ units. All of these results indirectly indicate the primordial role of oxygen in the compensation process and that exchanges taking place in the glass can be described through oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions.

On the other hand, some authors describe reactions taking place upon thermal poling as purely electronic. The role of electronic conductivity in poling was studied by Krieger, by Lipovskii when poling silver particles containing glasses and by Mariappan et al. when poling bioactive phospho-silicate glasses containing 50 % of sodium and calcium. Krieger disagreed with the possible oxygen motion considered by Carlson and others. Krieger and colleagues thought that the current was carried by electrons as they observed fluctuations in their current measurements, a signed of a relaxation process that could be self-healing dielectric breakdown; plus, they did not observe motion of oxygen ions. In Lipovskii’s work, electrons originate from metal nanoparticles and are only emitted in the presence of the external electric field. The electrons then drift towards
Mariappan et al. observed that the depletion layer formed during poling was created on a shorter time scale than its resistance. They made the hypothesis that following sodium departure (even with few hundreds of ppm) the created electric field is of the order of the breakdown voltage. Such a high voltage is sufficient to make the electrons mobile in the glass and compensation of negative charges can take place via electron extraction. This would result in the diminution of the internal electric field, allowing for migration of even more sodium cations without going above the breakdown voltage. More recently, Redkov et al. discussed the mechanisms of molecular oxygen formation during thermal poling and proposed an interesting new theory. Their work disagreed on the oxygen anions motion in the glass as they stated that oxygen migration should only occur at higher temperatures, close to the glass transition temperature. Instead they proposed that following alkali departure, the electric field reaches value high enough for the remaining negatively charged NBOs to discharge, creating electrons that migrate to the anode. During thermal poling, peroxide radicals, \( \equiv Si \cdot O' \) (where the dot denotes an unpaired electron and the three lines to three bridging bonds), are formed through breakage of B-O-Si bonds which is accompanied by the release of one electron. Here, mechanical stresses between the depleted region and the bulk glass increase, thus deforming the network and promoting polymerization of the glass matrix through the combination of two of these peroxides which can result in the creation of molecular oxygen.

While many advances have been made to better understand the mechanisms of the thermal poling, the large number of variables in the process and the composition-specific response of the glass network to the process, have led to ongoing questions on the use of the method in glasses. These variables have to date prevented the community from enabling a singular, complete description of
the process for all materials. The lack of a complete description of all processes involved has not prevented researchers from obtaining good results in modifying the optical properties in thermally poled alkali-rich glasses. Among the families tested for Second Harmonic Generation, one particularly stood out, that is niobium borophosphate glasses (BPN). Glasses belonging to this family showed the highest post-poling induced second harmonic generation with an induced $\chi^{(2)}$ susceptibility of 5 pm/V.  

1.5 Second Harmonic Generation in chalcogenide glasses

Inorganic optical glasses can be distinguished by their non-linear refractive indices. The non-linear refractive index of fused silica, often used as a reference, is known to be equal to $2.2 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^2$/W. The non-linear refractive index can be related to the third-order non-linear susceptibilities with the following equation:

$$n_2 = \frac{12}{n} \pi \text{Re} \chi^{(3)}_{111} (-\omega, \omega, \omega, -\omega)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.15)

As discussed earlier, $\chi^{(3)}$ plays an important role in thermal poling as shown in equation (1.11). Thus, a glass with a high non-linear refractive index should be more suitable for thermal poling. Figure 1.4 illustrates a classification of glasses depending on their nonlinear refractive indices. Chalcogenide glasses exhibit the highest nonlinear refractive index which should lead to strong SHG response after polarization. Chalcogenide glasses are usually used for their good transparency in the mid-IR region. Among glasses transparent in the infrared, we find fluoride glasses, tellurite glasses and chalcogenides. Fluoride cannot present an interesting material as they have the lowest $\chi^{(3)}$ among glasses. Tellurite have higher $\chi^{(3)}$ than oxide but are still one order of magnitude lower
than chalcogenide. Hence chalcogenide represent the appropriate candidate for an effective thermal poling associated with infrared transparency.

Several studies on poling of chalcogenide glasses have been conducted. One of the first recorded second-order non-linear susceptibility in arsenic sulfide thin films has been found by Quiquempois et al. and was obtained both by thermal poling and optical poling. Using the Maker fringes technique with a pump wavelength of 1550 nm they were able to record magnitude up to 0.6 pm/V. Optical poling was used by Qiu et al. in Ge$_{20}$As$_{20}$S$_{60}$ glasses by shining both $\omega$ and $2\omega$ laser beam (1064 nm and 532 nm) on the sample at room temperature under no electric field. Photo-induced SHG properties seem to remain stable overtime and was four order larger than in the tellurite glass 15Nb$_2$O$_5$-85TeO$_2$ and seven times larger than for a 1 mm thick Y-cut quartz crystal. Liu et al. used electron beam irradiation (from a SEM) in Ge-As-S glasses and obtained a value of up to 0.8 pm/V of the second order non-linear susceptibility. The proposed mechanism at the
origin of SHG signal is due to formation of secondary electrons in the glass associated with the absorption of the incident electrons, creating a space charge in the glass as well as a rearrangement of the polar bonds under that field. More recently, the poling of arsenic-germanium sulfide glasses has also been investigated by Shoulders et al.\textsuperscript{59} A glass of composition $\text{As}_{36}\text{Ge}_{6}\text{S}_{58}$ was chosen for its known photosensitivity and structural reorganization upon irradiation. This glass was then doped with sodium to increase ionic conductivity. $\chi^{(2)}$ of the order of $5 \times 10^{-2}$ pm/V was obtained.

Dussauze et al.\textsuperscript{60} worked on the binary arsenic – sulfur, doped with sodium. Using Raman spectroscopy, they were able to study the photo-induced structural changes over time. During poling, soda-lime glasses were placed between the glass and the anode, allowing for the injection of sodium into the glass matrix, responsible for the SHG signal. Here, formation of sulfur-sulfur homopolar bonds and structural rearrangements appear in the glass, due to its photosensitivity and tendency to photo-structural rearrangement. These two contributions were shown to contribute to the resulting SHG signal.

The most meaningful studies on chalcogenides from the standpoint of magnitude of the resulting induced $\chi^{(2)}$ were performed by Guignard et al.\textsuperscript{61} and Jing et al.\textsuperscript{62} obtaining values of $\chi^{(2)}$ equal to 8 pm/V in $\text{Ge}_{25}\text{Sb}_{10}\text{S}_{65}$ and 7pm/V in $60\text{GeS}_{2} - 20\text{Ga}_{2}\text{S}_{3} - 20\text{KBr}$, respectively. While impressive in their magnitude, these works shared a common drawback, which is the poor stability (retention of induced field effects) over time for the resulting SHG response.

Guignard showed the importance of electronic conductivity and ionic conductivity during poling.\textsuperscript{63} She proposed two different mechanisms, depending on the conductivity of the glass. She showed that for gallium-containing glasses, formation of thermally activated defects will occur. These
defects might result from breakage of chemical bonds which accompany the induced SONL response. However electronic defects relax easily after poling recombining in hours to days, as compared to more (meta)-stable structural changes or ionic migration. Ionic migration still plays a role in poling of chalcogenide, mostly in the form of sodium ions which are usually present as an impurity in the compositions studied in the literature.

The role of defects, either naturally occurring or induced in chalcogenides is not uncommon. Two different ways of creating defects, i.e. charge defects or structural rearrangements, was first described in chalcogenides by Shimakawa in the early 1990’s in the study of photoinduced changes in chalcogenide films.\textsuperscript{64} This work, built on earlier work by Mott,\textsuperscript{65,66} Ovshinsky\textsuperscript{67} and Anderson\textsuperscript{68} in evaluating metastable structural configurations of ‘abnormal’ bonding configurations that deviated from traditional stoichiometric configurations (which follow the traditional 8-n rule). Here, over- or under-coordinated species, usually ‘clusters’ of bonded atoms shown to occur in chalcogen-containing glasses, can possess localized charges that typically exist as charge-neutral pairs, referred to as defect coordination pairs (DCPs). When structural re-arrangements occur due to an induced optical field, the random pairs (negative and positive) are well separated, dropping the energy, thus being more stable. The following figure present the difference in energy and stability between charge defects (self-trap excitons) and structural re-arrangements (random pairs). To obtain a stable electric field inside the glass, it is more interesting to go towards structural changes.
Even though poling of chalcogenide glasses seems promising to achieve large second order nonlinearities making them adequate for applications as active photonics materials, they still present lots of limitations. Most of the poled glasses did not produce a large second order nonlinearities, plus, the implemented $\chi^{(2)}$ was usually not stable over time. Few work have been conducted on that matter. Zeghlache et al. studied the stabilization of the $\chi^{(2)}$ in sulfide glasses subjected to poling. They showed by cycling poling on Ga$_5$Ge$_{20}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{65}$ they could obtain a signal of 4 to 5 pm/V stable over several months. They attributed the enhanced stability to a burying of the SHG active layer accompanied by an increase in thickness of this layer following cycling.

1.6 Applications of thermal poling

So far we have discussed the principle of thermal poling and its major application in Second Harmonic Generation. Apart from the obvious use in nonlinear optics, thermal poling has found applications in a variety of domains ranging from microelectronics, to electro-optics, to
surface reactivity enhancement, \(^7\) to changes of mechanical properties, \(^2\) as well as glass formation. \(^3\)

In this section, we will discuss some of the applications-oriented work that can be found in the literature.

1.6.1 Microelectronics: the first use of thermal poling

Thermal poling found its first application in microelectronics for metal to glass sealing. The first description of direct bonding in the literature was made by Wallis and Pomerantz in 1969. \(^1\) This publication was made after Pomerantz patented anodic bonding in 1968. \(^2\) In their paper they described how sealing of metals to glass could be achieved in less than a minute by applying a DC voltage between the two, without the need to use adhesive. Upon heating of a Pyrex\(^\textregistered\) and silicon assembly to 400°C under an applied voltage of 300 V, fringes are observed under an optical microscope. These fringes are the evidence of an air gap between silicon and the glass, which vanish rapidly as the glass and metal are sealed together. The optical image then presents a gray interface, evidence of perfect bonding, without air pockets. Before discovering this methodology, sealing of glasses to metals was obtained by a heating treatment called fusion seal. The treatment was long and more expensive than poling, plus, thermal expansion mismatch between the two layers could be a problem. Following this early work, anodic bonding was thoroughly studied by the scientific community.

Recently, anodic bonding moved away from microelectronics and found new applications. Authors work on development of pressure sensors, \(^7\) micro-fluidic devices, with possible applications in separation of DNA molecules \(^7\) and in biocompatible glass-silicon sealed packages. \(^7\)
1.6.2 Electro-optics

Following thermal poling, several changes are going to occur in the glass which can then change the properties of the glass. The most straightforward change is the appearance of the frozen in electric field inside the glass matrix. As stated earlier, the introduction of the static electric field efficiently breaks the centrosymmetry of the glass, allowing for second order nonlinear optical properties which opens up applications in electro-optics.

1.6.2.1 Planar waveguides

Optical waveguides are systems used to guide light and to confine it in a delimited region of propagation. They are usually comprised of two regions with different refractive indices, the core has a higher refractive index than the cladding (corresponding to the surrounding medium). Two principle configurations of waveguide can be found, the planar waveguide and the channel waveguide. The main difference between the two is that the light is propagated only in one dimension with a planar waveguide, contrary to a channel waveguide where the light is propagated along two dimensions. An example of a planar waveguide would be a thin film of high refractive index deposited on a substrate of smaller refractive index (cladding). For the channel waveguide, a typical example would be an optical fiber where the core with higher refractive index is surrounded by the cladding of lower refractive index. A representation of these two waveguides is given in the following figure.
Upon thermal poling of a glass, cations migrate towards the cathode, leaving a zone depleted of cations. Hence the poled area usually presents a lower refractive index than that of the unpoled region. It is therefore possible to create waveguides in a glass by mean of thermal poling and several studies have been conducted on that matter. Making waveguide in thermally poled glasses is particularly interesting as the light which propagate inside this waveguide could interact with the poled region to make a nonlinear active waveguide.

Formation of waveguide in glasses by thermal poling is not limited to planar waveguide and channel waveguide have also been formed. The work of Margulis et al. has shown the possibility to make single mode channel waveguides in soda lime glass using a periodic electrode at the anode. An aluminum film was deposited on the surface of the glass to be used as anode and channels where open in it. As the poling efficiently takes place under the remaining aluminum electrode, the poled area underwent a reduction of their refractive index by 1.5% following cations migration. Waveguides were formed under the aluminum free area on the electrode. Waveguides were buried several microns under the surface which shows that the cladding correspond to the sodium depleted region of lower refractive index. As only the cladding is poled, the optical nonlinearity induced in the glass can only interact with the guided light through the evanescent field.
Other works have followed and have helped to better understand the mechanisms taking place in the formation of such waveguides in glasses containing more than one cation susceptible to drift under the electric field. In 2002, Brennand et al. have studied the fabrication of planar waveguide by thermal poling of soda-lime glasses and showed it was necessary to not only take into account the sodium drift but also the displacement of the less mobile alkaline and alkaline-earth cations present in the glass. When a glass containing several mobile cations, two regions are going to be formed under the anodic surface. As in all poling procedures, a layer depleted in sodium cations is formed but at the interface between the depleted layer and the bulk glass, an accumulation region is formed and made of the less mobile cations (Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$, K$^+$). These cations are also going to drift under the action of the electric field but cannot go further than the sodium depleted region as the electric field driving sodium migration in the bulk is too low to move Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$. The presence of this accumulation region was also demonstrated before by Lepinsky. The refractive index in the sodium depleted region is higher than that of the substrate (cladding) and the position of the waveguide was found to be in the accumulation region under the glass surface. The cation distribution profile and position of the waveguide are represented in Figure 1.7.

*Figure 1.7. Concentration profile of mobile cations as well as waveguide position*
More recently, Ng et al. have demonstrated the combined use of femtosecond laser writing of waveguides and thermal poling to create to obtain nonlinear waveguide interaction in fused silica. Of note, they developed a double poling to increase the efficiency of the induced nonlinearity into the waveguide. This work opened new possibilities for development of new active devices in glasses.

These previous studies have focused on the fabrication of waveguides through the use of thermal poling but did not focus on the conversion efficiency of the fundamental wave to the harmonic waves. Other studies have focused on this particular point and described techniques to obtain quasi-phase matching conditions in waveguides.

Quasi-Phase Matching (QPM) was obtained in fused silica by Chao et al. Waveguides were created by Ge-ion implantation using lithography technique. Following this step, thermal poling was performed to obtain SHG in the waveguides. The SHG signal is then locally erase by mean of UV light exposure with a periodic mask applied on the waveguide. The system showed a first-order quasi-phase-matching SHG from 1064 to 532 nm with a conversion efficiency of 6.1x10^-4 %/W/cm^2 associated with a d_{Q,eff} of 0.03 pm/V.

Li et al. studied QPM in channel waveguide in fused silica. The sample was uniformly poled and waveguides were inscribed on the thermally poled sample with a femtosecond laser. A silicon grating was placed on top of the poled sample with grating groves perpendicular to the waveguides. The $\chi^{(2)}$ was then erased periodically by placing the sample in an e-beam evaporator deposition system. The underlying erasure mechanism is thought to be due to X-ray irradiation. The
conversion efficiency of such a system is of $2 \times 10^{-5} \text{%/W/cm}^2$ with an effective nonlinear coefficient of 0.0075 pm/V.

The use of periodic electrodes was made by Fadge-Pedersen,\textsuperscript{86} where they demonstrated fabrication of a device allowing for a normalized conversion efficiency of $1.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{%/W/cm}^2$ with an associated nonlinearity of about 0.13 pm/V.

1.6.2.2 Optical fibers

Strauß et al.\textsuperscript{87} showed that similarly to planar waveguide, poling with periodic electrodes could be performed on silica fibers. By using a periodic gold electrode as an anode on the side of the fiber to pole the sample, they were able to obtain quasi-phase matching conditions for conversion of 1064 nm laser beam to a 532 nm wavelength. However, the conversion efficiency was rather small, being only of $10^{-6} \text{%/W/cm}^2$. The work by Pruneri et al.\textsuperscript{88} was even more promising as they showed that by fabricating a grating on a D-shaped germane silicate fiber, they were able to obtain peak conversion efficiency as high as 20% for a 1532 nm wavelength.

Margulis and his team in Sweden have studied thermal poling in optical fibers with the aim to prepare fibers with an efficient second order optical nonlinearity, for instance for applications in fiber lasers. They filled twin-hole fibers with metal to serve as electrodes. They were able to study several electrodes configurations and found that using a so-call “charging” process (without the use of a cathode) yields a higher induced static electric field and better stability of the post-poling properties.\textsuperscript{89} Similar studies of thermally poled twin-hole fibers have been conducted by L. Huang et al.,\textsuperscript{90-92} Camara\textsuperscript{93} and D. Huang et al..\textsuperscript{94} The literature of thermally poled twin-hole fibers present extensive theoretical studies of various poling configurations which is then compared to
experimental results. The important parameters have been well discussed and controlled these rendered the resulting thermal poling more efficient. The models to explain these mechanisms still present some limitations as all activation energy of the cations are not known, the exact concentrations of these species as well as their distributions and how these glass-specific attributes impact the resulting post-poled properties is still not completely understood. However, we observe that these studies are more applications-oriented compared to studies of thermal poling in the past which were more mechanisms-oriented. The thermal poling community has now enough understanding of the process to move towards more concrete applications. In the domain of thermally poled optical fibers, projects such as the CHARMING project: Components for Highly Advanced time-Resolved fluorescence Microscopy based on Nonlinear Glass fibers, 95 show that the scientific community is now ready to use thermal poling for concrete applications.

1.6.3 Thermal poling as an imprinting process

New efforts have been undergone to control the optical properties of a glass at smaller scales. To do that, thermal poling was proved useful, especially as an imprinting process. Using patterned electrodes, an electric field assisted imprinting process can take place. Several approaches have been studied in the literature on several glass compositions. Lipovskii used an anode with a relief to imprint phase and amplitude onto silver containing glasses. Detailed patterned with features below a resolution of a micron 96 can be imprinted and diffraction grating can be formed as the bulk glass and depleted layer present variation of refractive index of 0.02. 97 A similar approach using silver was used by Delestre et al. 98 to micro-pattern a glass’s surface. The glass surface is first coated with silver which is then locally ablated using a femtosecond laser and the sample is finally poled. A constant SHG is recorded outside the ablated
line which corresponds to the typical EFISH recorded on poled samples while the ablated lines are also SHG efficient but belong to another class of symmetry C\textsubscript{\infty v} instead of C\textsubscript{\infty v}. Using a profiled anode, Chervinskii et al. were able to form silver nanoisland in silver-sodium ion exchanged glasses. 99 Metal island films (MIF) were thus formed on the glass following complex patterns with spatial resolution up to 200 nm. The use of profiled electrodes allows to directly realized fragile MIF at the glass’s surface, thus avoiding potentially damageable manipulations.

Thermal poling as an imprinting process was well studied and proved useful to create diffraction gratings in soda-lime glasses. 100 to structure the 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear response of the glass 101 and to record patterns on the glass surface, solely as an imprinting process. 102-104 However, this technique still has a great potential and new applications which could use all the effects observed here, i.e. patterning, refractive index change, etc…, are still to be developed.

1.6.4 Use of the electric field to enhance chemical properties

1.6.4.1 Enhance bioactivity

The applications presented so far are the most common and represent the most straightforward use of thermal poling but applications can go beyond these fields. Our interest in changing surface reactivity of glasses was triggered partially by publications showing changes of surface reactivity in bioactive glasses following thermal poling. Bioactive glasses were first developed in the late 60s by Hench and the first article was published in 1972. 105 Hench defines bioactive materials as designed to “replace diseased or damaged tissues”. 106 Bioglasses are typically alkali rich glasses made of SiO\textsubscript{2}, CaO, Na\textsubscript{2}O and P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}. As bioactive glasses are alkali-rich, they are suitable candidates for thermal poling. Several teams studied the potential beneficial effect of thermal poling on the bio-activity of ceramic and glass materials. 71, 107, 108 They noticed that due to the
strong electric field underneath the surface, cations were more rapidly adsorbed at the surface, accelerating the bone growth on the implant. Mariappan et al.\textsuperscript{51, 71, 109} studied the effect of thermal poling on bioglasses and noticed fast growth of a negatively-charged silica layer on top of the glass, promoting adsorption of calcium and phosphate ions leading to the growth of crystalline apatite. It seems that surface charges on both bioceramics\textsuperscript{108} and bioglasses\textsuperscript{71} positively influence the growth of calcium phosphate layer when immersed in simulated body fluids (close to human plasma). This interesting result shows that by using thermal poling, it is possible to locally change the reactivity of a glass. In that case the polarized glass allows for a faster crystallization of hydroxyapatite-like crystals. This reaction is only possible on specific glasses composition. With this in mind, it is expected that thermal poling of carefully chosen glass compositions would allow to tailor surface reactivity and properties.

1.6.4.2 Self-assembly of nanoparticles using electrostatic forces

Thermal poling allows for the creation of a strong electric field in the near surface of the glass, of the order of $10^9$ V/m. This electric field presents the advantage of allowing for creation of second-harmonic generation. However, an interesting possibility is to have this electric field interact with charged molecules. The self-assembly of nanoparticles is a vast field of research and give rise to multiple techniques to control the assembly of nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{110} In the late 60s, Iler presented a way of constructing multilayer films of alternating positively and negatively charged colloidal particles,\textsuperscript{111} the electrostatic self-assembly. Various materials were developed using this technique and it was possible to make layers of colloidal particles,\textsuperscript{112} polymers\textsuperscript{113} and dendrimers.\textsuperscript{114, 115} In the same philosophy, Palleau et al.\textsuperscript{116} used AFM nanoxerography to inject charges onto a surface to attract nanoparticles (silver and gold). At first a PMMA thin film is charged with an
AFM tip. The sample is then immersed in the colloidal dispersion of charged nanoparticles and finally dried under a nitrogen flow. They were able to obtain assemblies of various geometries with various type of charged particles (organic, inorganic and metallic). They finally showed that it was possible to elaborate a pattern of positive and negative charges as it can be seen on Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8. Pattern of positive and negative charges elaborated with nanoxerography by Palleau et al. 116

All these works did not use thermal poling to obtain these results but they present strong similarity with thermal poling. Electric charges are at the base of these processes and the electric field induced during thermal poling is theoretically strong enough to give similar results. A control of the localization of the induced electric field could thus be used to attract charged particles at the surface of a glass substrate.
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CHAPTER 2: INSTRUMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Glass synthesis

2.1.1 Borosilicate glasses

Bulk glass with composition SiO$_2$ 39 mol%, B$_2$O$_3$ 51 mol%, Na$_2$O 10 mol% was prepared from high purity materials SiO$_2$ (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99 %), Na$_2$B$_4$O$_7$ – 10H$_2$O (Sigma Aldrich, > 99%), and H$_3$BO$_3$ (Alfa Aesar, 99.9995 %). Hygroscopic powders were first dried in an oven overnight. Raw materials were then mixed, ground and poured into platinum crucible. The batch was melted at 1100°C and quenched by dipping the bottom of the crucible in water. The glass was then ground in a fine powder and melted two additional time. In the final step of the melting process, the glass was quenched between two brass plates to maximize the quenching rate as the glass tends to phase separate. The glass was then visually inspected for sign of extensive phase separation, which typically gives an opalescent glass. In absence of signs of phase separation, the glass was annealed overnight, 40°C below the glass transition temperature (T$_g$ ~ 450°C). One-millimeter-thick samples were then cut and optically polished on both sides.

2.1.2 Chalcogenide glasses

Chalcogenide glasses require special care during preparation to avoid contamination with oxygen and water. All base glasses were prepared from high purity elemental Ge, Sb and S (Alfa Aesar, 99.999 % purity), and sodium was added to the matrix by introduction of sodium sulfide (purity unspecified). Raw materials were weighed out under nitrogen in a glove box to prevent any atmosphere contamination and inserted in a quartz ampule. Glasses were prepared in 15 or 30 grams’ batches. A closed connector is placed at the end of the tube while in the glove box and the batch is only open when the tube is connected to the vacuum pump. The batch is then subjected to
a mild vacuum for 30 minutes. Larger batches require the sulfur to be melted under vacuum to allow enough space at the end of the tube for the following sealing step. The evacuated ampule is then sealed with an oxygen-methane torch. The tube is placed in a rocking furnace (Barnstead Thermolyne 21100) which assures better homogeneity during the melting process. The homogenization temperature was set-up to 850°C, with a heating rate of 1°C/min. The ampule stays at the homogenization temperature overnight and the temperature is lowered to 750°C before quenching the tube with forced air. The lowering of the temperature before quenching is necessary to prevent the ampule from shattering as the glass goes through T_g and retracts. Glasses are then placed in a furnace (Barnstead Thermolyne 48000) and annealed at T_g-40°C overnight to lower the internal constraints.

Once the annealing step completed, glasses were removed from the silica tube. The glass rod was then sliced and optically polished in 1 mm thick samples. The grinding and polishing process is performed in 4 steps to ensure best optical quality. All samples were then controlled by optical microscope until surfaces with the smaller amount of scratches and pits were obtained. Part of the glass batch was finely ground using a mortar and pestle for differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis and for X-ray diffraction (XRD).
2.2 Differential Scanning calorimetry

Differential Scanning Calorimetry, abbreviated as DSC, is a technique which measures difference in heat flow between a reference and the sample. The sample is ground in a fine powder and placed in an aluminum crucible. The crucible is mechanically sealed and a hole is poked in the lid. A reference is prepared by sealing an empty crucible. The two crucibles are then placed together in the furnace and a heat treatment, typically a ramp to an elevated temperature (550°C) at 10 K/min, is performed. The apparatus measures the heat flow required to keep the two crucibles at the same temperature during the ramp. The heat flow is then plotted as a function of temperature; such a plot is called a thermogram. The two signals are then compared to obtain thermal properties such as glass transition temperature ($T_g$), crystallization temperature ($T_x$) and melting temperature ($T_m$).
The glass transition temperature does not correspond to a fixed temperature in glasses, therefore, there are several ways to measure it from a DSC thermogram. The glass temperature is the first endothermic phenomenon measured on a glass sample. It can be defined as the onset of this endothermic phenomenon or the inflection point of the endothermic peak. The second way of measuring the glass transition temperature is more reproducible and is obtained by taking the first derivative of the heat flow. The glass transition temperature then corresponds to the minimum of this derivative. Figure 2.2 presents the two accepted ways of determining $T_g$.

2.3 Density measurements

Density measurement is one essential characterization of a glass. It is more precisely defined as the volumetric mass density and corresponds to the mass of a sample per unit volume, i.e. the mass occupying a unit volume of material. Density of glasses are measured using the Archimedes method. Samples are first measured in air and then immersed in deionized water with an Aaron
balance (AE Adams PGW Balance). Several samples are measured for each composition to minimize the error on the measurements. The density of deionized water is precisely known and the density of the glass is then easily determined.

2.4 Measurements of the refractive index using Brewster’s angle and the M-lines

Refractive index measurements are especially important when making glasses for optics and are also needed when fitting the 2nd order nonlinear response of the poled glass. During this PhD work, two set-ups were used to measure refractive indices, the Brewster angle technique and the M-lines technique.

The Brewster angle measurement technique was used to measure the indices for wavelengths in the visible and near-IR. The following wavelengths are available: 405, 532, 639, 785, 940, 1310 and 1550 nm.

This technique utilizes the principle of the Brewster angle which corresponds to a particular angle of incidence for which a polarized light is perfectly transmitted through a sample without any reflection. In the case of an unpolarized light, the reflected light is then perfectly polarized. It is necessary to define the polarization of light to explain the phenomenon. Light polarization is decomposed into two perpendicular components S and P. The P polarization (from the German parallel) represents the electric field component parallel to the plane of incidence, while the S polarization (from German senkrecht, meaning perpendicular) represents the electric field component perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the case of an unpolarized light entering a surface at the Brewster angle. The reflected light is perfectly S-polarized and the transmitted light only slightly polarized.
Brewster angle can be easily found using Snell’s law and is mathematically equivalent to the following equation

$$\theta_B = \arctan\left(\frac{n_2}{n_1}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

With $\theta_B$ the Brewster angle, $n_2$ the refractive index of the glass and $n_1$ the refractive index of air, i.e. 1.

*Figure 2.3. Polarization of light encountering an interface at Brewster's angle*
Figure 2.4. Refractive index measurement with the Brewster angle setup

Brewster angle measurements then consists at shining a P polarized light at the sample and varying the incident angle. The variation of the reflected light’s intensity is measured every angle between -80° and 80°. A plot such as the one in the insight of Figure 2.4 is obtained. The obtained variation is then fitted and the refractive index is then determined with a precision of ± 0.01.

The second set-up used to measure the refractive index at higher wavelength is a modified Metricon prism coupler (model 2010 M) by Dr. Gleason from the GPCL group, which can operate in the infrared. The indices were measured using a GaP prism and measurements were performed at 4.5 μm. It is necessary for the prism to have a higher index as the sample to be measured. Several prisms are available: Ge, Si, Rutile and GaP. The Metricon prism coupler is based on the m-lines spectroscopy which is usually used to measure thickness and refractive index of thin films but can also be used to measure refractive indices of bulk samples. The sample to be measured is pressed against a prism sitting on a rotating stage to variate the light incident angle, see Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5. Prism coupling (M-lines) principle

The light is shined through the prism, refracted in it and then reached the interface between the prism and the sample. For a given range of angles, light is totally reflected when it encounters the interface since the prism has a higher refractive index. Light then exits the prism and is collected. However, for specific angles, part of the light couples with the sample leading to a drop in the detected light exiting the prism. The plot of the intensity as a function of position will thus possess a knee when light couples to the sample. From the position of this knee, it is possible to determine the refractive index of the sample.

2.5 Thermal poling of the glass sample: description of the poling cell

The poling cell used during the process was custom-built in Bordeaux university. A schematic representation of it is given in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of the poling cell

The poling cell consists of a chamber which can be hermetically sealed to perform treatments under controlled atmosphere (argon or nitrogen) or under a primary vacuum. The top of the poling cell is fitted with an optical window made of fused quartz. The cell is small enough to fit under an optical microscope and allows to perform Raman and SHG measurements under controlled atmosphere.

The heating system consists of a heating element inserted in an aluminum piece which serves also as a cathode. The maximum working temperature is 350°C, which is high enough for most of the glasses, as the treatment is performed under $T_g$. A thermocouple is inserted inside the aluminum piece to control the temperature. The temperature of the sample was measured with a second thermocouple to measure the temperature gradient and to calibrate the set-up.
A high tension source is connected to the cell and can deliver high voltage up to 10kV with 5mA of current. A Labview program control the high tension source and permits to control the ramp rate, the maximum current and to record its variation over time.

2.6 Structuring electrodes for thermal poling

In some of the work that will be presented in this thesis, structured electrode will be used instead of plain electrodes. The structured electrodes are prepared by laser ablation of a 100 nm thick ITO coating (8-12 Ω.sq⁻¹) deposited on a microscope slide. The ablation of the ITO layer is performed with a nanosecond yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser source at 1064 nm. The electrode is placed on a microscope stage which is controlled by a software. Patterns to be inscribed can be loaded on the software which then inscribed them on the electrode. The laser power is chosen so that the entire ITO layer is ablated by the laser pulse. The ITO coated microscope slide is then formed of alternating conductive and non-conductive areas. Once structured, silver conductive paint is applied on the ITO free side of the electrode and on the sides to ensure conductivity. The prepared electrode will then be used as an anode during thermal poling, with the ITO coating facing the sample to be poled.

2.7 Measurements of the SHG response by mean of the Maker fringes

Various techniques are available to determine second order nonlinear optical coefficients. The one used in this work, the Maker fringes, is based on the observation of second harmonic generation from the sample and is compared to a reference (α-quartz). This measurement is a second harmonic ellipsometry technique and consists in irradiating a sample with a frequency \(\omega\) and to record the intensity generated by the sample at \(2\omega\). The incident angle varies during the measurement. Hence,
when passing through the sample, variation of the optical path due to the change of incident angle allows the measurement of interference fringes.

Two setups are available in the laboratory with two different incidence wavelength, 1550 and 1064 nm. Both laser are nanoseconds and operate at 30 Hz and which deliver maximum impulsions of 100 $\mu$J during a pulse of 20 ns of duration. The typical setup is presented on Figure 2.7.

The beam is first going through a power unit, consisting of a half-wave plate and a Glan polarizer, that controls the intensity of the laser. An optical fiber collects a fraction of the incident laser beam $I_0$ to measure its intensity. The beam then goes through the polarization unit which controls the incident polarization state. A filter associated with a lens focus the beam onto the sample surface. The output harmonic goes through a high optical density step filter, transparent in the visible but absorbent for the 1064 nm (or 1550 nm) wavelength. Then it goes through a band-pass filter (532 or 775 nm depending on the incident wavelength) which only allows the harmonic light to pass. The analyzed polarization is then selected between two states: S (vertical) or P (horizontal). The sample is mounted on a motorized stage allowing to perform measurements as a function of incident angle. Each measured intensity is an average of 64 to 250 pulses. This type of scan will be referred as a $\theta$-scan. Four different scans can be recorded: p-p, s-p, p-s and s-s. The first letter corresponds to the polarization of the incident beam and the second one to the polarization of the harmonic.
A second type of scan is usually performed: \( \psi \)-scan. It consists in recording the SHG intensity at a fixed angle of incidence as a function of the incident polarization state. This type of scan is especially useful to probe the various components of the tensor. The polarization unit allows to obtain all possible polarization state as illustrated on Figure 2.8.  

**Figure 2.7. Representation of the Maker fringes setup**

**Figure 2.8. Various polarization obtained while varying the incident polarization**
The Maker fringes technique allows to probe the second order susceptibility tensor defined in the previous chapter. To obtain a quantitative measurement of the second order nonlinear optical coefficients, it is necessary to calibrate the set-up using a reference material. A quartz sample with a $d_{11}$ of 0.3 pm/V at 1064 nm is used as the reference. The crystallographic orientation used during calibration is on the crystallographic axis C along the z direction, the A axis is 75° from the X-axis (P) and the B axis is 15° (S) for θ equal to 90°. Maker fringes are then recorded on the sample and theta scans with the four various polarization (p-p, s-p, p-s and s-s) are measured. With the four different scans, it is now possible to start the calibration. We use a program developed by Vincent Rodriguez which allows to fit a variety of parameters using a Monte Carlo algorithm for absorbing anisotropic multilayers systems. The main parameters are the thickness of the sample, the various elements of the $\chi^{(2)}$ tensor, a potential offset of the optical elements and motors in the set-up and two coefficients describing the law of the second order nonlinear response:

$$((A + I_\omega)^2) B$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

The $\chi^{(2)}$ tensor is based on the point group to which belongs the crystal (32 for quartz) and the tensor shown in the opening chapter is chosen. Once all important parameters are found, it is possible to finalize the calibration by doing a study as a function of power. Several theta-pp scans are recorded with increasing laser power. As we face a second order nonlinear phenomenon, the response of the material should vary quadratically with incident laser power. In this step of the calibration, all parameters are fixed and only parameters A and B are fitted. Once A and B are found, they can be used to fit data of the poled glasses. An example of fit made for the quartz is presented in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9. Maker fringes recorded on the quartz sample with various polarizations (red) plotted with the simulated fringes for the same conditions (green)

Finally, to understand the various fit that will be performed in chapter 5, Figure 2.10 defines the laboratory frame in which the measurements are performed, which is necessary to keep in mind for the fits that will be performed later on.
2.8 Optical spectroscopy

Optical spectroscopy refers to a set of techniques based on the interaction between light and matter. Various techniques will be used to probe the structure of the glasses before and after poling but also to characterize the transmission region of the glasses before and after poling.

To better understand the overall concept of spectroscopy, it is important to consider an isolated molecule and the various levels of energy required to describe it.

A typical molecule with N atoms can have its movement in space described by 3N degrees of freedom: 3 degrees of freedom for translations, 3 degrees of freedom for rotation and 3N-6 degrees of freedom for vibration. The total energy of the molecule is given by

\[ E_{total} = E_T + E_R + E_V + E_E \]

The terms \( E_R \) (rotation), \( E_V \) (vibration) and \( E_E \) (electrons) are quantified, meaning that they can only take specific values. The last term \( E_E \) is related to the electrons and is based on the assumption that their movement can be isolated from the rest of the nucleus according to the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. The $E_T$ term (translation) can be classically described and the gas kinetic theory gives $E_T = \frac{3}{2} k_B T$, with $k_B$ being Boltzmann constant.

The population of every level is highly dependent on temperature. At room temperature, the rotational level is the more densely occupied, followed by the vibrational level while the electronic level is not occupied except at the fundamental level. The following plot shows the order of magnitude of the energy of each level as well as the thermal agitation level at 300 K as a reference.

![Figure 2.11. Order of magnitude of the various energy states, thermal agitation is plotted at 300K is plotted as a reference (600 cal)](image)

2.8.1 Infrared spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy is based on the light and matter interaction in the infrared regime. The infrared region can be separated in three regions, the near-infrared (NIR), the mid-infrared (MIR) and the far-infrared (FIR). Depending on the community of user, these three regions can vary in term of wavelength. In this work the norm ISO 20473 is used to define the tree regions and
specifies that the NIR spans from 0.78 to 3 μm, the MIR spans from 3 to 50 μm and the FIR from 50 to 1000 μm.

Measurements were performed using three different techniques: IR in specular reflectance mode (macroscopically and microscopically), IR in transmission mode and Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR). These various techniques are complementary as they do not penetrate the sample in the same depth. To better grasp the difference between the various IR technique, it is necessary to define the concept of complex refractive index which can be written as:

\[ \hat{n} = n + ik \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

With \( n \) the linear refractive (real part) index and \( k \) the extinction coefficient (imaginary part). The main difference between the transmission and the reflection technique is that transmission spectra only probe the imaginary part \( k \) while reflection spectra probe the imaginary and the real part of the refractive index.

Spectra were recorded in reflection mode to obtain information on the structural changes associated with the poling treatment. When light encounters a surface, part of it is transmitted or absorbed and another part is reflected. In the ideal case of a perfectly plane surface, this phenomenon is described as specular reflectance and the incident angle is equal to the reflected angle. There is no such thing as an ideal surface so depending on the sample roughness, part of the light is scattered. This phenomenon is called diffused reflection and is another spectroscopic technique which will not be described here.

The amount of reflected light is highly dependent on the nature of the sample but most importantly, the amount of reflected light is a function of the incident light frequency and is maximum for
frequencies where the absorption is maximum. The fact that the amount of reflected light depends on the incident frequency also means that the depth over which the incident light penetrate the sample varies with frequency. This is especially important when measuring IR spectra on poled sample as the thickness of the modified layer can be of the order of few microns. Typically, specular reflectance probes the first micron underneath the surface.⁵

A reference spectrum is made with a gold mirror which theoretically reflects 100% of the incident light \( I_{\text{ref}} \). Macro-IR spectra were recorded on a Vertex 70V (Bruker) vacuum spectrometer equipped with a DTGS detector and a MID/FIR range beam splitter. Spectra were recorded under a primary vacuum to remove the contribution of water from the atmosphere. For measurements performed on reactive glasses, a glove bag was positioned above the sample chamber. The poling cell (under vacuum) was introduced in the glove bag. The glove bag and the spectrometer were put under vacuumed then filled with nitrogen, allowing for measurements without any contact with air. Infrared spectra in reflection mode were recorded using an external reflection attachment (Graesby, Specac) with a 12° incidence angle.

Micro-infrared mapping of the surface was performed using a Perkin-Elmer Spotlight 400 spectrometer. Spectra were recorded under air with a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\) between 4000 and 750 cm\(^{-1}\). It is important to recall the resolution in the x-y plane of a sample when using micro-IR spectroscopy. The resolution is dependent on the wavelength of the light and will be coarser when working in the infrared spectrum compared to the visible. When working with oxide glasses, the main region of interest is around 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) where the resolution is at best around 12 μm. The resolution is going to improve as we go to higher wavenumber and can be as good as 2 μm around
4000 cm$^{-1}$. Masks are used to spatially control the illuminated area, to obtain a better signal to noise ratio, 15x15 μm masks were used and spectra were accumulated 100 times on each points.

Transmission spectra were recorded in air to determine the transmission window of the glass on a Perkin Elmer FT-NIR spectrometer Frontier. Maximum of transmitted intensity varies as a function of refractive index of the glass. For instance, the transmission maximum in Ge-Sb-S glasses is around 75%. The transmission window can be determined from the transmission spectra. The optical band gap corresponds to the region above which photons are absorbed by the medium. The band gap is defined in term of energy, when we refer to above band gap, it means higher energy (in eV). It is difficult to determine precisely the optical band gap of a bulk sample. The optical band gap will thus be defined as 70% of the maximum transmitted intensity. Similarly, at higher frequency it is possible to determine the multiphonon edge which corresponds to the threshold under which (in term of energy) light is no more transmitted. In addition to determine the transmission window, an IR transmission spectrum can also inform on some impurities present in the glass.

Attenuated Total Reflectance infrared spectroscopy was used to record spectra of powders. Powders were deposited on the ATR crystal and pressed. Spectra were recorded under air on a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR spectrometer between 400 and 4000 cm$^{-1}$ with a 1 cm$^{-1}$ resolution.

2.8.2 Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy

UV-vis spectra in transmission mode were also recorded and are really similar in principle to the IR transmission spectra. The main difference is that it measures the transmission in the visible and ultraviolet region of the light spectrum. In term of apparatus, a UV-vis spectrometer
measures the transmission over small spectral window and then constructs the transmission spectra. As opposed to an IR spectrometer which measures a broad spectral window.

2.8.3 Raman spectroscopy and correlative μ-SHG mapping

Micro-Raman and micro-SHG measurements were recorded in backscattering mode on a modified micro-Raman spectrometer HR800 (Horiba/Jobin Yvon). A representation of the assembly is presented on Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.12. Principle of the combined Raman / SHG microscope setup](image)

A continuous laser operating at 532 nm is used for Raman and a picosecond laser at 1064 nm is used for micro-SHG measurements. The use of a confocal microscope and a motorized stage (X,Y,Z) enables 3D mapping with good spatial resolution (0.5μm). Typical resolution used for Raman is 2.5 cm⁻¹. Measurements of the SHG response was performed using a doughnut radial polarization to probe the electric field in the z-direction. This particular polarization was obtained
by a polarization convertor from Arcoptix. The peak centered at $2\omega$ is integrated and gives the second harmonic response of the sample.

Raman spectroscopy is complementary to infrared spectroscopy presented before. The main difference is that it uses light in the visible which does not correspond to the energy level presented in the energy diagram Figure 2.11.

![Diagram of Raman scattering](image)

**Figure 2.13. General principle of Raman scattering**

The energy of the light is usually in between the electronic level and the vibrational level. The incident light thus does not correspond to any transition, i.e. $h\nu \neq E_f - E_i$, light is hence scattered and accompanied by a change in propagation direction and sometimes energy. Molecules are briefly excited to a metastable virtual level and goes directly back to an allowed energy level.
When the scattered light has an energy different from the original incident light, we then have
*Raman scattering*. The various possibilities of light scattering are summarized in Figure 2.13.

Raman spectroscopy informs on the glass structure in the low frequency region (below 1600 cm\(^{-1}\)) while at higher frequency, the main region of interest will be between 3000 and 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) to gain information on water and OH groups in general. In the chalcogenide part of this work, the reduced Raman spectra are usually presented as it allows to greatly minimize the effect of the boson peak at low wavenumbers. The reduced Raman spectra were calculated following the procedure described by Koudelka\(^6\) using equation (2.5):

\[
\rho(\nu) = \nu(\nu_i - \nu)^{-4}(1 - \exp(-\hbar\nu/kT))I(\nu, T)
\]

(2.5)

Where \(\nu_i\) is the frequency of the incident laser beam, \(\nu\) is phonon frequency defined as \(\nu = \nu_i - \nu_s\), with \(\nu_s\) being the frequency of the scattered light, the Bose Einstein factor is under bracket and \(I(\nu, T)\) is the experimental Raman intensity. In some cases, the resulting reduced Raman spectra is normalized to the peak of higher intensity to allow for easier comparisons.

In addition to Raman spectroscopy, the set-up presented above allows to measure the SHG response of the medium. To perform the \(\mu\)-SHG measurements on the sample, the laser beam at 1064 nm is polarized using an Arcoptix polarization converter. Two polarizations states can be obtained, (i) radial polarization and (ii) azimuthal polarization which are represented on Figure 2.14.

A radially polarized beam exhibits a high longitudinal component when focused on a surface using a high numerical aperture objective.\(^7\) It was therefore used to probe the SHG in this direction.
This setup therefore allows to perform a correlative study of the material structure and SHG capability. This set-up is quite unique and is especially useful to fully characterize the process taking place during poling.

![Diagram of polarization converter](image)

**Figure 2.14. Principle of the polarization converter**

### 2.9 Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a technique which consists in scanning the surface of a sample with a probe not only to visualize its topography but also to measure surface properties of a sample.

An AFM is comprised of a nanometer size sharp tip which is placed at the edge of a cantilever. As the tip is brought closer to the surface, attraction forces interact with it causing the cantilever to flex towards the surface. When the tip touches the surface, repulsion forces take over the attraction forces which cause the cantilever to flex in the opposite direction, away from the surface. During an AFM measure, the deflection of the cantilever is monitored by mean of a laser beam focused
on top of the cantilever. Any deflections of the cantilever will cause the reflected beam to deviate. Four photodiodes allow to record these changes.

As the probe scans the surface, any changes of topography cause deflection of the cantilever. A feedback loop is used to control the height of the tip above the surface and to keep it constant. The deflection is hence constant over time and a precise map of the surface topography can be obtained. The principle of the AFM measurement is summarized on Figure 2.15.

![Figure 2.15. Principle of the AFM measurement for topography measurements](image)

Three main modes of AFM imaging can be listed: the contact mode, the non-contact mode and the tapping mode.

The contact mode scans the surface with the tip in contact with the surface. As it is in contact with the surface, only strong repulsive forces act on the cantilever and deflect it as it encounters changes of topography.

The non-contact mode scans the surface without touching it. The cantilever oscillates above the surface and the oscillation amplitude decreases as the tip approaches the surface. A feedback loop
is used to correct for these amplitude changes and a map of the topography can be obtained. The advantage of that method is that the tip cannot touch the surface which improves its lifetime.

The tapping mode is a combination of the two previous modes. In the same manner as the non-contact mode, the cantilever oscillates above the surface but this time with higher amplitude oscillations. As the tip touches the surface, it will wear out more rapidly.

The three different modes can be summarized as a function of the tip to surface interaction represented on Figure 2.16.

![Diagram of AFM modes](image)

**Figure 2.16. The three principal modes of AFM relative to their tip to sample interactions**

In addition to surface topology measurements, AFM can be used to measure surface properties of a material such as mechanical properties (Young modulus, adhesion, dissipation, deformation) by mean of the PeakForce mode which record force curves on the surface. In addition, electric
properties such as surface potential can be measured by mean of the Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM). During this PhD, a mixed of these two modes was used: PeakForce KPFM. PeakForce KPFM uses a conductive cantilever. When placed in an electric field, its effective spring constant is the sum of the electric force gradient and its natural spring constant. An AC voltage is applied on the piezoelectric so that the cantilever oscillates at its resonant frequency $\omega$. An AC bias is then applied between the sample and the tip at frequency $\omega_m$ which modulates the resonant frequency. The modulation of the resonant frequency leads to the apparition of two side-bands $\omega \pm \omega_m$ and $\omega \pm 2\omega_m$. As with the cantilever deformation, the bias (DC or AC) is adjusted so that the side bands disappear, the surface potential can hence be measured.

When using this mode, the measurements typically involves two steps. The topography and mechanical properties are first mapped using the PeakForce mode. In a second step, the surface potential is measured in KPFM mode by scanning the surface with the cantilever at a fixed height. This technique allows to access surface properties and to correlate them with the surface topology.

2.10 Electron Microprobe Analysis
Elemental compositions of glasses can be measured using electron microprobe analysis to check the final composition of the glass and eventual compositional changes following poling. These measurements are made in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) to which an Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS or EDX) system and a Wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WDS) system are attached. Both techniques allow to qualitatively or quantitatively (using the correct standards) measure the composition of a material.
A beam of accelerated electrons is focused on the surface which interacts with the material by producing X-rays. The X-rays are then collected and counted by a detector which are then converted into a spectrum giving specific peaks for specific energies which correspond to specific elements. This type of measurement corresponds to EDX and possess drawbacks that are a limited spectral resolution and low sensitivity to light elements and low quantity.

For more accurate measurements, WDS is preferential as it has a spectral resolution and detection limit an order of magnitude better than EDX. The main difference is that the spectrometer is tuned to the X-ray of interest in the analysis (associated with a particular element).

2.11 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

As described in the first chapter, upon poling cations migrate towards the cathode leaving a cation depleted layer underneath the anodic surface. The thickness and position of this layer is dependent on the glass network and the poling conditions. To probe the thickness and position of the depleted layer, Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry, i.e. SIMS, is an adequate technique.

SIMS consists in sputtering a surface with a focused ion beam while collecting all secondary ions ejected from the sample. A mass spectrometer allows to determine the elemental composition from the mass to charge ratio of the ejected secondary ions. SIMS is mainly a qualitative technique which requires good standards to obtain quantitative measurements. The first 1 or 2 nanometers are probed using that technique and it is possible to do depth measurements by recording series of spectra on the same point. As the surface is gradually removed under the focus ion beam, an evolution of the intensity of a mass signal can be recorded as a function of time. This can then be converted to a depth profile. SIMS main advantage over other quantitative / qualitative techniques
is its good sensitivity to low concentration and light element. SIMS is a destructive technique and
is the final measurement performed on the glass samples.

All SIMS measurements done during this PhD work were performed by Mikhail Klimov from the
Materials Characterization Facility in UCF.
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CHAPTER 3: MICRO-POLING OF A NIOBIUM BOROPHOSPHATE GLASS: A WAY TO CONTROL THE 2ND ORDER NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES AT THE MICROMETRIC SCALE

In the literature chapter, it has been shown that the niobium borophosphate (BPN) system was well suited for thermal poling applications. One of the highest induced $\chi^{(2)}$ ever induced via thermal poling on an oxide glasses was obtained for a niobium borophosphate glass.\(^1\) The reason for this high induced 2\(^{nd}\) order nonlinearity is now better understood and was linked to the particular structural properties of this glassy system.\(^2\) Now that the mechanisms are better described, it is possible to try to find concrete applications for a thermally poled BPN glass. In the domain of microphotonic, and especially in photonic integrated circuit (PIC), there is a strong need for nonlinear active materials. These materials should have sufficiently high nonlinearity, low losses, a large domain of optical transparency and ideally optical properties should be controlled at the micrometer scale.

In the present chapter, thermal poling is presented has a simple way to imprint second order optical properties on an amorphous substrate. The chapter is divided in three main sections. First it describes the glass and studies the patterned electrodes prior poling. After poling is undergone, the poled glass is carefully studied, especially the transfer fidelity of the patterns, as well as structural changes and $\mu$-second harmonic generation around the patterns. The last section of this chapter is a discussion on the localization of the SHG signal around the patterns and on the influence that the electrode material has on it.
3.1 Study prior thermal poling

3.1.1 Description of the glass network structure using vibrational spectroscopy

The glass used in this study is a niobium borophosphate glass of nominal composition 0.58 (0.95 NaPO$_3$ + 0.05 Na$_2$B$_4$O$_7$) + 0.42 Nb$_2$O$_5$ (in mol %) that will be subsequently referred to BPN 42. This composition was deeply investigated in Bordeaux over the last 10 years and showed particularly good results and was thus chosen for this study. ²⁻⁵

Prior thermal poling, it is necessary to study the glass’s network structure to then evaluate any changes during the process. BPN glasses are made of two main structural entities, the phosphate network and the niobate network. The elementary structural unit of the phosphate network is a (PO$_4$)$^{3-}$ tetrahedron and the one of the niobate network is a NbO$_6$ octahedron. As sodium is added to the glass matrix, the various structural elements are connected through very short chains of mainly dimer. Regarding the phosphate network, the various elongation modes of the P-O bonds can be studied with IR spectroscopy. However, in the study presented herein, we aim at imprinting patterns few microns wide on a glass surface, which size is not suitable for IR spectroscopy.
The structural study is thus focused on Raman spectroscopy which gives valuable information mainly on the niobate network. The Raman spectrum of BPN 42 is shown in the Figure 3. and its interpretation will focus on the spectral domain between 500 and 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) that is characteristic of the elongation modes of the Nb-O bonds.

The spectrum can be divided in three main domains involving the NbO\(_6\) octahedra. The first one, between 500 and 750 cm\(^{-1}\), is related to the 3D niobium network. These entities tend to form NbO\(_6\) octahedra similarly to LiNbO\(_3\) and NaNbO\(_3\) crystals where the octahedra are corner shared. The second one, between 750 and 860 cm\(^{-1}\), is attributed to symmetric stretching modes of Nb-O-P bridging bonds. Finally, between 860 and 1000 cm\(^{-1}\), the symmetric stretching mode of the ionic bond between a sodium and a non-bridging oxygen, Nb-O\(^-\)…Na\(^+\) can be observed. \(^4,6-8\)
3.1.2 Preparation and characterization of the structured electrodes

The electrode used at the anodic side of the glass was structured by laser ablation of a 100 nm thick indium tin oxide (ITO) (8-12 Ω sq\(^{-1}\)) layer deposited on a microscope slide. ITO strips were ablated using a nanosecond yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser as described in the experimental techniques chapter. For this specific study, lines of various sizes and several millimeters long were written on the electrode with a pitch of 50 μm.

Figure 3.2. AFM measurements performed in KPFM mode across a line, showing the surface topology (a) and the surface potential (b)

The prepared electrode was then studied using atomic force (AFM) microscopy in Kelvin probe force mode (KPFM) to access both surface topology and surface potential. Figure 3.2 compares the surface topology and surface potential of a same line written on the ITO. It is observed that
clean lines are formed by total ablation of the 100 nm thick ITO layer. Lines are formed of a 100 nm gap and of a thin ridge on each outer sides of the lines. On part (b) the surface potential image shows the absence of measured potential in the line where ITO was removed, while outside the lines a homogeneous potential is recorded. The structured electrode can be seen as alternating conducting and non-conducting areas on top of the microscope slide.

3.2 Thermal poling and subsequent study of the poled glass

Once the structured electrode prepared and the base glass characterized, thermal poling can be undertaken. The structured electrode is placed at the anode and is used as a stamp during the poling process. A 100 µm thick borosilicate glass slide is placed at the cathode to prevent reduction of niobium cations in the glass from the +V oxidation state to +IV which would give a blue coloration to BPN glasses. This glass slide also serves a second purpose, that is to increase the resistivity of the overall assembly. The cathode is considered non-blocking as species can easily escape the glass and be transferred to the microscope slide at the cathode. A silicon wafer is then placed underneath the thin glass slide. The electrodes are mechanically pressed on the BPN glass and the assembly is heated up to 230°C (T_g = 625°C) and a DC bias of 1600 V is applied across the sample. A diagram of the thermal poling assembly is shown in Figure 3.3.
The atmosphere of the poling cell is placed under nitrogen to obtain blocking anode conditions. Injection of species such as protons or hydroxyl from the atmosphere inside the glass are thus prevented. The thermal poling treatment lasts for 30 minutes, after which the sample is brought back to room temperature and the applied electric field subsequently removed.

3.2.1 Study of the topological changes by Atomic-force microscopy

The optical micrograph presented in Figure 3.4 shows that patterns from the electrodes are transferred to the glass substrate. Part (b) of this same figure shows an AFM map of one of these lines. A change of topology takes place upon poling with the imprinting of lines 7 µm wide and with a surface relief of 100 nm high. These features appear on areas that were in contact with lines written on the electrode. Lines on the electrode were 10 µm wide and 100 nm deep. It can also be observed that ridges on the outer part of the line on the electrode result in the appearance of tranches on the glass surface. The structured electrode can thus be seen as a stamp to change the surface topology of a glass. Such a process was previously reported in the literature and is known as electrostatic imprinting process of topology. 9-11
3.2.2 Study of the compositional changes by electron microprobe analysis (EDX/WDS)

Eventual chemical composition changes were studied using EDX spectroscopy. In a classical thermal poling experiment, once the electric field is applied across the sample, mobile cations start moving towards the cathode. In most glass compositions, highly mobile sodium cations are responsible for the recorded cationic conduction. Upon poling a Na-free layer builds up at the anodic surface which location corresponds to the SHG active layer. In a classical thermal poling made without structured electrodes, the sodium departure is observed on the entire glass surface in contact with the anodic electrode. EDX maps of sodium and niobium distribution were made across one line (5 µm wide) imprinted on the glass, which image can be seen in backscattering electrons Figure 3.5 (a).

Figure 3.4. Optical micrograph (a) and topology image of the glass surface after thermal poling (b)
Figure 3.5. BSE image of a 5 µm wide line imprinted on the glass (a), map of the Nb and Na distribution (from top to bottom) (b), concentration profile of Nb and Na across the line extracted from the map (c).

Regarding any changes in the niobium distribution, Figure 3.5 (b), no real trend is observed. The elemental density profile shown in Figure 3.5 (c) also confirms these trends. This is expected for niobium, as a network former it is not mobile and should not drift under the electric field. However, regarding the sodium level across the map, a close to total depletion is observed outside the line, whereas inside the line, only a small decrease from the nominal composition is observed. The corresponding profile, Figure 3.5 (c), shows a sharp contrast in the sodium concentration, which
goes from 0 to 4.6 wt % in less than 2 μm. The distribution of sodium across the surface can be linked to the electric potential at the surface of the glass during poling. As it was observed in KPFM measurement on the anode, the surface potential inside an ablated ITO line is null. The distribution of sodium thus strictly follows the potential effectively applied on the glass surface and sodium migration only occurs in areas where the potential is non-zero, i.e. in areas where ITO remains.

3.2.3 Study of the structural modifications by Raman spectroscopy
Sodium departure should also lead to structural changes in the glass after poling. Potential spectral changes were investigated using Raman spectroscopy and are presented in Figure 3.6. Spectral changes are only observed outside the line while in the line the obtained spectrum corresponds to the base glass. Figure 3.6 presents a spectrum taken inside the line (black) and a spectrum taken outside the line (red). The first changes are impacting the niobate network between 500 and 900 cm$^{-1}$. They are especially visible on two vibrational modes at 820 and 900 cm$^{-1}$ that we earlier attributed to symmetric stretching bonds of Nb-O-P and Nb-O…Na$^+$. Regarding the main vibrational band between 600 and 750 cm$^{-1}$, its contribution seems to be increasing. It is however important to note that this large band actually arises from two contributions both related to NbO$_6$ octahedra. The first one, centered around 620 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to regular corner shared tetrahedra. The second one, centered around 670 cm$^{-1}$, is however attributed to irregular edge sharing octahedra. After poling, the first contribution decreases while the second once increases.
Figure 3.6. Raman spectra measured in (black) and out (red) of the line imprinted on the glass surface

Similar structural changes upon thermal poling of BPN glasses were already reported in the literature. ², ⁵

Finally, a new contribution at 1550 cm⁻¹ appears on spectra taken outside the line. This last contribution was already observed and attributed to the symmetric stretching vibrational mode of molecular oxygen. The area around a line inscribed on the glass surface was then mapped in Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra were then normalized to the maximum intensity of the main vibrational band around 720 cm⁻¹. To highlight the observed changes, the difference between normalized spectra recorded on this map and the spectrum of the base glass was calculated and is shown on part (a) of Figure 3.7. This allows to highlight the various dissimilarities that we discussed in the preceding paragraph. From this difference spectra, several maps were plotted and are shown on part (b), (c) and (d) of the same figure.
Figure 3.7. Difference of normalized Raman intensity (a), corresponding maps of spectral domains b (b), c (c) and d (d)

These three maps allow to visualize the spatial correspondence between structural changes observed in Raman spectroscopy and the sodium depletion measured in EDX. The structural changes taking place can be linked to the potential effectively on the glass surface. On areas where ITO is left on the electrode, the electric potential is effectively applied on the glass surface during poling. Sodium cations thus start to move away from the vicinity of the anodic surface while they remain motionless under the ITO ablated areas. This is in agreement with the EDX measurements previously shown. Following sodium departure, the glass network needs to rearrange which is directly observed by modifications involving the Nb-O-P and Nb-O…Na⁺ bonds vibration modes. They present a decrease in intensity, as they are directly linked to sodium presence. In the absence
of sodium cations, the local composition goes towards a pure niobate network without sodium modifiers to create non–bridging oxygens. The main vibrational band between 500 and 750 cm\(^{-1}\) is consequently impacted with an opposite change involving its two components. The contribution from the regular tetrahedra decreases and the one of edge-sharing octahedra increases. The niobate network is therefore distorded. Finally, the last map shows that molecular oxygen is forming in areas in contact with ITO. The formation of molecular oxygen in a near anodic region can be related to compensation mechanisms taking place upon poling.\(^{12-14}\) As sodium cations migrate towards the cathode, it is necessary to account for compensation processes which absence would lead to exceed the dielectric breakdown. It was shown that the NbO\(_6\) tetrahedra were converted from corner sharing to edge sharing octahedra. This conversion is necessarily followed by the release of an oxygen anion. The reactional path to form molecular oxygen is not yet perfectly understood but two hypotheses can be considered. The first one implies formation of oxygen anions which migrate towards the anode and oxidized to form molecular oxygens.\(^{13-15}\) The second one is based on a purely electronic process, with an electron departure and the formation of highly reactive peroxide species with an unpaired electron on a non-bridging oxygen.\(^{12}\) These reactive species would recombine under the strong mechanical constraints arising during thermal poling. None of these two hypotheses can be rejected as we lack of a good experimental technique that could directly indicate the formation of one of these intermediates over the other.

3.2.4 Characterization of the Second Order optical properties via \(\mu\)-SHG microscopy
The formation of a sodium depletion indirectly indicates that charges are frozen inside the glass matrix. Such an internal electric field is known to break the glass’s inversion symmetry thus giving Electric Field Induced Second Harmonic. The impact of the electrode structuring on induced
SONL properties was investigated using our confocal µ-SHG setup presented in the experimental techniques chapter. To fully characterize the material response, a study with various polarization was performed. Such a study allows to probe the SHG response along numerous directions. Part (a) of Figure 3.8 shows an optical micrograph of the studied area. The SHG map was recorded on a single line shown in the black rectangle. Part (b) and (c) show the SHG maps recorded on this line with two different polarization state of the incident laser beam. The map presented on part (b) was recorded using a radial polarization which probes the longitudinal SHG response (denoted $I_{2ω⊥}$) while map on part (c) was linearly polarized to record the in plane contribution (denoted $I_{2ω∥_x}$ and $I_{2ω∥_y}$).

Regardless of polarizations, these two maps show that the SHG signal is intensely present near the edges of the line. The signal recorded on the line’s edges is greater by two order of magnitude compared to the signal recorded in and out of the line. Structuring of the electrode seems to enhance the SHG response of the glass around the patterns. However, there is more to be said regarding the effect of the structured electrodes on induced SONL properties, especially on the spatial location of the various SHG responses. When measuring the in-plane response of the SHG signal with an excitation polarization parallel to the line ($I_{2ω∥_x}$), no SHG response is recorded. Changing this excitation polarization so that it is now perpendicular to the line ($I_{2ω∥_y}$) leads to the measurement intensity maximum for the in-plane component of the SHG on each outer edges of the line. Finally, when measuring the longitudinal response of the SHG signal ($I_{2ω⊥}$), two maxima of intensity are measured on each outer edges of the line.
Figure 3.8. Optical micrograph of lines obtained during the imprinting process (a), map showing the SHG intensity distribution of the longitudinal component (b) and in plane component (c)

An intensity profile of the SHG response in the plane and out of the plane is plotted on Figure 3.9. From this plot, it is observed that the SHG signal is confined over 5 µm for both contributions on the two edges. The two contribution (I_{2\omega \perp} and I_{2\omega \parallel y}) are also spatially complementary as the maximum of the in-plane contribution is located in the center of the out-of-the-plane dual contribution.

The fact that there is an in-plane contribution while recording SHG in the poled glass is rather unexpected. As stated in the introductory chapter, upon thermal poling a static electric field is induced in the glass matrix along the z-direction. This electric field breaks the glass’s centrosymmetry and gives access to SONL properties by interacting with the intrinsic $\chi^{(3)}$ of the
glass. The recorded SHG response is then typical of a $C_{\infty v}$ point group and should only present contribution out-of-the-plane of the glass. In the case presented herein, additional contributions in the plane of the glass are recorded. The structuring of the electrode and the nature of the electrode itself seem to induce side effects leading to local field enhancement across the surface, potentially linked to a non-homogeneous charge density. To validate this hypothesis, it is necessary to test it using simulation tools.

![Figure 3.9](image)

**Figure 3.9.** SHG profiles measured with two different polarizations across a line

3.3 Development of an electrostatic model to describe the SHG measurements

In a classical thermal poling, the charge repartition inside the glass can be fairly well described. Under blocking anode conditions, it has been estimated that $5 \times 10^4$ C.m$^{-3}$ were trapped within the first few micrometers underneath the surface.\(^2\) The charge estimate was made considering the value of the induced electric field and the thickness of the sodium depleted layer. The poled sample is only locally charged and positive charges are distributed in the remaining bulk glass, ensuring
global neutrality and satisfying the Gauss law. This positively charged layer is several hundreds of micrometer thick and its charge concentration is at least two order of magnitude lower than that near the electrode. The poled sample can thus be seen as a thin negatively charged layer on top of a weakly positively charged bulk. This representation of a poled sample is shown on Figure 3.10.

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_{\text{anode}} &= -5 \times 10^4 \text{ C/m}^3 \\
\rho_{\text{bulk}} &= 10 \text{ C/m}^3
\end{align*}
\]

≈ 3 µm

1 mm

Figure 3.10. Representation of the classical charged sample after poling

We now know that the use of structured electrodes induces a deviation from this model with the apparition of in-plane contributions. In the SHG study shown earlier, it was observed that the SHG intensities along the lines written on the glass were two order of magnitude higher than across the rest of the poled surface. The SHG measures are directly related to the static electric field and thus to the frozen in charges. These measurements can thus serve to estimate the concentration of trapped charges which should therefore be one order of magnitude higher on the lines compared to outside of them. The thickness of the sodium depleted layer, where charges are frozen in, was taken equal to 3 µm. This depth was obtained from previous measurements performed on the same glasses, poled in the same conditions. The charge concentration in this layer was taken to be equal to \( \rho_{\text{anode}} = -2 \times 10^3 \text{ C.m}^{-3} \). As stated earlier, it is suspected that structuring the electrode leads to a field enhancement and a change of the charge distribution. To evaluate this effect, trapped
charges on the edges of the lines were considered to be coming from two regions similar in size with a charge concentration one order of magnitude higher than that of the rest of the anode. These two regions were defined with opposite signs, so that $\rho_{\text{side1}} = - \rho_{\text{side2}} = -2 \times 10^4 \, \text{C.m}^{-3}$. $\rho_{\text{side1}}$ corresponds to a structured region, underneath the electrode while $\rho_{\text{side2}}$ corresponds to the volume next to $\rho_{\text{side1}}$ which is outside the electrode. A simple schematic representation of the model is presented on Figure 3.11.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.11.** Diagram presenting the parameters used in the electrostatic model of a structured electrode

The model was computed using COMSOL Multiphysics and the electric potential as well as both in-plane and out-of-the-plane components of the electric field were extracted from the simulation. The results are presented in Figure 3.12.
The potential map obtained from the simulation (Figure 3.12 (a)) shows that there is a sharp change of potential within 10 µm with a positive potential outside the poled area and a negative potential underneath the poled area. Outside the poled area, the potential quickly goes back to zero, while under the poled area, it quickly goes back to lower non-zero negative values (≈ 1000 V). Now looking at the electric field distribution (map (b) and (c)) a similar phenomenon is observed. The longitudinal component of the electric field has two components with opposite directions. Underneath the poled area, the direction goes outside the sample as expected in thermal poling as the static electric field is here to compensate the applied electric field. The in-plane components of the electric field also have two contributions. The main contribution is maximum right at the border of the lines and two small contributions of opposite signs are found outside the border lines. The simulated electric field contributions can be compared to the measured SHG along the line. Both profiles are plotted in the following figure.
A really good correlation is obtained which tends to prove the veracity of this model. Using structured electrode, the repartition of charges frozen inside the glass varies and more charges accumulate near the edges of the patterns following a side effect promoting a field enhancement. The in-plane contributions are no-longer negligible and play an important role in the structuring of the SHG response.

The simulation done so far focused on the charge repartition after thermal poling to explain the results obtained in μ-SHG measurements. However, it does not study the influence of the electrode structuring and of the electrode nature on the applied electric field during thermal poling. To study these two parameters, additional simulations were performed to visualize the electric field lines during poling using (i) a structured ITO thin film electrode or (ii) a structured metal electrode. The
first case then corresponds to an alternation of conductive and non-conductive areas while the second corresponds to topology variation of a conductive material.

Both electrodes were structured with similar patterns and the glass poled with the same conditions. The only difference resides in the nature of the electrode. The metal electrode was chosen to be made of copper (other metals lead to the same results) while the ITO electrode was defined as a glass slide with a conductive coating on its outer sides which was locally ablated. The results presented after correspond to what would be observed at t=0s during thermal poling. The electric potential at the surface of the glass was first studied and is shown for both configurations on Figure 3.14.

In the case of a metallic electrode (Figure 3.14 (a)), the structuring induces variation in intensity of the potential applied at the surface of the glass. However, when using a structured ITO electrode with the same designs, (Figure 3.14 (b)), the intensity variation of the potential at the surface is higher than with the metallic electrode. In the introductory chapter, it was shown that work by Quiquempois et al. demonstrated the existence of a potential threshold for thermal poling to take place. It can thus directly be understood that a higher potential gradient at the surface of the glass induces large difference in cationic migration inside the glass. Thermal poling will be structured in both cases, but it is expected that differences on the surface with the ITO electrode will be more drastic.
Figure 3.14. Electrostatic simulation of the potential distribution at t=0s when using a structured metallic electrode (a) and a structured ITO electrode (b)

If the electric field lines are plotted with both configurations, additional information can be obtained from the simulation. Figure 3.15 shows the distribution of the electric field lines in both configurations.

In the case of the structured metallic electrode (Figure 3.15 (a)), the electric field lines are directed towards the cathode only a longitudinal direction. There is no component of the electric field in the plane of the glass surface. However, in the case of the structured ITO electrode (Figure 3.15 (b)), the distribution of the electric field lines is different. In addition to the longitudinal components, a strong component in the plane of the glass appears. Not only the glass is poled along the z-direction but also along the x-y plane.
Figure 3.15. Electrostatic modeling presenting the electric field lines for a structured metallic electrode (a) and a structured ITO electrode (b)

The use of the ITO electrode is at the origin of the local field enhancement and side effects observed in the experimental measurements of the SHG by promoting both migration in and out of the plane of the glass’s surface. The side effects are not taken into account in this last simulation. The extra-migration along the x-y plane can explain the new distribution of charges which will also accumulate along the structured patterns thus giving the extra contribution which is observed on the μ-SHG patterns. With this the two simulations presented here, we have the distribution of the electric field and surface potential at the beginning of the process (second model, t=0) and the end of the process (first model, t=∞).

These two models give satisfying explanation for the results obtained experimentally. To further confirmed the veracity of the first model presented before and to demonstrate the potential of this imprinting technique, a large periodical array of lines was imprinted on a glass surface to design
its SONL properties. A 4 mm² array of 2 mm lines was written on an electrode with a pitch of 3 µm in-between 3 µm thick lines. Figure 3.16 (a) shows part of the array imprinted on the glass surface with a high fidelity transfer. The corresponding µ-SHG map is presented on part (b) of the same figure.

![Optical micrograph of part of the gratings imprinted on the glass (a), corresponding µ-SHG map recorded on the grating (b)](image)

The optical micrograph shows a good transfer on the glass surface with a good periodicity and homogeneity of the lines. On the µ-SHG map, it is observed that the intensity contrast between the lines and the rest of the glass is greater by two order of magnitude, similarly to what was obtained previously. The array of SHG active lines also present a high periodicity and good homogeneity. To evaluate the effectiveness of this poled glass as potential diffraction gratings, SHG diffraction measurements were performed. The Maker fringes presented in the experimental techniques chapter was used for this purpose. The incident polarization was linearly polarized perpendicularly
to the imprinted lines. The sample was fixed and the diffraction pattern was measured by scanning the $2\omega$ response at across a range of detection angles. The diffraction pattern presented in part (a) of Figure 3.17 was obtained. It presents four distinct diffraction peaks and an extinction at the 0-order line. The quality of the recorded diffraction pattern proves the good long range homogeneity of the imprinted structure.

Figure 3.17. SHG diffraction pattern recorded in transmission with an incident linear polarization along the y axis and a rotation around the y-axis in the x-axis (black) and corresponding calculated diffraction pattern (red) (a) using the periodic model of the in-plane component of the induced electric field (b)

In addition, it is possible to use the first electrostatic model presented before, with a local increase of the charges near the lines, to fit the obtained SHG diffraction pattern. As stated earlier, when linearly polarized perpendicular to the lines, the in-plane components of the poled sample are probed and can be found on each edges of the lines. According to our model, for each line, both edges have opposite directions for the electric field in-plane components. The electric field components distribution expected across the structure is represented on part (b) of Figure 3.17.
After Fourier transform of this structure, a diffraction pattern is then obtained which is then compared to our experimental data (red pattern on Figure 3.17 (a)). The good correlation between the recorded diffraction pattern and the one obtained from our model tends to confirm the truthfulness of our simple model and the high potential of this imprinting process.

3.4 Conclusion and future work
In this chapter, we were able to show that once the mechanisms of thermal poling for a classical thermal poling are understood, it is possible to move on to more applications-oriented studies. This chapter presented a novel approach to thermal poling with the use of structured electrodes. Structured electrodes were previously used to structure a glass response to thermal poling but in the case presented here, it was shown that a good selection of the electrode material could change the response of the glass. We discussed a new configuration to thermal poling which consists in using an electrode made of a dielectric, coated with a conductive layer (ITO). After local laser ablation of the conductive coating, in plane components of the applied electric field are appearing which promote sodium motion both in and out of the plane of the glass’s surface. The use of this electrode leads to sides effects, with more charges being trapped in the vicinity of the imprinted patterns, thus giving a local field enhancement. This result is of the utmost importance, not only is it possible to pattern large areas using this technique but above all, it allows to induce sodium cations displacement in two directions. So far, we have seen that thermal poling could induce changes of structure, refractive index, surface reactivity, surface mechanical properties and other properties. All of these properties change can be linked to the sodium departure and the trapping of charges inside the glass matrix. If one is able to control where and over which distance the
sodium departure and charge trapping occur, then it should be possible to precisely control of the properties listed before.

In the following chapters, all of our studies will be done with one common goal, to try to control one of these properties at a small scale. To show that it is possible, we have selected two glass families of interest: a borosilicate glass and chalcogenide glasses. Borosilicate glasses were chosen for their relative low cost and abundance in the glass industry. A specific composition was picked with the goal in mind to spatially control its surface reactivity towards atmospheric water. Chalcogenide glasses on the other hand are glasses which belong to a smaller market but with a higher retail price. They are used for their good optical properties in the mid-IR and it was therefore decided to try to tailor their optical properties (both linear and non-linear).
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CHAPTER 4: TUNING THE SURFACE REACTIVITY OF A BOROSILICATE GLASS VIA THERMAL POLING

The control of surface properties is a key element to create “smart substrate” used in domains such as biotechnology or lab-on-a-chip. The surface properties define the ultimate function of a surface. Ideally a substrate with tunable surface reactivity at a micrometer scale should be developed to meet the users need. Tunable chemical reactivity associated with detection techniques accessing surface information would be especially useful for a wide range of applications. Optical glasses are ideal candidates for these type of applications as they are easy to manufacture and the surface information is easy to probe via optical methods. One can then imagine to create a substrate with confined enhanced surface reactivity associated with an optical circuit to create an analyzing tool. To achieve this, new tools need to be elaborated to tailor surface reactivity of glasses.

In this chapter, thermal poling and its possible use as a surface reactivity tailoring tool will be presented. As stated earlier thermal poling has already been proved useful to enhance surface reactivity in bioactive glasses. In the present study we focus on trying to locally enhance the glass’ reactivity towards atmospheric water by carefully choosing the glass composition and poling conditions.

The chapter is separated in four sections. The first explains the choice of the glass composition, poling conditions and characterization of the glass prior poling. The second section presents the thermal poling of the borosilicate glass as well as the post-poling characterization performed in controlled atmosphere. The third shows the change of surface reactivity of the glass placed in the laboratory atmosphere. Lastly, two possibilities of micro-poling technique are described which have been developed to control all processes at the micrometric scale.
4.1 Study of the glass before poling

4.1.1 Choice of the glass composition

Oxide glasses have been the main materials used in thermal poling. The mechanisms and property changes occurring are now better described. In addition to the nonlinear optical properties induced in the post-poled glasses, studies in the bioglasses community have shown that these glasses are good candidates for thermal poling, thanks to their high alkali content. Bioactive glasses are typically glasses containing SiO$_2$, CaO, Na$_2$O and P$_2$O$_5$ and were first developed in the late 1960s by Hench. After thermal poling, the presence of a strong induced electric field inside the glass has been suggested to enhance the reactivity of the glass, making it more prone to hydroxyapatite formation. However, surface reactivity control has not yet been widely studied and efforts are still necessary to find a good composition giving a glass with suitable properties for concrete applications. In this work, the chosen glass composition is a borosilicate glass which composition, B$_2$O$_3$ (51 mol%), SiO$_2$ (39 mol%), Na$_2$O (10 mol%), lies in the region of the boron oxide anomaly, defined for a ratio $R$=Na$_2$O/B$_2$O$_3$ < 0.2. This point is termed as an anomaly as the glass properties exhibit a local extremum and property trends revert directions, for instance a maximum in $T_g$. This particular behavior was linked to structural changes involving the borate network. To better grasp the impact of sodium on the boron network, it is easier to start with a pure borate glass (B$_2$O$_3$). In this glass, the network is formed of $B\emptyset_3$ triangular units connected to each other, forming boroxol rings ($\emptyset$ denotes a bridging oxygen). Now, if sodium is added to the glass, the coordination number of boron changes from 3 to 4 following the formation of $B\emptyset_4^-$ tetrahedra with a neighboring compensating sodium cation. The structure is strengthened as the interconnectivity of the network is higher. If the sodium content increases and the ratio of sodium to boron is higher than 0.2, the
network weaken through the formation of borate triangle with non-bridging oxygens. The evolution of the glass network with alkali content is summarized in Figure 4.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1. Evolution of the structure of the borate network with alkali content (here the example of sodium)**

In a borosilicate glass, the same ratio is defined and below the 0.2 value, all sodium added to the glass goes with the boron network to convert $B\emptyset_3$ triangular units to $B\emptyset_4^-$ tetrahedra without formation of non-bridging oxygens and leaving the silica network fully reticulated.

This composition is especially interesting for thermal poling as this process implies migration of cations under the electric field. Sodium is the cation more prone to migrate under the electric field, due to its high mobility. It is thus expected that under the effect of the electric field, sodium cations neighboring boron tetrahedra migrate towards the cathode. The unbalanced structured would then be forced to rearrange to compensate the departure of sodium cations. The formation of $B\emptyset_3$ triangular units would be a way for the glass to accommodate sodium departure. Thus it should be possible to control the structure of the glass by using thermal poling. In addition, $B\emptyset_3$ units and boroxol rings have the particularity to be extremely reactive in air. A glass made of areas of boroxol rings should see its affinity towards atmospheric water enhanced.
4.1.2 Characterization of the glass prior poling

Before poling the sample, it is essential to have a good description of the glass’ structure to understand the changes taking place upon poling.

The glass’ structure was investigated using vibrational spectroscopy: infrared and Raman. The infrared spectrum of the base glass was recorded under vacuum in reflectance mode. The spectrum is plotted in Figure 4.2.

![Infrared spectrum of the base glass recorded under vacuum](image)

**Figure 4.2. IR reflectance spectrum of the base glass recorded under vacuum**

The glass network being composed of silica and borate and the glass being on the boron oxide anomaly, it should be mainly made of Si\(\Phi_4\) tetrahedra, \(B\Phi_4\) tetrahedra with a neighboring sodium cation and some \(B\Phi_3\) triangular units. The band peaking at 1075 cm\(^{-1}\) is associated to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of fully linked silicon-oxygen tetrahedra, \(Q_4\). \(^{9-11}\) A contribution at 1050 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibrational modes of B\(_4\)-O-Si, where B\(_4\) denotes a boron tetrahedra without non-bridging oxygen. Between 1250 and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) two bands
are observed and associated with the $B\Phi_3$ structural units present in various rings and non-rings configurations. At 910 cm$^{-1}$, a band associated to the asymmetric stretching vibration mode of $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra can be observed. Finally, below 900 cm$^{-1}$, numerous contributions are observed and are associated with highly coupled deformation modes, originating from the various constituent of the glass matrix such as B-O-B, Si-O-Si or mixed B-O-Si.

The Raman spectrum of the base glass is shown in the Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3. Raman spectrum of the base glass](image)

Two main bands at 770 and 805 cm$^{-1}$ can be respectively attributed to a triborate group with one $B\Phi_4^-$ and to $B\Phi_3$ boroxol rings. The large contribution around 450 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to mixed stretching and bending vibrations from the silicate network while the band around 1500 cm$^{-1}$ originates from asymmetric stretching vibration of $B\Phi_3$ units.
With insight on the structure from Raman and IR spectroscopy, the general structure of the glass can be described. Sodium borosilicate glass in the boric oxide anomaly tends to phase separate and to be formed of a silica-rich phase and a borate-rich phase. The second phase can hence be seen as close to a pure binary sodium-borate glass. The infrared spectrum showed previously tells us that the silicate network is fully reticulated as only the contribution from the Q4 groups is seen. Additionally, no contribution from Q3 species are observed in the Raman spectrum, in which case the stretching vibration of Si-O⁻ bonds would peak at 1100 cm⁻¹. All the sodium added to the glass is hence going with the borate network to form 4-coordinated tetrahedra. From the composition of the glass itself, it can be deduced that one sodium is available for five boron, potentially forming one 4-coordinated boron and four additional 3-coordinated boron. Such a ratio corresponds to the pentaborate structure which is formed of two boroxol rings interconnected by a boron tetrahedron. A pentaborate structure is composed of two boroxol rings linked together by a 4-coordinated boron tetrahedra, as presented in Figure 4.4. By comparing the IR spectrum of the base glass with IR spectra of binary lithium-borate glasses close to the pentaborate composition, similarities can be highlighted. In the study from Kamitsos et al. and in this one, the large band of the BØ₃ has two contributions around 1250 and 1390 cm⁻¹, similarly the BØ₄⁻ has two contributions in IR, one around 940 cm⁻¹ and one around 1080 cm⁻¹. The vibrational spectroscopy study of this borosilicate glass shows similar band ratio and positions as a binary alkali-borate glass close to a pentaborate structure. The boron network in this glass can hence be described as a pentaborate-like structure.
The Raman spectrum confirm that sodium added to the glass matrix is neighboring boron atoms to form four-coordinated $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra giving the band at 770 cm$^{-1}$. The presence of both $B\Phi_4^-$ and $B\Phi_3$ groups is observed by the two band at 770 and 806 cm$^{-1}$. In addition, the ratio of these two bands is directly correlated to the amount of alkali acting as charge compensators in the vicinity of $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra. Raman spectra of sodium borosilicate found in the literature present similar band intensities. 12, 13, 16

4.1.3 Surface reactivity and structure variation of the glass prior poling

As surface reactivity is a property we wish to control using thermal poling, the original surface reactivity of the glass prior poling needs to be evaluated. A blank sample was prepared and sit in air for more than a year. No significant attraction from the atmospheric water was observed. However, IR spectrum showed an evolution of the boron network organization over time.
The two contributions from the $B\Phi_3$ triangular units in the IR spectrum change in intensity, indicating a change in the distribution of the $B\Phi_3$ triangular units in rings and non-rings configuration in the near surface. The change is small considering the time scale over which it takes place. It was however decided to store the glass samples in a desiccator to prevent the glass reaction. It is important to note that the change that we wish to prompt through thermal poling should take place on a smaller time scale and be more drastic.

4.1.4 Second Harmonic Generation in the base glass

The poled glass is expected to exhibit SONL properties such as SHG following thermal poling. The SHG of the base glass was evaluated using the Maker fringes technique and no signal at $2\omega$ was measured. This was expected as glasses do not exhibit 2nd order nonlinear optical properties due to their centrosymmetry.
4.1.5 Justification of the poling conditions

As described in the literature review, upon poling, many charges migrate inside the glass matrix. A good understanding of the poling conditions and their effect on the final glass is essential to achieve a control change of structure and properties. Two types of poling conditions can be used, blocking anode and non-blocking anode. When performing poling under non-blocking anode conditions, the electrodes are able to inject charges inside the glass. For instance, if performing the poling under air with silicon electrodes, hydroxyl species and proton can be injected inside the glass matrix from the anode side. The injection of these species can counterpart the re-arrangement that we look for. It is thus necessary to perform thermal poling in blocking electrode conditions. The procedure is thus done in a cell with controlled atmosphere filled with nitrogen. This minimizes the amount of hydroxyl species available and susceptible to be injected in the glass. Charge compensation and re-arrangement is still expected following sodium departure but should only take place through modifications originating from the glass network.

4.1.6 Conclusion of section 4.1

Once the structure of the glass and its initial surface properties are described, the glass can be thermally poled. As stated earlier, thermal poling should induce new nonlinear optical properties, potential structural changes, cations migration and reactivity changes. Following thermal poling, changes of these properties are the main interest of our study.
4.2 Thermal poling of a borosilicate glass

4.2.1 Thermal poling of the borosilicate glass

During thermal poling, the glass sample is placed in a cell filled with nitrogen. The sample is then heated at 300°C, well below the glass transition temperature. The sample sits in the chamber for 10 minutes so that a homogeneous temperature is reached across the sample.

A voltage of 3000 V is then applied across the sample. The poling is performed for 30 minutes after which the sample is brought back to room temperature and only then is the DC bias removed.

During the poling procedure, the current is constantly measured as a function of time. An example of a current curve vs time and the voltage ramp vs time are represented in Figure 4.6.

![Temperature starts decreasing](image_url)

*Figure 4.6. Example of recorded voltage and current curves during thermal poling*
The voltage bias across the sample is applied gradually and the current flow only starts once a threshold is reached. Once the maximum voltage is reached the current starts decaying progressively until a sudden drop. This current drop is concomitant to the stop of the furnace. The current measured across the sample then quickly reaches 0. The DC bias is maintained across the sample and is only turned off once room temperature is reached to prevent charge mobility in the glass network. The charges that moved during poling are then frozen in the glass matrix and the sample is said to be polarized. The current curve presented above is typical of a successful thermal poling procedure.

4.2.2 Evaluation of the post-poling properties of the glass in controlled atmosphere

4.2.2.1 Structural changes in the poled area

To perform measurements on the post poled sample, the poling chamber was placed under vacuum once the poling procedure finished. The valves were then closed to ensure that the sample was kept under vacuum. The entire poling cell was placed in a glove bag. The glove bag was vacuumed and then filled with nitrogen. Once filled with nitrogen, the poling cell was opened to remove the electrodes pressed on the samples. The sample could then be studied without being in contact with air.

During thermal poling a space charge can be created following cation migrations. As stated earlier, depending on the poling conditions, open or blocking anode, the charge compensation is going to take place through different paths. Under open anode conditions, the cation departure is going to be compensated through the injection of protons and hydroxyl species from the atmosphere and by reticulation of the network.\textsuperscript{19-21} Samples discussed here were poled under nitrogen to meet blocking anode conditions and to prevent any injection from the surrounding atmosphere in the
glass matrix. Vibrational spectroscopy allows to verify that blocking anode conditions were met by monitoring water injection. It also allows to study the potential structural changes taking place in the glass network to compensate for the sodium departure.

Infrared spectroscopy in reflection mode is especially suitable to probe the first microns underneath the surface of the sample. The sample was placed in the spectrometer which was linked to the glove bag and also filled with nitrogen. Once the sample inside the chamber, the spectrometer was placed under vacuum.

![IR reflectance spectra](image)

*Figure 4.7. IR reflectance spectra of the glass sample before poling (black) and after poling (red) recorded under vacuum. Both spectra are normalized to the vibrational mode of the $Q_4$ groups of silica at 1075 cm$^{-1}$.*

Figure 4.7 shows both spectra of the base glass and of the polarized sample in the first minutes following poling. For comparison purpose, both spectra were normalized to the band peaking at 1075 cm$^{-1}$ which remains unchanged. The silica network is not impacted by the treatment and still made of $Q_4$ tetrahedra. The absence of water band above 3000 cm$^{-1}$ (not shown here) indicates that
no injection took place during the treatment and that the poling was performed in blocking anode conditions. Now looking at potential structural changes, several changes should be highlighted on the spectrum of the poled glass, especially in the region of the borate network. The contribution of the $B\varnothing_3$ triangular units between 1250 and 1500 cm$^{-1}$ goes from a double band to a large single band of higher intensity. The contribution around 910 cm$^{-1}$ arising from the $B\varnothing_4^-$ tetrahedra diminishes in intensity. The evolution of the two bands related to the boron network gives insight on the cationic migration occurring during thermal poling, in the present case, mainly related to sodium. The base glass being made of pentaborate units, following sodium departure, $B\varnothing_4^-$ tetrahedra bear a charge no longer compensated. The borate network hence needs to re-arrange to form neutral entities, i.e. $B\varnothing_3$ triangular units. The changes in the borate network observed in infrared spectroscopy is consistent with that hypothesis. Following sodium migration, the $B\varnothing_4^-$ tetrahedra re-arrange to form $B\varnothing_3$ triangular units, therefore leading to an increase of the $B\varnothing_3$ band. It is worth pointing out that the $B\varnothing_3$ signature goes from a double-band to a single-band. The reflectance spectrum of the poled glass exhibits strong similarities with the one of pure B$_2$O$_3$ glass. Such a glass is entirely made of $B\varnothing_3$ groups in boroxol rings and independent triangles. The reflectance spectra of B$_2$O$_3$ therefore does not present contributions between 800 and 1200 cm$^{-1}$ and present a large band between 1200 and 1600 cm$^{-1}$.

The polarized glass therefore deviates from pentaborate groups and form a B$_2$O$_3$-like structure. The mechanism taking place was already proposed by Möncke et al. and can be written as:

$$NaB\varnothing_4 \rightarrow Na^+ + B\varnothing_3 + \frac{1}{2}O^{2-}$$ (4.1)
Following sodium departure, and the conversion of $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra to $B\Phi_3$ triangular units, two extra-oxygen could recombine to form molecular $O_2$ inside the glass matrix. The evidence of molecular oxygen inside the glass matrix was not observed in Raman spectroscopy and it is difficult to conclude on the intermediate reaction and on the nature of the oxygen species during this process but two hypotheses can be expressed: (i) the creation of oxygen anions or (ii) the creation of peroxide radicals. The nature of the negative charges is still unclear. Oxygen seems to play an essential role and the structural changes observed in this infrared study proves the importance of negative charges but their nature, i.e. electronic and/or anionic, is yet to be determined.\textsuperscript{1,19-25} The formation of oxygen anions was already considered by Carlson in 1972.\textsuperscript{19} He proposed that they could form and migrate towards the anode where they would be neutralized. More recent studies have mentioned the formation of molecular oxygen through oxidation of oxygen anions, but the conductivity was not taken place through anionic conduction but through the released electrons during the oxidation.\textsuperscript{26-29} The last possibility is the breakage of a $B-O-Si$ or a B-O-B bond followed by the release of one electron and the formation of peroxide radicals. Two of these peroxide entities would then react to form molecular oxygen, the released oxygen atoms then recombine to form molecular oxygen $O_2$. This is the process developed by Redkov et al. in 2015.\textsuperscript{25} In this last case the process is purely electronic and no oxygen anions are formed. In our case, we do not rule out any of these possibilities but conclusions cannot easily be drawn and the question remains open. Further experiments, such as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy could be useful to study the creation of defects during thermal poling.
4.2.2.2 Induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear properties

An effective thermal poling induces a strong static electric field inside the sample after the drift of the cations and the freezing of this state. This static electric field breaks the centrosymmetry of the glass, giving rise to second order nonlinear properties such as second harmonic generation. Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) microscopy is used to probe the electric field induced in the glass.

\textit{Figure 4.8. SHG map recorded on a poled sample, from the surface (x=0) going inside the sample.}\n
A map, showing the SHG profile from the top of the surface to the inside of the sample is shown on the \textit{Figure 4.8}. The intensity of the SHG signal is expressed in arbitrary units but corresponds to the integrated area under the SHG peak at 532 nm. This map shows that the signal is buried under the anode within the first 4 micrometers. This result is in good agreement with results reported in the literature for poling performed in similar conditions. \cite{30} It also indirectly confirms that blocking anode conditions were met as open anode conditions lead to a thicker SHG active layer. \cite{30} The sample was kept under vacuum for two days to evaluate the stability of the newly
induced 2nd order nonlinear property. Maps recorded over this period of time did not show significant variation, proving the stability of the new properties in these storage conditions.

4.2.3 Conclusions of section 4.2
The infrared and SHG studies shows the structural changes upon poling as well as the new nonlinear optical properties. More specifically, the infrared spectrum indirectly shows sodium departure from the near surface region. Following poling the glass structure went from a network close to a pentaborate structure interconnected with SiO4 tetrahedra to a pure B2O3 network interconnected with SiO4 tetrahedra. The resulting new borate structure is also associated with a strong static electric field, breaking the centrosymmetry of the glass. The poled area can be thus described as made of a new charged borate structure.

4.3 Evolution of the poled glass properties in the laboratory atmosphere

4.3.1 Evidence of enhance surface reactivity
Once the structural changes and the SHG efficiency of the glass is asserted, the glass’ behavior inside the laboratory atmosphere can be studied.

The nitrogen filled cell was open and the glass piece was placed under an optical microscope to record a video of the surface evolution. In the first minutes after opening the cell, black spots appeared on the glass surface. The first picture taken in the first minute following the cell opening already shows signs of reaction. In less than an hour, the surface of the poled area was fully covered with these spots. Figure 4.9 presents the evolution of the surface of the glass over time.
The kinetic of this reaction is strongly humidity dependent, it was possible to accelerate the deposition rate by placing a source of water close to the poled sample. The impact of atmosphere humidity was however not studied during this PhD work.

The nature of the new layer was investigated using IR-spectroscopy. Figure 4.10 presents micro-IR spectra recorded inside and outside the poled zone, as well as an attenuated total reflectance spectrum of boric acid, an optical micrograph of the studied zone and an infrared map of the same zone.

Let us first discuss the infrared spectrum taken within and outside the poled area (the poled area corresponds to the area which was in contact with the electrode during poling). The spectrum taken outside the poled area presents strong similarities with the base glass. Modifications appear in the region in the region between 1250 and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) and could be attributed to the various possible configurations of the BO\(_3\) triangular units in rings and non-rings entities. Even if the area that is not in contact with the electrode is not expected to change, it is possible that changes in the poled area impact the network outside of this zone as both areas remain interconnected.
Figure 4.10. (a) Micro-infrared reflectance spectra taken outside and inside the poled region, (b) corrected ATR spectrum of boric acid powder (c) optical image of the mapped zone in infrared, (d) infrared map of the OH band (integrated intensity between 2800 and 3600 cm$^{-1}$) distribution along the frontier between the poled and unpoled region of the glass, red line showing the limit between unpoled region (left) and poled region (right)

If we now focus on the spectrum of the poled area, several changes from the post-poled structure can be highlighted. Once the sample is in contact with air, a large band around 3200 cm$^{-1}$ appears due to the stretching mode of OH bonds which corresponding deformation mode can be found at 1588 cm$^{-1}$. This shows the presence of water molecules at the surface of the glass. In addition to water bands, new contributions appeared on the poled area that can be compared to the ATR spectrum of boric acid, shown in part b of Figure 4.10. This ATR spectrum was corrected for more accurate comparison with reflection spectra. The spectrum of boric acid can be decomposed in several bands with the following attributions: (i) at 1196 cm$^{-1}$ a contribution from the B-OH
bending mode, (ii) at 883 cm$^{-1}$ and 1460 cm$^{-1}$, two contributions from the B-O stretching mode respectively symmetrical and antisymmetrical and (iii) the O-H stretching mode vibrates at 3211 cm$^{-1}$. Smaller contributions are observed between 2200 and 2600 cm$^{-1}$ and are assigned to combinations of the main bands. The spectrum recorded inside the poled area presents several comparable bands, especially the bands at 883, 1196, 1467, 2260, 2381, 2509 and 3218 cm$^{-1}$. The similarities between the boric acid spectral signature and the spectrum of the glass surface after it reacted shows that once in atmosphere and following water attraction, boric acid is formed on the surface of the glass.

An IR-map of a large area at the border of the poled and unpoled zone was made to localize the water layer on the glass surface. The area under the band between 2800 and 3600 cm$^{-1}$ was integrated and the intensity of this band was plotted. The distribution of OH is restricted to the poled area and a sharp delimitation exists between this zone and the non-treated region. Moreover,
to evaluate the homogeneity of the OH layer, a map inside the poled region was made and is shown on Figure 4.11. The surface coverage with water is homogeneous as the intensity of the integrated band does not vary by more than 10% across the studied area.

A Raman study was also conducted to confirm the presence of boric acid on the surface. Figure 4.12 presents the spectrum of the base glass, the spectra of boric acid, the surface of the glass after air contact, an optical micrograph of the limit between the poled area and unpoled area and a Raman map of this same area.

![Figure 4.12](image-url)

*Figure 4.12. (a) Raman spectrum of the base glass (b) Raman spectra of boric acid (black) and the surface of the glass in VV (Vertical incident polarization– Vertical analyzed polarization) and VH (Vertical incident polarization– Horizontal analyzed polarization) polarization inside the poled region (c) optical image of the surface and (d) Raman map of the circled area presenting the intensity distribution of the band at 880 cm⁻¹ of boric acid*
The Raman spectra taken inside the reacted region use two polarization states: (i) VV polarization corresponding to vertical incident polarization and vertical analyzed polarization and (ii) VH polarization corresponding to vertical incident polarization and horizontal analyzed polarization. In addition to the contributions originating from the glass itself, new features are present on these spectra. The VH polarized spectrum is used to minimize the isotropic contribution from the glass network and highlights six additional contributions at 500, 880, 1172, 1384, 3165 and 3251 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to the one found in the Raman spectrum of pure boric acid.\(^{31,32}\) The following attributions can be made: the mode at 500 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to the bending mode of the O-B-O bounds, the B-O stretching vibrational modes has two components at 880 and 1384 cm\(^{-1}\), the mode at 1172 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to the B-OH bending modes while the two final contributions at 3165 and 3251 cm\(^{-1}\) both corresponds to O-H stretching vibrational modes. Raman spectroscopy confirms the presence of boric acid following the glass reaction.

A Raman map Figure 4.12 (d) of the limit between the poled and unpoled region was recorded. As it uses a shorter wavelength, Raman spectroscopy has a better resolution in the XY plane compared to micro-IR spectroscopy. The map was made by plotting the intensity of the area under the band at 880 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to the mode of boric acid with highest intensity. Outside the poled area, all spectra recorded are identical to the base glass while in the poled region, in addition to the base glass spectrum, boric acid peaks are found. It is important to discuss why Raman spectroscopy does not show large variation in the borate bands in- and outside the poled area. It was shown with the \(\mu\)-SHG profile that the nonlinear active layer is underneath the surface in the first micrometers. The resolution along \(z\) in Raman spectroscopy is coarser (several \(\mu\)-m) than that of IR-spectroscopy in reflection mode (< 1\(\mu\)m). In Raman spectroscopy, the spectra recorded in the poled
area are therefore averaged out by the contributions from the bulk glass, making it more difficult to observe changes. However, the good XY spatial resolution of Raman spectroscopy allows to characterize the length of the transition zone from base glass to poled glass, which is of the order of 2 microns.

4.3.2 How does boric acid form on the glass surface?
The formation mechanism of boric acid on the surface of the glass needs to be described to fully characterize the reaction taking place. As shown by the large OH band observed in infrared spectroscopy, the poled area presents a strong affinity towards atmospheric water. The surface coverage is almost total as shown by the optical images, the IR map and the Raman map. The new affinity of the glass towards water is partially attributed to the new boroxol-like structure which is known to be hygroscopic. The presence of the strong static electric field in the vicinity of the surface might further enhanced that reactivity through electrostatic interactions.\textsuperscript{33, 34} Once present on the glass surface, water reacts with it through a standard leaching process. The boron-rich glass is now formed of boroxol rings and comprised of a large amount of B-O-B bonds. Water preferably reacts at these points and B-OH bonds are formed.\textsuperscript{35} As the leaching continues, boron is released from the glass matrix and forms boric acid, H\textsubscript{3}BO\textsubscript{3}, in the water layer. This is confirmed through micro IR and Raman measurements. Slight variations between the ATR spectrum of boric acid and the IR spectrum of the reacted glass can be observed and related to the water-rich environment of the diluted boric acid on the glass surface. This is a different environment from the ATR spectrum which was recorded on boric acid powder. However, the presence of boric acid in the water layer is definitely confirmed by the Raman measurements and the presence of fine boric acid peaks in addition to the base glass features. It is reported in the literature that the Raman spectrum
of dissolved boric acid is comparable to the one of boric acid in powder form. Further information can be obtained from the Raman measurements, especially an insight on the amount of boric acid diluted in the solution can be determined through the ratio of the 880 cm\(^{-1}\) and the 3400 cm\(^{-1}\) band. If we apply the methodology given by Thomas on the Raman results showed here, a concentration of boric acid as high as 20 wt% can be estimated in the water rich layer.

4.3.3 Evolution of the glass’ 2\(^{nd}\) order nonlinear properties in atmosphere

It is now understood that once in air the poled area presents a strong affinity towards atmospheric water which then reacts with the glass itself through a leaching process to produce boric acid. It is primordial to evaluate the stability of the induced SHG during the leaching step. A poled glass sample was kept under vacuum several days and showed no sign of SHG decay. The cell was then opened and SHG maps were recorded on the sample using the μ-SHG setup. Figure 4.13 shows three maps recorded on the same day and shows the evolution of the SHG as the leaching process takes place.

![Figure 4.13. μ-SHG profiles recorded on the sample at different time after opening the poling cell (a) t\(_0\), (b) t\(_{0+7h}\), (c) t\(_{0+9h}\)](image)

Figure 4.13. μ-SHG profiles recorded on the sample at different time after opening the poling cell (a) t\(_0\), (b) t\(_{0+7h}\), (c) t\(_{0+9h}\)
The first map recorded in the first minutes following atmosphere exposure shows a strong signal buried under the anode. The signal maximum is seen within a 2 μm wide band. Any changes in signal intensity between the results shown here and the map shown on Figure 4.8 can be explained by the set-up used during these two measurements. For the measurements made under vacuum, as the beam goes through the window of the poling cell, there is a decrease in the numerical aperture when focusing on the glass sample within the cell. The z resolution is thus decreased which can explain the difference in width and in relative intensity between the measurements under vacuum and in air.

As water is attracted to the glass surface and the leaching process is taking place, a decay in SHG intensity is observed. After 7 hours, the signal has lost half of its intensity while 9 hours after being in contact with the atmosphere, the SHG signal is 10 times smaller as after the cell was opened. The SHG decay is directly linked to the leaching of the glass network. As water is attracted on the poled area, it slowly reacts with the borate network and dissolves it. The modified layer which also contains the sodium depleted layer, responsible for the apparition of the static electric field is partially destroyed. This explains the decay of the SHG signal, as the modified layer is removed, the new nonlinear optical properties decay. A necessary precision needs to be added, water attraction takes place in approximately an hour and then plateaus. Whereas the SHG present a strong signal in the first minutes after opening the cell and only then slowly decays towards a minimum. This could be an indirect proof that water attraction is accelerated by the presence of the strong internal electric field and is not only due to the modified structure. As water is present at the surface, the induced electric field is slowly neutralized.
4.3.4 Study of the removal of the leached water layer under vacuum

So far, we showed that following thermal poling, structural changes locally takes place giving a structure closer to pure boroxol rings. This new structure is associated with a strong static electric field giving the glass new nonlinear optical properties such as second harmonic generation. Once exposed to laboratory atmosphere, the charged borate structure attracts atmospheric water on the surface of the glass. Water present at the surface reacts with the glass structure through a leaching process to form boric acid resulting in the decay of the SHG signal. It is now interesting to study the possibility to remove this water layer and to measure the structural changes as well as the surface properties modifications.

Figure 4.14. Optical micrograph images of glass surface (top) and Raman spectra (bottom) of glass surface recorded under vacuum, at times (a) t₀, (b) t₀+20 min and (c) t₀+14 h.

The layer on top of the surface was simply removed by placing the sample under vacuum. The removal of the OH-rich layer can be monitored using optical microscopy. The layer was easily removed and no heating was necessary to come back to a clean surface. While the sample is under
vacuum, Raman spectra were recorded in-situ and are presented in the Figure 4.14 with their corresponding optical micrographs.

The surface coverage of the water layer decreases rapidly when exposed to vacuum. In a similar trend, Raman spectra recorded during the process show a reduction of the intensity of the boric acid peaks. Once the surface is clean, no boric acid signature is found on the Raman spectra. Boric acid is known to be volatile in solution and can easily evaporate upon heating. As it is easily removed under vacuum, this indirectly proves that it was not bonded to the glass network. The glass surface presents scratches after water was removed. During the leaching process, as water reacted with the surface, it revealed scratches not observable before, similarly to etching of a glass with acid.

The glass structure needs to be studied once again to evaluate the impact of the leaching process. Raman spectra recorded on the surface do not show significant modifications with the one of the base glass. Once again, this is due to the z-resolution of Raman spectroscopy as compared to the thickness of the poled layer evaluated to be 2 μm in Figure 4.13. However, using IR spectroscopy in reflectance, the depth probed is dependent of the wavenumber but is below 1 micron in the region of the boron network. Figure 4.15 summarizes the various IR spectra recorded before, after reacting with the atmosphere and once the OH-rich layer has been removed. The spectrum in red presents a large OH band around 3250 cm\(^{-1}\) showing the glass reactivity. The band of the \(B\Phi_3\) triangular units has decreased in intensity and the boric acid characteristic peaks are present on the spectrum. This is an indication that the leaching process is taking place and is associated with the consumption of the newly formed boroxol rings leading to the formation of boric acid in water solution. Once place under vacuum and the OH-rich layer removed, the IR spectrum once again
presents variations. The broad peak at 500 cm$^{-1}$ is not modified over time, as well as the silica network at 1075 cm$^{-1}$. The contribution from the $B\bar{\Theta}_3$ triangular units is greatly decreased. Regarding the $B\bar{\Theta}_4^-$ tetrahedra, their contribution band has also shrunk. Finally, the OH contribution at higher wavenumber is absent from the spectrum. The boron network appears to be less probed relatively to the silica network. All of these changes indicate that the boron network has been partially etched away from the surface forming boric acid, leaving mostly the silica network. The glass network is finally in an intermediate state between the base glass and the post-poled structure. It would be interesting to study the evolution of the structure if the leaching process was allowed to continue for longer time. Interestingly, once the water is removed from the surface, it does not come back. It shows that the new water affinity was mainly due to the new charged borate structure and once partially destroyed, the new properties vanish.

Figure 4.15. Infrared spectra of the glass: Evolution of the structure after poling
AFM measurements were performed on the glass sample after the leaching process and water removal under vacuum. Figure 4.16 shows a reference sample and one polarized sample after it reacted with the atmosphere and went through the leaching process.

![AFM measurements performed on a reference sample (a) and a poled sample after it went through the leaching process and that the reacted layer was removed.](image)

The average roughness was measured across these two surfaces. The reference sample presents an average roughness of 3.09 nm while the reacted sample presents an average roughness of 54.7 nm. This large increase is due to the formation of trenches on the glass surface as deep as 150 nm. The leaching process seems to greatly affect the surface relief. This process resembles the one used in the production of porous glasses, such as Vycor®. To make such a glass, phase separated glasses are used and react with water which etches away the boron rich phase. The glass is then made of a silica rich network which is not attacked during the process and present a large porosity. 8 The glass used in this study is known to be in a region which easily form phase-separated glasses. The quenching rate was adapted to prevent extended phase separation but phase separation at a small scale is still possible. The water present on the glass surface would then selectively attack the
borate network thus forming open porosity on the glass. IR spectroscopy tends to agree with that reasoning as the post-reacted sample shows a decrease of the band of the $B\Phi_3$ triangular units following water removal.

The post-vacuum surface also presents a particular affinity towards water. Contact angle measurements were performed and a near to perfect wettability of the poled region was observed. The droplet of water was confined to the poled area. Figure 4.17 shows contact angle measurements done on the poled glass. A strong difference in wettability of the glass surface is observed with a total wettability of the poled area. Such an effect could be due to the new structure, surface topology and remaining static electric field. However, it is difficult to clearly evaluate the contribution of these various effects.

![Figure 4.17. Contact angle measured on the poled sample, the green line delimits the surface](image)
4.3.5 Conclusions of section 4.3

It has been demonstrated that by using a thermal poling technique, it is possible to tailor the glass structure, break its centrosymmetry ensuring SHG and to enhance its surface reactivity towards atmospheric water. Here we have fully described the mechanism of the process highlighting its behavior and reversibility. This process is only possible with a good understanding of the glass chemistry to find the appropriate composition for such an application. After thermal poling, a new charged borate structure is formed which reacts with atmospheric water. Once an OH-rich layer starts to form at the surface, a leaching process starts resulting in the formation of boric acid. This layer of boric acid dilute in water can be easily removed by placing the sample under vacuum. The surface is however damaged after the leaching process and presents large trenches in areas which were in contact with water.

However, this example is a good proof of concept showing that by careful selection of a glass composition and with the adequate treatment, thermal poling can not only induce Second Order Non-linear (SNOL) optical properties in the glass but also can change its structure and surface properties. This study is the first to definitively prove and explain the mechanism associated with the enhancement of surface reactivity towards water of a sample, after thermal poling.

4.4 Micro-structuring the surface reactivity of a borosilicate glass

Once the process of macro-poling and its impact on the post-poling properties is understood, the idea to control it at a smaller scale was developed. Being able to control the process on a micrometer scale presents the advantage to open up new applications in micro-sensors or lab-on-a-chip devices where reactions and process take place at small scale.
To design ways to control the poling process at smaller scale, it is important to first identify the
key parameters for the process to take place. As described previously, upon heating the sample,
charges gain mobility and once the DC bias applied across the sample, charge separation and
cations migration occurs. The formation of the cation depleted layer is then responsible for the
modification of the glass’ structure, the appearance of the internal electric field and the new surface
properties. Two approaches can thus be considered to control thermal poling at small scales, (i) a
confinement of the heat in small region for the cations to only gain enough mobility there, (ii) find
a way to apply the DC bias in certain areas of the sample to control positions where thermal poling
takes place.

The two approaches investigated and will be discussed in this section. The first approach is based
on laser-induced heating to locally heat the sample. The second approach relies on the use of a
micro-patterned electrode as developed in the previous chapter.

4.4.1 Micro-poling of a borosilicate glass through laser induced samarium absorption

Borosilicate glasses were doped with 8 wt% of samarium oxide, an element of the lanthanide
family, with oxidation state Sm$^{3+}$. An optical absorption spectrum of the Sm-doped borosilicate is
shown in Figure 4.18.

Several absorption band can be observed in the infrared region at 1.47, 1.1, 1.92, 2.62 and 4.1 μm.
The absorption band of interest for our study is the band around 1.1 μm, corresponding to the f-f
transition of $^6H_5/2 \rightarrow ^6F_{9/2}$. $^{37,38}$ Upon irradiation with a 1064 nm CW laser, both continuous f-f
transitions and non-radiative electro-phonon is expected, resulting in a temperature change. The
goal is to provide enough heat for the charge separation to take place in a confined zone under the
laser beam. Upon application of the DC bias, the charges should only move under the illuminated area. This process has been referred to Samarium Atom Heat Processing and has been successfully used to locally crystalize a glass under laser irradiation. 38, 39

Figure 4.18. Absorption spectra of a glass doped with samarium

The absorption process needs to provide enough heat for the temperature to reach values close to 300°C that is the temperature used previously during poling of this glass. To prevent apparition of large temperature gradients, the sample is held at a constant temperature, below 300°C which is insufficient for thermal poling. Large temperature gradients could lead to crack formation upon rapid heating and cooling of the irradiated areas. Finally, the laser power should be kept rather low to prevent damages to the glass’ surface and electrode.

Listed here are the parameters playing an important role during the poling process:

- The temperature of the hot plate
- The laser power
- The amount of samarium added to the glass
- The laser dose

4.4.1.1 Evaluation of the impact of the hot plate temperature on local temperature

The glass sample was placed on a hot plate fitted underneath an irradiation set-up using a 1064 nm CW laser with a 20x IR transparent objective. The hot plate was set up at a fixed temperature and the glass was irradiated with the laser at various incident powers. Upon irradiation of the sample, the temperature rise in the middle of the laser spot was measured by mean of an IR camera. The set-up used during this experiment is presented in Figure 4.19.

![Irradiation set-up with the poling cell fitted underneath. An IR camera measures the temperature raise in the irradiated area](image)

Figure 4.19. Irradiation set-up with the poling cell fitted underneath. An IR camera measures the temperature raise in the irradiated area
Several fixed temperature of the hot plate were tested as well as various incident laser power. Results of these experiments are reported in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20. Maximum temperature measured in the center of the irradiated spot as a function of laser power (a) and of the hot plate temperature (b)

The plot on the left shows that an increase of the laser power results in a non-linear increase of the temperature in the middle of the laser spot. At maximum power, the temperature rise measured is up to 150 °C when the plate is set up at the lowest temperature.

The right plot however shows a linear increase of the temperature at the center following change of temperature of the hot plate.

An important parameter to evaluate is the distance over which the temperature rise takes place. It was observed that when increasing the laser power, the area over which the heating process takes place was also increasing and could reach distance as wide as tens of microns.

It is worth noting that the measurements were performed with the glass sample directly sitting on the hot plate. During thermal poling, the laser beam has to go through the window of the poling cell and through an ITO coated piece of glass used as an electrode. Every interfaces the laser beam
encounters lead to loss by reflection, which should be accounted for when choosing the right hot plate temperature and laser power. It is expected that 10% of the laser power is lost as the beam goes through the various layers above the glass. Another important information to take into account when measuring temperature with the IR camera is spatial resolution. The pixel size of the camera is larger than the spot size of the laser (25 µm). The temperature is thus averaged out on this pixel size. The maximum temperature in the middle of the Gaussian beam of the laser is therefore higher than the temperature read on the camera.

4.4.1.2 Micro-poling of Sm-doped borosilicate glasses
Glasses to be poled were placed in the poling cell and sandwiched between a silicon wafer to serve as cathode and an ITO coated microscope slide to be used as the anode. The poling cell was mechanically sealed and placed under nitrogen to ensure blocking anode conditions. The hot plate was set up at a fixed temperature (180°C) and a DC bias of 3000 V was applied between the anode and cathode. The sample was then irradiated with the laser to form patterns on the surface. The laser power was limited to 1.9 W as further increases lead to damage of the surface. Once all patterns inscribed on the glass, the sample was brought back to room temperature and the DC electric field was turned off. A typical example of patterns inscribed on the glass is reported on Figure 4.21.
Matrices were written at constant laser power but with varying irradiation time and focus plane to evaluate their respective impact. Each point on the left hand side of the matrix are focused on the surface and the laser is focused deeper in the sample (going right on the lane) by increment of 5 μm. Points on the first lines were irradiated for 5 minutes, the second line for one minute, the third line for 30 seconds and the last one for 10 seconds. Lines were also written on the glass to evaluate the possibility to imprint more complex patterns. Following the irradiation of the glass sample, the efficiency of the poling process was evaluated using μ-SHG measurements to probe for the presence of the internal electric field using a radially polarized incident laser beam.

4.4.1.2.1 Micro-SHG measurements

The μ-SHG measurements were performed using a doughnut beam in radial polarization to probe the longitudinal component of the electric field. Figure 4.22 shows the optical images as well as corresponding SHG maps recorded on two points with irradiation time of 5 minutes and with
respectively 1.6 (top) and 1.9 W (bottom). No SHG was measured on the other points irradiated with lower power. These other irradiation conditions correspond to temperature in the center of the spot inferior to 260°C. The temperature could be too low to provide enough mobility for the cations to migrate under the electric field.

Figure 4.22. Optical micrographs of the points (left) and SHG map recorded on the same area in radial polarization(right). The red circle delimit the outer part of the SHG active ring

Both points made with 1.6 and 1.9 W show a strong SHG active ring around the point of impact without any signal outside and a small signal intensity inside the irradiated area. The SHG active area can be spatially correlated on the optical micrograph to a bright halo around the point which
is highlighted by the red circle. The point made with the highest incident power present a larger ring by 1 to 2 μm, associated with an overall decrease of the SHG intensity in it.

4.4.1.2.2 AFM measurements on the surface of the glass and on the ITO electrode

AFM measurements were performed in KPFM mode on the poled sample and in Peak Force Tapping mode on the electrode. The following figure shows a map done on a point made at 1.6 W with an irradiation time of 5 minutes.

![AFM measurements](image)

*Figure 4.23. AFM measurements measured across an irradiated spot (left) and corresponding topology profile (right)*

Under laser irradiation the glass surface is partially damaged, resulting in a pit between 400 nm and 600 nm deep, with deepest area as deep as 720 nm. The incident laser power causes damages to the surface, however, a lower incident power was proven insufficient to induce charge migration as shown in the previous paragraph where no SHG was measured.

The rest of the surface is rather flat with an average roughness measured at 16 nm. Interestingly, a ring is observed around the point with a lower roughness, between 10 and 12 nm.
Similar measurements were done on the ITO electrode that showed large damages in the irradiated area, as seen in Figure 4.24.

![AFM map measured on the ITO electrode after poling](image)

**Figure 4.24. AFM map measured on the ITO electrode after poling**

Finally, on the poled sample the map was recorded using the KPFM technique that gives additional information on the potential at the surface of the glass. The surface potential map is shown on Figure 4.25. This KPFM map can be divided in three zones. The first one is the inner part of the point which present a surface potential close to 0 or slightly negative. The second part corresponds to a negatively charged ring around the laser spot. Finally, a third zone corresponding to the rest of this map present a positive surface potential. This small map presents an abrupt change of the surface potential sign around the irradiated zone. The negatively charged region can be spatially correlated to the red circle in Figure 4.22.
The μ-SHG measurements and AFM/KPFM measurements presented so far need to be discussed together to understand the underlying mechanisms of these observed phenomena.

4.4.1.2.3 Spatial correlation between μ-SHG and AFM measurements

The μ-SHG measurements have shown that no signal was measured outside the irradiated area. We have observed that no signal was measured when using irradiation power below 1.6 W which correspond to a temperature close to 260°C. We suggest that below this temperature, the mobility of the charges is not high enough for thermal poling to take place. Therefore, when doing the thermal poling just above this limit, the temperature quickly drops below this limit as we exit the irradiated area. No cation migration can take place in these areas and at the end of the process, no electric field is induced in these area and no SHG signal can be recorded. This is confirmed with the AFM measurements which show no sign of topology change outside the point and which show a slightly positive surface potential in this same area.
On the other hand, a SHG active ring is observed around the irradiated spot with a strong intensity and a good spatial confinement. This SHG active zone can be correlated to a flat area in the AFM measurements that can be clearly seen in Figure 4.23. Once again, this ring is found in the KPFM measurement as a negatively charged zone around the point in Figure 4.25.

In the center of the point, no SHG signal is observed while AFM measurements show a damaged surface and a surface potential close to zero.

In addition, AFM measurements on the ITO electrode show a damaged surface which probably impacts the ITO conductivity. The process cannot be described solely as a local heating process but it is also necessary to take into account electrode structuring during the process. As shown in chapter 3, the electrode is therefore seen as a conductive area and a non-conductive area (in the middle of the laser spot). The KPFM measurements agree well with this view and should be compared to the electrostatic model used to simulate thermal poling with a structured electrode in chapter 3. We used the SHG measurement as a probe of the induced electric field on glass pattern with a structured electrode. To simulate the recorded SHG, two zone of opposite sign were defined. It was expected that negative charges would be induced in areas where poling was effective and associated with a positively charged area next to it, where the poling was not taking place (in the structured area). In the case presented here, a similar process is taking place. As sodium cations exit the vicinity of the surface, negative charges are left behind contributing to the apparition of the static electric field at room temperature. From all these measurements it can be concluded that the static electric field is only induced in a thin ring around the irradiated spot.
In the case discussed herein, the resulting induced electric field can be seen as the image of two processes, (i) the local increase of the charges mobility through local heating and (ii) the use of a structured electrode. When the laser irradiates the glass sample, it first goes through the window of the poling cell then go through the electrode and is focused on the glass’ surface. As it encounters the glass sample, the samarium ions Sm$^{3+}$ absorb and convert the absorbed energy to heat through continuous f-f transition and non-radiative transitions. The process locally provides enough heat to the cations to increase their mobility. Upon applications of the electric field, the positive charges migrate towards the cathode and charges are separated resulting in the apparition of the induced electric field. At the same time, structuring of the electrode and damages to the ITO coating occur. The electrostatic model in the preceding chapter has shown that a structured ITO electrode promote components of the electric field in the plane of the surface and enhancing charges at the border of the structure. If the progressive structuring of the electrode, associated with the local heating process are both taken into account, it can be concluded that the cations migration should be maximum just at the outer limit of the laser spot, small inside the laser spot and close to 0 outside of it. Indeed, this ring would correspond to an area where the temperature is high enough to provide mobility to the charges and where the outside electric field is effectively applied to separate the charges. At the end only this ring with a high density of charges should be obtained. The induced electric field is therefore maximum in a ring around the irradiated spot and null inside of it.

The use of a Samarium Atom Heat Processing allows to control both the temperature and the applied electric field in a small area. The treated sample then presents a structuring of the induced electric field leading to a structuring of its 2nd order nonlinear properties.
4.4.1.2.4 Reaction upon atmosphere exposure

As discussed in the first section, once exposed to the laboratory atmosphere, poled areas of the borosilicate glass exhibit a strong affinity towards atmospheric water. It was proved that water then reacts with the glass network though a leaching process, leading to the formation of boric acid dilute into water. The micro-poled sample was left in the laboratory atmosphere for several hours, which is usually more than enough for water attraction to take place. We have previously demonstrated the usefulness of Raman or IR vibrational spectroscopy to identify boric acid formed at the surface of the glass. However, the presence of a rare-earth inside the glass matrix prevent the use of Raman spectroscopy due to the high luminescence masking the entire Raman spectrum of the sample. Several incident wavelengths were tried but even the use of a higher incident wavelength such as 785 nm does not prevent luminescence.

Micro-IR spectroscopy does not suffer from the samarium presence but here the limitation in the x-y resolution prevents making measurements in the irradiated areas which are approximately 10 μm in diameter. The smallest spatial resolution that can be obtained using micro-IR, while maintaining good spectral resolution, (~ 15 μm); while adequate to confirm the effect, this is too large to probe the inner part of the point. Finally, damage to the surface was observed in AFM and this is an issue for obtaining good specular reflection measurements.

We therefore have no experimental proof of enhanced surface reactivity using the Samarium Atom Heat Processing. This process can still however be used to structure the 2nd order nonlinear optical properties of a glass at a scale of few microns.
Thus, a second technique was developed to allow us to measure the effect of our process. Here, another technique was developed to assess both the 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear properties and the surface reactivity at a micrometric scale. This technique is further discussed in chapter 3: the use of micro-patterned electrodes.

4.4.2 Micro-poling of a borosilicate glass using patterned electrode

The use of micro-patterned electrodes during thermal poling as used with the BPN 42 glass was then tested on the borosilicate glass (without samarium oxide addition). Here, the electrode which is made of an ITO layer deposited on a microscope slide is patterned by laser ablation selectively removing regions of the ITO conductive layer. This results in a patterned electrode made of alternating conductive and non-conductive areas. As shown previously, the ITO-free areas should not participate in the poling process. So far this technique was only used to pattern the Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) signal, but in the case presented here, it aims not only to tailor the glass’ surface SONL properties at the micrometric scale but also to tailor its reactivity and network structure at the micrometer scale.

4.4.2.1 Structuring of the ITO electrode

The ITO layer was structured by laser ablation using a 1064 nm nanosecond yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser as described before. Various patterns were written on the surface by moving the sample with a motorized stage (X, Y) under the laser beam. Rectangles 40x60 μm\textsuperscript{2} were written on the ITO electrode as this dimension allows spatial mapping over this area using μ-SHG, μ-Raman and μ-IR spectroscopy. AFM measurements, shown on Figure 4.26, demonstrate the total ablation of the ITO coating.
The glass sample was put between the patterned electrode at the anode and a silicon wafer at the cathode and placed in the poling cell. The treatment took place in a nitrogen atmosphere and the sample was heated at 300°C. After 10 minutes, when a constant temperature was reached, a DC bias of 3000 V was applied across the sample for 30 minutes. The sample was then brought back to room temperature and only then the DC bias was removed.

As the polarized sample is expected to present enhance reactivity towards atmospheric water, the cell was placed in a glove bag, filled with nitrogen, once the poling performed. The sample was taken out of the poling cell and placed in inert atmosphere to perform the same set of characterization as in the macro-poling experiment described in section II and III. To evaluate the efficiency of the thermal poling, the sample was first studied under an optical microscope to examine the patterned electrode’s transfer fidelity to the glass’ poled surface. The pattern is precisely transferred to the glass surface through the electrostatic imprint process taking place during poling, as observed on Figure 4.27. 40
4.4.2.2 Micro-SHG measurements

As reported before, an efficient thermal poling breaks the centrosymmetry of the glass by inducing a strong static electric field in the near anode surface. This electric field contributes to SHG in the glass through the electro-optical effect EFISH mentioned earlier. To probe the induced electric field, we used the modified micro-Raman spectrometer HR800 equipped with a 1064 nm picosecond laser, described previously. A SHG map of one of the rectangle imprinted on the glass surface was obtained with a 50x objective, using a radial polarized doughnut shaped beam profile that probes the longitudinal SHG contribution, Figure 4.27-b.

![Figure 4.27. (a) Optical micrograph of a rectangle inscribed on the surface after poling, (b) corresponding µ-SHG map across the rectangle imprinted on the sample, (c) SHG profile across the same rectangle.](image)

The SHG active zone is spatially located around the rectangle. The maximum of intensity in the active zone is 10 times higher than the background signal measured inside the rectangle pattern. The intensity variation between the ITO-free area and the poled area and the location of the SHG active zone are in agreement with the literature. These measurements however differ with our results discussed in the niobium borophosphate chapter. In this other study, we could observe two
contribution to the SHG signal with the longitudinal polarization that were located on each side of the edges of the patterns. In the case of the borosilicate glass presented here, the second contribution is not clearly observed. The second major difference with previous literature results is that the SHG active zone is present over distances as wide as 10 μm, while in the BPN 42 of the previous chapter, the signal was confined to spatial regions of less than 5 μm. The third major difference in our study is that the in-plane components to the SHG signal are not contributing as much to the SHG signal and have considerably lower intensities.

The SHG response as depicted on Figure 4.27 is however clearly structured and is linked to an edge effects and a higher density of charges induced in the border of the patterns. In a classical thermal poling treatment, carried out without structured electrodes, the electric field is perfectly perpendicular to the surface thus only giving a longitudinal and uniform intensity of the SHG across the poled surface. By removing strips of ITO on the electrode, we have shown in the previous chapter that a field enhancement phenomenon is taking place by changing the charge density along the glass surface as well as promoting charge displacement not only along the z-axis but also in the x-y plane of the glass. Along the patterned area, an increase of two order of magnitude in the charge concentration is observed, thus giving more trapped charges after poling and enhancing the SHG in these areas. The in-plane poling contribution which should give the other contribution to the electric field is greatly related to the ITO-ablated area and to surface current formation. The overall SHG intensity is smaller in thermal poling of borosilicate glasses compared to borophosphate niobium glasses. The geometry of the electro-optical anisotropy induced in both glasses is different and it is possible that depending on the glass composition, surface currents responsible for this effect are accessible at different ranges in the structured areas.
The area over which the electric field is going to be induced and structure would therefore be different, therefore leading to various thickness and intensity of the SONL active area.

4.4.2.3 Evidence of structural changes

To evaluate the departure of sodium on the poled region, vibrational spectroscopy is suitable in this glass as sodium migration leads to a necessary re-arrangement of the glass matrix which greatly impacts the borate network.\textsuperscript{13} We remind that the borosilicate used here lies on the boric oxide anomaly. Its structure was described in the previous section as made of fully reticulated silica tetrahedra and borate entities close to pentaborate groups. Every sodium added to the glass is present in the vicinity of a boron tetrahedron and act as a charge compensator. The remaining boron entities form 3-coordinated $B\phi_3$ triangular units in rings and non-rings units.

Following thermal poling, $\mu$-IR reflectance spectroscopy was used to probe the structural changes close to the glass’ surface inside and outside the patterns. An optical micrograph of several patterns were imprinted on the glass is shown on part (a) of the figure, as well as three individual spectra recorded on positions A, B & C, shown on the optical micrograph, and the corresponding IR-map showing the distribution of the intensity of the total integrated area under the curve for the band of the $B\phi_3$ triangular units between 1200 and 1550 cm$^{-1}$. 
Figure 4.28. Optical micrographs of the surface (a), IR reflectance spectra taken on positions A, B & C shown in part (a) (b) and corresponding micro-IR map taken on the blue rectangle presenting the intensity distribution of the $B\Phi_3$ band between 1200 and 1500 cm$^{-1}$(c)

All spectra presented in this figure were normalized to the intensity of the band peaking at 1075 cm$^{-1}$, attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of $Q_4$ silicon – oxygen tetrahedra, i.e. fully linked SiO$_4$ tetrahedra.$^9$-$^{11}$ The band peaking at 910 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibrational mode of $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra, i.e. a boron tetrahedron with a neighboring sodium cation to balanced its charge.$^{13,14}$ The boron network presents another contribution between 1250 and 1500 cm$^{-1}$ that corresponds to an asymmetric stretching vibrational mode of $B\Phi_3$ triangular units in ring and non-ring configurations.$^{12}$ The IR spectrum taken inside of the pattern inscribed on the glass, position A present the same signature as the spectrum of the base glass, showing that poling was not effective in these areas. Now looking at the IR spectra taken outside the patterns, positions B and C, on figure Figure 4.28 (b) several changes should be highlighted. The most drastic change concerns the signature of the $B\Phi_3$ triangular units which, in addition to its large increase, goes from
a double band to a single band. Simultaneously, the band of the $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra decreases in intensity. The IR map (Figure 4.28-c) taken on the highlighted blue rectangle of the optical micrograph (Figure 4.28-a) shows the intensity distribution of the $B\Phi_3$ band around a pattern. It is observed that inside the pattern the contribution of this group is highly lowered compared to its surroundings.

Changes taking place during this micro-poling experiment are the same that were depicted in the previous section. As a reminder, they were linked to the sodium cations departure from a thin layer underneath the anode, moving towards the cathode. Absence of a charge compensator in the vicinity of the $B\Phi_4^-$ tetrahedra was associated with a re-arrangement of the structure into $B\Phi_3$ triangular units, thus forming a network closer to pure $B_2O_3$ rings. The silica network once again is not impacted by the treatment. As in the macro-poling of this glass, the IR spectroscopy indirectly indicates the departure of sodium and the formation of molecular oxygen. Once again, the identity of the negative charge carriers is still to be determined.

4.4.2.4 Evidence of spatially controlled reactivity

As shown in the macro-poling of the borosilicate glass, the polarized glass presents a new structure, associated with a strong internal electric field which enhances the glass’ reactivity towards atmospheric water. All measurements shown so far were carried out before the glass reacted with the laboratory atmosphere, either under controlled atmosphere or in air before any reaction. To evaluate the glass surface’s reactivity, the sample was let free to react with its surrounding environment until it started to show signs of reaction as observed previously. We want to remind the reader that the kinetic of this process is highly dependent on the humidity content of the laboratory and that this parameter is not controlled in this study.
Figure 4.29. Optical micrograph of the glass surface after exposure to atmosphere (a), Raman spectrum taken outside of a pattern after exposure to atmosphere (b), Raman map recorded around the pattern presented on the optical micrograph, the intensity of the band of boric acid peaking at 880 cm\(^{-1}\) was imaged (c), IR reflectance spectrum taken outside a pattern after exposure to atmosphere (d) and IR map recorded around four squares showing the distribution of the intensity of the integrated band of asymmetric stretching vibration of OH groups between 3000 and 3500 cm\(^{-1}\) (e).

Figure 4.29 focuses on the vibrational study of the surface after it reacted with the atmosphere. The top row shows the Raman vibrational study and the bottom row, the infrared study. Both optical micrographs show signs of reactivity by the presence of dark spots on the surface of the glass. Part B of the figure presents a Raman spectrum recorded at the surface. First, the contributions from the glass network that were previously identified are present, i.e. two principle modes at 770 and 805 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively corresponding to a triborate group bounded to one \(B\varnothing_4\) and to \(B\varnothing_3\) triangular units in rings.\(^{15,16}\) At lower wavenumbers, a large envelop is attributed to mixed stretching and bending vibrations from the silicate network.\(^{18}\) In addition to the mode of
the glass, several contributions from boric acid, $\text{H}_3\text{BO}_3$, can be observed as detailed in the previous section. These modes identified earlier are not changed and the bending mode of the O-B-O bound at 500 cm$^{-1}$, the B-O symmetrical and antisymmetrical stretching vibrational mode at 880 cm$^{-1}$ and 1384 cm$^{-1}$ and the bending mode of B-OH bonds at 1172 cm$^{-1}$ are all present. The two last contributions at 3165 and 3251 cm$^{-1}$ are attributed to O-H stretching vibrational modes. Presence of boric acid is easily explained, as it is now known that following the creation of the charged borate structure, atmospheric water is attracted to the surface of the glass, and then reacts with it through a leaching process to form boric acid. Map (c) depicts the distribution of the integrated area under the main peak of boric acid at 880 cm$^{-1}$. From this map, it can be observed that boric acid is only present outside the pattern. The intensity of the integrated band is null across the pattern while outside of it, it is more than an order of magnitude stronger. Boric acid is thought to be dissolved in water at the surface of the glass as it is known to be soluble in water even at room temperature.

Infrared reflectance spectroscopy (bottom row) allows further confirmation of the information observed with Raman spectroscopy. Spectra recorded in areas that have reacted with the atmosphere present a distinctly different signature from either the base glass or post-poled glass, illustrated in Figure 4.29 - d. A large contribution from asymmetric stretching vibration of OH groups is observed between 3000 and 3500 cm$^{-1}$. The vibrations originating from the glass network are also changed with a large decrease of the $B\Phi_3$ triangular units. However, as a large water band is present in the spectrum, it is hard to draw conclusions on the glass network. Infrared reflectance measurements only probe the first few microns of a surface and the water layer thus masks the contribution of the sub-surface glass network. Such a spectrum can only give valid information on
the presence of water at the surface. A map of the distribution of this water band is shown on part (e) of Figure 4.29. The infrared map was recorded on a larger zone to image four squares (one fully and the three others partially). Water presence is correlated to the areas where changes occur upon poling while inside the patterns, no water signature is observed. The important information to remember from this IR-map is that inside the pattern, the OH band is null whereas outside of it, it strongly increases, thus showing the unique spatial selectivity of the surface reactivity enhancement imparted by the μ-poling process.

4.4.2.5 Conclusion of section 4.4.2

Two different approaches for micro-poling were presented in this section. The use of a laser induced heating process through laser absorption has shown limitations. The 2nd order nonlinear optical properties could be effectively structured but no sign of enhance reactivity could be observed. However, the use of a patterned electrode during thermal poling was proven reliable to imprint spatially specific designs, control the location of the induced electric field, control the scale over which structural modifications take place and finally control the reactivity on a glass’ surface. The results obtained here also agree with the model and results already presented on BPN 42 glass. The use of structured electrodes leads to an enhancement of the SHG signal at the border of the patterns probably linked to side effects and a higher charge density in these areas. Moreover, on this specific glass composition, not only are the 2nd order nonlinear properties structured but the glass structure is also efficiently modified at a micrometer scale across the pattern. A poling-induced charged surface structure was formed and tailored on a micrometric scale. The poled area also exhibited enhanced surface reactivity towards atmospheric water. This reactivity was only enhanced on the effectively poled area, corresponding to areas in close contact with ITO upon
poling. These new results allow to foresee the use of a micro-poling technique to tailor physical and chemical properties of glasses and to use it for a variety of applications, ranging from photonics to lab-on-a-chip devices.

4.5 Conclusion of chapter 4

This chapter was designed to show that thermal poling can found applications in other domains than nonlinear optics. It can be an effective technique to tailor a glass structure and surface properties. These extended application possibilities were demonstrated on a specific glass composition, carefully chosen for its peculiar structure and properties. It is of the utmost importance to bear in mind that such a tailor of a glass surface properties can only be performed when one has a good understanding of its glass. However, the example presented herein broaden the range of applications of thermal poling and additional surface properties could be modified by thermal poling, such as mechanical properties or optical properties.

The polarized glass presented here presents interesting properties as a host for molecules that could be selectively presents at its surface. Especially, the micro-poling presented in section IV could be interesting to further develop substrates with areas of controlled hydrophilicity. The glass composition presented here might not be the adequate one and additional research on compositions in the same ternary or in more complicated systems are necessary to develop a useful substrate.

Finally, if one thing needs to be remembered from this chapter, it should be that with thermal poling, and especially with the use of patterned electrodes, we now possess a formidable tool to tailor glass substrate on a variety of properties.
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CHAPTER 5: THERMAL POLING OF CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES IN THE Ge-Sb-S SYSTEM: TUNING THE LINEAR AND NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Chalcogenide glasses have been seen as potential candidates for thermal poling thanks to their high third order nonlinear susceptibility and their transparency in the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral region. As shown previously in this dissertation, thermal poling results in an induced second (2\textsuperscript{nd}) order nonlinearity ($\chi^{(2)}$) obtained through an electro-optical effect and the interaction of the third order nonlinearity of the glass and the induced electric field. As chalcogenide glasses have the highest third (3\textsuperscript{rd}) order nonlinearity ($\chi^{(3)}$) among glasses, it is thereby expected that they should also result in a high induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinearity.\textsuperscript{1} Moreover, their transparency in the MIR makes them extremely useful for a variety of applications, especially in sensors that can probe organic molecules which possess fingerprints in this region.

In the literature, chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) have been successfully poled but usually exhibit a major drawback in a lack of stability of the post-poling properties. The relaxation process typically observed in compositions studied to-date has been fast (time, t ~ hours to days) making the poled glasses unsuitable for most applications.

The portion of this PhD examining poling of chalcogenide glasses has focused on finding ways to stabilize the post poling properties through a selective choice of the composition to be poled and extending our understanding of the role of various poling parameters and glass structural changes on post-poling properties. Once a suitable composition and parameters was identified, another aim of this work has been to adapt the $\mu$-imprinting on chalcogenide glasses to tailor and control the
optical properties via thermal poling. As will be shown, this work has resulted in an extension to the understanding of the mechanism of poling, and its stability, in ChGs.

This chapter will be separated in several sections. The first describes the choice of glass composition and the glass’ properties and structure before poling.

The second part of the chapter is focused on thermal poling of these glass compositions with an emphasis on the effect of glass network, charge carrier nature and poling parameters on post poling properties and structure. The aim of this part is to identify potential differences in the poling mechanisms as the cationic content increases. Emphasis is put on the origin of the post-poling properties and on stability.

Finally, the last section will show ongoing work on the μ-poling adapted to chalcogenide glasses. Specifically, the work presented shows how thermal poling can be used to modify a glass’ optical properties both linearly and non-linearly. Highlighting our understanding of the mechanism in these glasses is a specific example of tailoring surface properties and optical properties through the fabrications of μ-lenses and diffractive gratings in the poled glass surface.

5.1 Study of the chalcogenide glasses prior poling

5.1.1 Choice of the glass compositions

Chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) are interesting for thermal poling due to their high third order nonlinear susceptibilities which is directly proportional to the induced 2nd order nonlinearity. Among them, selenium based and tellurium based glasses have the highest $\chi^{(3)}$ while sulfur glasses have the lowest.\(^1\) However, selenium and tellurium-based glass systems also present drawbacks for thermal poling applications which are discussed here.
The main drawback of ChGs is their high electronic conductivity which makes them semiconductor-like.\textsuperscript{2, 3} As discussed in earlier chapters, thermal poling is performed on dielectric media and a high electronic conductivity could lead to difficulty to pole them as the high electric field is applied across the sample.\textsuperscript{4} Chalcogenides also exhibit low glass transition temperatures and large glass-forming regions, which makes them attractive for their tailorable optical and physical properties. As stated earlier, post-poling stability is the main issues with poled chalcogenides, as sub-$T_g$ relaxation and long term aging could further degrade desired post-poled property stability.\textsuperscript{5, 6} A low $T_g$ is thus not suitable as it would be easier for the glass network to re-arrange and for the charges to be neutralize in the glass matrix even at room temperature.

Finally, even if selenium and tellurium-based systems benefit from excellent transparency in the infrared window which is important for this effort, these attributes can be an issue in our study as the Se and Te ion’s size and electronic properties, affects both structure and free volume. IR transparency in these glasses is determined by composition and is accompanied by a low bandgap and thus ChGs are not transparent in the visible spectrum, but become transparent in the 1 $\mu$m range. However, this is a necessary criterion for our study as our 1550 nm Maker fringes experimental setup requires glasses to be transparent at the $2\omega$ wavelength (775 nm). Sulfur-based glasses on the other hand present a partial transparency at this wavelength that is sufficient for our study.

Since Se and Te-based materials often are not transmissive to near-infrared radiation, sulfur glasses are more attractive as they have a short wavelength cutoff wavelength in the visible region as low as 500 nm. They also have a more rigid glass network and higher glass transition temperature, as high as 360°C, due to a slightly higher bond strength as compared to the heavier metal-chalcogen
bonds with Se and Te. Additionally, sulfide glasses have electronic conductivity which is also
lower than in selenium or tellurium based glasses. It is then necessary to choose the other elements
which will enter the composition which do not adversely affect transmission, conductivity while
providing a strong network backbone.

Among the sulfur glasses, the ternary Ge-Sb-S is a good candidate as its vitreous domain has been
well described in the literature. Additionally, this material system has been well studied in our
group and among others. Specifically, these glasses exhibit a reasonably high $T_g$, they are modestly
transparent in the visible and have been previously shown to be compatible with the poling process
as documented by Guignard et al. $^7$-$^{10}$

The presence of antimony in the composition is suitable to this desired application as it improves
the glass’ stability (aka, resistance to crystallization). Moreover, during melting of the glass,
antimony and sulfur react together to form an intermediate compound which makes the melting
process easier. Finally, none of the elements in the chosen ternary are present in the list of restricted
substance in the REACH regulation of the European Union. $^{11}$ This regulation has been adopted
to protect the environment and human health and has listed a series of substance with industrial
use restriction (such as arsenic, lead, etc…). In the prospect of future industrial applications,
potentially within the European market, restricted elements were not considered in this study.

The first glass in this ternary is the composition subsequently referred as the stoichiometric
composition: $\text{Ge}_{25}\text{Sb}_{10}\text{S}_{65}$, meaning that all atoms have their traditional mean coordination number.
Three additional glasses were prepared, for which it was decided to change the ratio of germanium
to sulfur, going towards a composition with excess sulfur. The three glasses with sulfur excess are
Ge\textsubscript{22.5}Sb\textsubscript{10}S\textsubscript{67.5}, Ge\textsubscript{20}Sb\textsubscript{10}S\textsubscript{70} and Ge\textsubscript{17.5}Sb\textsubscript{10}S\textsubscript{72.5}. A glass possessing excess sulfur will possess S-S homopolar bonds which should be especially interesting in our study as they add lone pairs which tend to increase the third order nonlinear susceptibility of glasses. It has been shown that a high third order nonlinear susceptibility also yields the potential of a higher second order nonlinear response after poling. Too large of an excess however, will make the glass network less rigid by adding flexibility through creation of these sulfur-sulfur bonds resulting in the decrease of the glass transition temperature, potentially reducing the glass’ post-poled stability. Hence, here a tradeoff is necessary. Glasses with an excess of germanium would have been more rigid but were not chosen as they do not present a suitable transparency in the visible region, necessary for some of our measurements.

The mechanism of formation of the trapped charges in chalcogenide is at the center of the stability process as it applies to poled glasses. Even if these glasses theoretically do not contain alkali, it has been shown that they are present in ppm concentration and that they play an important role in the process. In thermal poling of oxide glasses, cation migration is at the origin of the creation of a stable space charge responsible for the induced electric field. In addition to the base glasses, it was decided to dope these glasses with sodium through the incorporation of sodium sulfide Na\textsubscript{2}S in the glasses with doping level of 1 mol\% and 3 mol\%. Sodium was chosen as it has a good mobility and that in previous study of thermal poling in chalcogenide, it played an important role in the process even at ppm level. \textsuperscript{4} Other mobile cations could have been picked such as other alkali or alkaline-earth elements, as well as metals (silver, lead...). As discussed previously, some of these elements were not chosen as they fall under the REACH legislation (lead for instance) but others could be considered for future studies (silver for instance). Sodium’s main advantage is that
it moves easily under an electric field and it is expected to change the glass’s network and optical properties. It should give an additional lever to tailor post-poling properties.

The purpose of changing the glass composition (sulfur excess variation) is to evaluate the link between structure of the glass and final properties and stability of the post-poled glasses. When discussing the role of the structure regarding properties in chalcogenide, it is necessary to introduce the notion of mean (or average) coordination number (MCN). Chalcogenide glasses are known to be covalent semiconductors which is going to affect their physical and chemical properties. To better describe the glass network and its effect on properties, several propositions have been made in the literature. Especially, the average coordination number has been the center of multiple articles in the chalcogenide literature. The mean coordination number represents the average number of bonds in the glass network and is calculated as follow:

\[<MCN> = \frac{4x + 3y + 2z}{100}\]  

(5.1)

with x, y and z respectively the atomic percentage of germanium, antimony and sulfur (in our case). The weighing factors of each constituent are the coordination number of each element, on the assumption that germanium is 4-fold coordinated (CN=4), antimony 3-fold coordinated and sulfur 2-fold coordinated (CN=3 and 2, respectively).

The average coordination number is especially important as it has been shown to be correlated to peculiar changes of properties and structure of the glass. A threshold was found in the literature when \(<MCN>\) is equal to 2.4.\textsuperscript{12-15} At this point, the system is said to be stable, below this point, the system is under-constrained or floppy while above this threshold, the network is over-constrained, thus rigid. This threshold point (T) has been referred to as PTT, after Phillips and
Thorpe, the authors who first discussed it. Later, Tanaka proposed another vision of a chalcogenide glass, by suggesting that some chalcogenide networks were formed of two-dimensional entities and that these layers of entities are forming a 3-D network. The threshold was also modified and a new point at 2.67 was proposed as a criterion for a stable glass. This threshold is referred to as the Tanaka threshold, i.e. the TT. 16

Several studies have followed, studying the evolution of various properties as a function of the average coordination number and of these two thresholds. Glasses prepared in our study lie above the PTT criteria and below the TT criteria for stable glasses, with the stoichiometric composition being close to 2.67. It was not possible to study glasses above the TT criteria of stability as their transparency in the visible was not adequate for the Maker fringes measurements.

The four glass compositions chosen in our study and their average coordination number are reported in the following table. In the rest of this chapter, we will identify the glasses with letter (from A to D). A, in the study represents the stoichiometric composition and D the composition with the highest sulfur content, with its excess S being furthest from the stoichiometric compositions level of S-S bonds. In the series, S additions are made at the expense (reduction) of Ge content and the Sb level remains constant. All glass compositions in Table 5.1 are reported in molar percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass composition</th>
<th>Ge_{25}Sb_{10}S_{65} (A)</th>
<th>Ge_{22.5}Sb_{10}S_{67.5} (B)</th>
<th>Ge_{20}Sb_{10}S_{70} (C)</th>
<th>Ge_{17.5}Sb_{10}S_{72.5} (D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;MCN&gt;</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.2 Characterization of the glass properties prior poling

5.1.2.1 Thermal analysis

The glass transition temperature of all the prepared glasses was measured using standard thermal analysis techniques, as discussed in chapter 2. Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of the glass transition temperature of the base glasses measured after melting and annealing processes.

![Figure 5.1. Evolution of the glass transition temperature of the base glasses as a function of MCN (black), Gibbs DiMarzio fitting (red). Compositions vary from D to A (from low to high CN)](image)

The data were fitted using the Gibbs-DiMarzio equation which successfully describes the evolution of the glass transition temperature as the sulfur chains length increases. The Gibbs-DiMarzio equation is defined as

\[ T_g = \frac{T_0}{1 - \beta (MCN - 2)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)
where $T_0$ is the glass transition temperature of pure sulfur (a fitting parameter here), $\beta$ is a fitting parameter too while the MCN was previously calculated.

The fitting parameters in the Gibbs DiMarzio equation were found to be equal to $T_0 = 135.39$, $\beta = 1.02$ giving a $r^2$ of 0.9917. The glass transition temperature of the base glasses increases with an increase of the MCN of the glass’s network as the length of the sulfur chains decreases and the network gets more rigid with addition of CN=4 Ge, as one approaches stoichiometry.

The measured glass transition temperatures (inflection point) in the base glasses and glasses with addition of sodium are reported in Table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_g$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_g$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_g$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 mol% Na$_2$S</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mol% Na$_2$S</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mol% Na$_2$S</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, an increase of the sodium content leads to a decrease of the glass transition temperature, associated with the formation of non-bridging units in the structure. Further increase of the sodium content in the glass continues to decrease the glass transition temperature but to a lesser extent. The addition of one percent of sodium sulfide resulted in the appearance of a crystallization exotherm for composition A with at 482°C. The other compositions do not show any crystallization peak in the range of measurements, indicating a better stability of the glass
compositions against crystallization. A difference of 170°C between the $T_g$ and $T_x$ of the glass ($\Delta T = T_x - T_g$) is however considered large enough to form a stable glass.

5.1.2.2 Density

The densities of all base glasses were measured following the protocol described in chapter 2 and are plotted in Figure 5.2 as a function of mean coordination number, which evolves with varying sulfur content.

![Graph showing density as a function of mean coordination number (MCN)](image)

Figure 5.2. Evolution of the density as a function of mean coordination number (MCN)

As the sulfur content increases and the germanium content decreases, the density of the glasses decreases almost linearly. Glasses of the Ge-Sb-S compositions were previously studied in the literature and the density measured previously are given here as a comparison. Especially, Vahalová studied the properties and structure of glasses of same composition as sample A, C and D. $^{18}$ He measured density of respectively, 3.16, 3.03 and 2.98. Linke et al. $^{19}$ and El-Hamalawy $^{20}$ also studied similar glasses and respectively found densities of 3.13 and 3.35 for glass A. El-
Hamalawy also measured density on glass C and found a value of 3.19. Our results agree well with the work of Vahalová and Linke but there is a large difference with the work of Hamalawy. Overall, the same trend was observed in every work, as the network becomes “floppier” with increasing sulfur content, the density decreases almost linearly which agrees with a less dense and more flexible glass network.

In addition, the density of the glasses with addition of sodium (1 mol%) were measured. All measured densities are reported in Table 5.3.

*Table 5.3. Measured density of the glasses A, B, C and D with and without addition of Na₂S*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Density (0 mol% Na₂S)</th>
<th>Density (1 mol% Na₂S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The densities measured for the base glasses are indeed close to the measurements of Vahalová and Linke. For composition B, C and D, addition of sodium to the glasses do not lead to large variation but the glass’ density tends to decrease. The density of glass A is however greatly increased with the addition of sodium sulfide. Even if the density of glass D also increased with addition of sodium sulfide, it varies to a lesser extent and actually stays rather stable. It is suspected that the sodium containing glass A, which presents the lower crystallization temperature, partially crystallizes during quenching and annealing. The formation of a partially crystallized glass could explain the
higher density of the glass. Further structural investigations are necessary to confirm this hypothesis.

5.1.2.3 Linear optical properties

5.1.2.3.1 UV-Vis transmission

The UV-Vis absorption spectra of all glasses were measured (as described in chapter 2) and the spectrum of glass B is given as an example in Figure 5.3. The other spectra of the glasses are shown in appendix B. The spectra give information on the absorption edge which is associated with the energy of their forbidden band between the valence band and the conduction band. It also gives information on their maximum of transmission which is related to the Fresnel losses (and so to the refractive index of the glass).

![UV-Vis spectrum of glass B (Ge_{22.5}Sb_{10}S_{67.5})](image)

*Figure 5.3. UV-Vis spectrum of glass B (Ge_{22.5}Sb_{10}S_{67.5})*

It is difficult to measure the optical band gap on bulk samples, thin films are more appropriate for this measurements and a Tauc power low would only give approximations. 21, 22 The band gap is
therefore not measured here and the absorption spectra are used only to approximate the absorption edge. The cut-off wavelength will be defined as the wavelength at which the absorption is equal to 10 cm\(^{-1}\). The cut-off wavelength of the base glasses and doped glasses are given in Table 5.4.

**Table 5.4. Cut-off wavelength in the visible for glasses with and without Na\(_2\)S**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut-off wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Cut-off wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Cut-off wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 mol% Na(_2)S</td>
<td>1 mol% Na(_2)S</td>
<td>3 mol% Na(_2)S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cut-off wavelength reported here are just indicative and were measured to determine the transparency of the glasses for the measurements that will be performed later on. The Maker fringes set-up that we use is adapted to these compositions as the 2\(\omega\) frequency is at 775 nm so no absorption should take place. From these measurements, it appears that sulfur excess shifts the cut-off wavelength to lower values. Regarding the role of sodium, as it is added to the composition, the cut-off wavelength shifts to higher wavelength except for glass A for which it decreases. The sodium containing glass A once again presents an opposite behavior to the other glasses.

**5.1.2.3.2 IR transmission**

IR transmission spectra were recorded on the glasses to determine their multi-phonon absorptions. Figure 5.4 shows the transmission spectra of the B series which is representative of all compositions. The other IR transmissions spectra are given in appendix C.
Figure 5.4. Transmittance spectra in the infrared of the B series with 0, 1 and 3% of Na\textsubscript{2}S.

From all compositions, the end of the transparency window in the mid-IR region is at 10.5 µm. The samples are thus transparent from approximately 550 nm to 10.5 µm but several absorptions due to impurities exist in the mid-IR.

The absorption bands in the mid-IR can be linked to several impurities that are common in chalcogenide glasses prepared without additional purification steps. Absorption linked to presence of water, either as H\textsubscript{2}O or as OH impurities, is responsible for the broad band near 3500 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1600 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. The band around 2500 cm\textsuperscript{-1} can be attributed to S-H stretching vibrational modes. A smaller band is observed around 2359 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and could be linked to molecular H\textsubscript{2}S. Finally, a band between 1270 and 1315 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is attributed to S-O complexes.\textsuperscript{23} As the sodium content increases so does the water contributions in the IR spectrum and the oxygen contamination bands. Na\textsubscript{2}S is known to be hygroscopic and is directly linked to the presence of water in the composition. It was
suspected that addition of sodium to the composition could lead to the formation of a hygroscopic glass. Samples were left in the atmosphere and transmission spectra were recorded over time to check for a potential increase of this water band. No sign of change of the water band intensity was observed; hence it was concluded that most of this band originates from OH groups inside the glass network and not on the surface. The presence of these impurities in the glasses impact the optical properties of the materials. In the future, purification of the raw materials will be necessary and should lead to the disappearing of these bands and to a change in optical properties (transmission window, refractive index, ...).

5.1.2.3.3 Linear refractive index and coherence length

The refractive indices of the glasses were measured using the two techniques presented in the experimental chapter. An example of plot with the Cauchy fit obtained for the composition A is shown in Figure 5.5. The Cauchy law describes the evolution of the refractive index as a function of wavelength and is written as:

\[ n = n_0 + \frac{A}{\lambda^2} \]  

(5.3)

The parameter of the Cauchy fit for all compositions are then reported in the with \( \lambda_\omega \) is the wavelength of the incident laser light, \( n_\omega \) and \( n_{2\omega} \) are respectively the refractive index at the \( \omega \) and \( 2\omega \) frequency. The coherence lengths (\( L_c \)) of the various glasses are given in the same table as the Cauchy parameters.

Table 5.5. A Cauchy law was preferred over a Sellmeier equation, as we did not have enough experimental data to perform a good fit with the Sellmeier law. A Sellmeier equation usually necessitates at least seven (7) points of measurements at different wavelengths and we were not
able to carry out such analysis. However, while the Cauchy law does not perfectly describe the evolution of the refractive index in the infrared region, it is more suitable to use in the visible region. Therefore, the point at 4.5 µm was removed from the data set as it is too far in the infrared. In addition, the presence of absorption bands due to impurities in the infrared can also lead to large changes in the imaginary part of the refractive index (absorption) leading to changes in the linear part of the complex refractive index (linear part of the refractive index). The Cauchy fit was thus only performed between 639 and 1550 nm.

![Graph of refractive index vs. wavelength](image)

**Figure 5.5. Refractive index measured on sample A along with its Cauchy fit**

In Figure 5.6, the evolution of the refractive index at 4.5 µm was plotted as a function of mean coordination number for the base glasses and for the Na-rich glasses. In these measurements, the error is typically within the data point. It is observed that as the glass network gets more rigid, the refractive index of the glass increases. A glass can be seen as a solid solution and therefore its refractive index can be estimate using mixture rules such as the one developed by Gladstone and
Dale for minerals.\textsuperscript{24} Pure germanium has a high refractive index of 4.01 at 4.5 µm, as the network goes towards higher germanium content, the refractive index therefore increases. Addition of sodium sulfide to the glasses leads to a slight increase of refractive index. This also can be linked to the glass composition. As sodium is added, the glass composition slightly deviates from its nominal composition, going towards the germanium rich region therefore increasing the refractive index. In addition, it was observed that sodium addition was associated with higher absorption band in the infrared, this can also lead to an increase of the refractive index in the infrared.

![Figure 5.6](image.png)

\textit{Figure 5.6. Evolution of the refractive index at a function of mean coordination number at 4.5 µm for Na-free and Na-rich glasses}

From the refractive index, it is also possible to calculate the coherence length which is an essential parameter during the Maker fringes measurements. The following equation allows to calculate the coherence length ($L_c$):
\[ L_c = \frac{\lambda_\omega}{4 \left( n_{2\omega} - n_\omega \right)} \]  

(5.4)

with \( \lambda_\omega \) is the wavelength of the incident laser light, \( n_\omega \) and \( n_{2\omega} \) are respectively the refractive index at the \( \omega \) and \( 2\omega \) frequency. The coherence lengths \( (L_c) \) of the various glasses are given in the same table as the Cauchy parameters.

Table 5.5. Cauchy parameters and coherence length for all prepared glasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( n_0 )</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>( L_c ) (( \mu \text{m} )) for ( \lambda_\omega = 1550 \text{ nm} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 0% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.191</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - 1% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.206</td>
<td>0.0599</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 0% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.183</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 1% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.194</td>
<td>0.0593</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 3% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.199</td>
<td>0.0595</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 0% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.0669</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 1% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.201</td>
<td>0.0465</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 0% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.167</td>
<td>0.0542</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 1% Na\textsubscript{2}S</td>
<td>2.175</td>
<td>0.0586</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2.4 Structural study of the glasses

X-ray diffraction was used to confirm the glassy nature of the prepared materials. Raman and infrared spectroscopy were used to study the network structure (see experimental techniques chapter). Both techniques give similar information on the glass’ structure and spectra of the base glasses will be described here.
5.1.2.4.1 X-ray diffraction

The amorphous nature of the prepared glasses was first checked using X-ray diffraction. All glasses presented amorphous features with broad bands such as the one presented here for the glass composition B 1% Na$_2$S.

![XRD spectrum of the glass composition B - 1% Na$_2$S](image)

*Figure 5.7. XRD spectrum of the glass composition B - 1% Na$_2$S*

5.1.2.4.2 Raman study

The reduced Raman intensity was calculated and the spectra were normalized to the most intense band. The reduced Raman spectra of the base glasses, Ge$_{25}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{65}$ (A), Ge$_{22.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{67.5}$ (B), Ge$_{20}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{70}$ (C) and Ge$_{17.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{72.5}$ (D) are presented in the Figure 5.8.

Similar glasses have been investigated in the literature and present features found in the spectra presented here. Especially, the work of Koudelka et al. $^{25}$ on the study of the Ge-Sb-S system in the sulfur rich region showed spectra of glasses with similar compositions. The main vibrational band around 340 cm$^{-1}$ is associated with the symmetric elongation of GeS$_4$ tetrahedra. $^{26}$ This band
overlaps with the band around 302 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with the vibrational mode of SbS\(_3\) pyramids which is thus hard to resolve. Two other modes at 375 and 415 cm\(^{-1}\) can be identified and respectively attributed to two edge sharing GeS\(_4\) tetrahedra (Ge\(_2\)S\(_4\)S\(_{2/2}\)) and two corner sharing GeS\(_4\) tetrahedra (two tetrahedra connected through a bridging sulfur S\(_3\)Ge-S-GeS\(_3\)). As the sulfur content increases, a decrease of the two modes at 375 and 415 cm\(^{-1}\) is observed which shows that the association of GeS\(_4\) tetrahedra by edge or corner sharing is reduced. Addition of sulfur is accompanied by the apparition of new modes at 151, 218 and 475 cm\(^{-1}\). It is worth noting that the two bands at 150 and 210 cm\(^{-1}\) only appear when the sulfur content is higher than 70 %. The band around 475 cm\(^{-1}\) is related to S-S bonds and shows that these homopolar bonds are especially present at high sulfur content. As the sulfur content continues to increase, the two additional modes at 151 and 218 cm\(^{-1}\) appear and are characteristic of S\(_8\) ring molecules. This is in agreement with the literature where the 3 modes of the S\(_8\) rings were only observed for sulfur content above 70%. The presence of S\(_8\) rings in the glasses was discussed by Koudelka who ruled out the possibility of phase separation in the glass. There is no sign of extensive phase separation as the sulfur content increases and it is possible that the main glass network and the S\(_8\) form a homogeneous solid solution. However, the presence of phase separation at a smaller scale (nanometric scale) is not impossible and would necessitate TEM analysis.

Raman spectra provide an indication of the glass composition’s bonding configuration as they present the same features as same glass compositions discussed in the literature.
Following addition of sodium sulfide to the compositions, reduced Raman spectra presented in Figure 5.9 were obtained and present several differences from the base glasses.

Figure 5.8. Raman spectra of the Na-free base glasses

Figure 5.9. Reduced Raman spectra of the base glasses (black) compared to the glasses with addition of 1% sodium sulfide (green) and 3% sodium sulfide (red)
The main difference in the Raman spectra involves modes of to the sulfur-related bands (in the long wavenumber region) which are more present compared to the base glass, especially modes at 415 and 475 cm\(^{-1}\). In addition, the main band at 340 cm\(^{-1}\) shifts to higher wavenumber with sodium addition by approximately 2 cm\(^{-1}\). Moreover, the fine contributions attributed to S\(_8\) in the sulfur excess region gets sharper with sodium addition, which effect is especially noticeable for composition D. These modifications are especially observed as we deviate from the stoichiometric composition. Overall, the deviation from the spectra of the base glass is more pronounced on the composition B doped with 3\% of Na\(_2\)S. It is important to understand the role of the addition of sodium sulfide on the glass structure. By adding an alkali to the glass matrix, we add a potential modifier to the network. It is therefore plausible that non-bridging sulfur are created across the network. As the sodium addition seems to impact the sulfur-sulfur bonds, it is suspected that sodium preferentially breaks S-S bonds. One sulfur is then balanced by the neighboring sodium, but the other S needs to re-arrange. In this study, the hypothesis was made that when two S-S homopolar bonds are broken, the two sodium added will compensate for the dangling electrons associated with the split bond, while the two remaining sulfur will be bonded through the extra sulfur added to the composition, therefore creating longer chains of sulfur. This could explain changes observed in the Raman spectra with increasing sodium sulfide addition.

As alluded to previously, we had reason to suspect a low level of partial crystallization in composition A with 1\% of sodium sulfide. Crystals could actually be observed in optical microscopy and Raman spectra recorded in the same region and showed fine peaks indicating partial crystallization of the composition. The optical micrograph and Raman spectra recorded on this composition are shown in the Figure 5.10.
Fine peaks at 127, 170, 360 and 431 appear on the glass spectrum. The presence of these peaks in the germanium sulfide signature region suggests the possible crystallization of germanium disulfide, GeS$_2$. Due to a lack of experimental Raman spectra in the literature for this crystalline phase, it was not possible to confirm this result.

As no sign of crystallization was found in powder and bulk XRD it is assumed that the size or number density of crystals that precipitated in the glass, were small, making the material appear ‘x-ray amorphous’.
5.2 Thermal poling of chalcogenide glasses

5.2.1 Thermal poling of the Na-free glasses

The first part of this work focuses on thermal poling of the Na-free glasses, followed by a discussion on Na-containing glasses. In all experiments, glasses were poled with a DC bias of 3000 V under nitrogen for 30 minutes at 170°C.

5.2.1.1 Maker fringes of thermally poled Na-free glasses

As described in chapter 2, the Maker fringes set-up was used to measure the second harmonic generation and determine the origin of the induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear property. Once poled, Maker fringes were recorded on the poled glasses with the same measurement conditions and then normalized to the incident intensity ($I_{2\omega}/(I_\omega)^2$).

The first step of the Maker fringes measurements consists in measuring $\theta$-pp scans (incident beam p-polarized and detection collecting only p-polarized signal at the second harmonic). These scans allow to check the homogeneity of the SHG response and to have first insights on the origin of the signal. Figure 5.11 shows the recorded $\theta$-pp scans after thermal poling of the four glass compositions.
Figure 5.11. \( \theta \)-pp scans recorded on the freshly poled samples

Several features of these scans should be highlighted. Overall, they present a lack of symmetry which is a sign of a lack of homogeneity in the induced electric field in the poling process. Indeed, \( \theta \)-scans vary the optical path inside the sample and therefore allow to probe the homogeneity. Then it is observed that after a slight increase of the maximum intensity of the SHG going from A to B, further addition of sulfur is associated with a significant decrease of the SHG intensity. Additionally, sulfur excess leads to the appearance of additional modulation features on the fringes, especially visible for composition C and D. In a classical thermal poling, the SHG comes from an active zone buried few microns under the anodic surface while the bulk of the glass gives a negligible contribution as compared to the near anodic region. The observed modulation in the spectra suggests that there is a non-negligible contribution from the bulk glass to the signal with a sign opposite to the signal generated in the thin near-anodic layer. In addition, multiple fringes are suggesting that the nonlinear active layer thickness is greater than the coherence length.
A significant change from the classical poling response in glass is observed in this study and needs to be highlighted. As soon as the glass composition deviates from the stoichiometry (decreasing Ge with an increase in S), a SHG signal is recorded at normal incidence. This contribution is not present in samples which inversion symmetry is solely broken by the frozen electric field along the z direction. This is thus evidence of an additional contribution to the signal. This additional contribution is present in compositions B, C and D with similar intensities. As this signal is present at normal incidence, it is linked to in-plane components of the SHG response of the material.

Following measurements of the Maker fringes, the data are then fitted to a model of an EFISH contribution along a longitudinal direction to validate the origin of the induced SHG signal. The glass is divided in two layers: the first layer is the nonlinear active layer created at the anode and the second one is the remaining bulk. The first layer is usually few microns thick and is SHG active, the second layer has a thickness close to one millimeter and usually has no SHG activity. When over-modulation of the scans such as those observed for compositions C and D are seen, a contribution from the bulk with opposite sign to the fine layer is defined. For a purely EFISH process, the electric field is induced along a longitudinal direction and the $\chi^{(2)}$ is obtained through the combination of the $\chi^{(3)}$ of an isotropic medium and the static electric field:

$$\chi^{(2)}(-2\omega; \omega, \omega) = 3\chi^{(3)}(-2\omega; \omega, \omega, 0). E_{DC}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

the $\chi^{(2)}$ tensor can be written as,

$$\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{31} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & d_{31} & 0 & 0 \\
d_{31} & d_{31} & d_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)
Terms of the $\chi^{(2)}$ tensor are constraints as for the case of a purely EFISH system, the ratio $d_{33}/d_{31}$ is equal to 3. The model then allows to determine the thickness of the SHG active layer, the coefficients of the $\chi^{(2)}$ tensor and the value of the induced electric field for compositions of known $\chi^{(3)}$. For the Maker fringes of Figure 5.11, the lack of symmetry and additional contribution to the SHG signal in the plane of the glass surface does not allow to fit the data. The SHG response thus cannot be solely described by an electric field induced along $z$.

Finally, an important finding in our study and a key outcome from this work, is the measured stability of the induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear properties. To measure post-poling stability of the thermally poled specimens (samples were stored under ambient laboratory conditions, in the dark at room temperature) the Maker fringes of the poled samples were systematically measured over a period of 90 days to assess the stability of the induced optical property modification. For the Na-free glass, fast decay of the SHG was observed and no signal was measured two weeks after thermal poling. The stability of the frozen in charges at the origin of the static electric field is therefore quite poor. This ‘benchmark’ material response served as a baseline for efforts in other compositionally-modified glasses, where the impact of glass network on the post-poled stability, could be correlated to glass network structure.

5.2.1.2 Study of potential structural changes in Na-free glasses using Raman spectroscopy

In a classical thermal poling experiment, such as the one presented in chapters 3 and 4, the DC bias applied across the glass sample leads to migration of cationic species and structural re-arrangements of the glass matrix. Chalcogenide glasses are theoretically free of the cationic species found in oxide glasses (mainly alkali and alkaline-earth elements), but it has previously been
suggested that some form of cation migration was taking place in chalcogenide upon poling. These cationic species (mainly sodium) were coming from impurities at the ppm concentration level. As part of this study, we aimed to address this conclusion specifically, and evaluate the impact of the addition of known quantifies of cation species to the glass and their migration. Here, we aimed to compare the structural response of these doped glasses via Raman spectroscopy, to that of the alkali free material’s response as observed in the prior section. Figure 5.12 shows the Raman spectra recorded for the 4 base glasses and the poled Na-free samples. As a reminder, sample A corresponds to the stoichiometric composition (Ge$_{25}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{65}$) while the three other compositions correspond to Ge$_{22.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{67.5}$, Ge$_{20}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{70}$ and Ge$_{17.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{72.5}$.

![Figure 5.12. Raman spectra recorded on the various glasses before and after thermal poling](image)

The reduced Raman spectra were calculated and all spectra were normalized to the highest intensity band. In glass A, there is a decrease of the band related to corner sharing GeS$_4$ tetrahedra. Only this composition shows this trend. On the other glasses, the only visible variation is a decrease
of the band related to the S-S homopolar bonds at 475 cm\(^{-1}\) in glass D. This variation is small but need to be put in perspective with the Raman spectra shown in the Raman section of the base glasses with and without sodium. Indeed, it was observed that addition of sodium to the glass matrix lead to an increase of the sulfur bands especially seen on the band with highest Raman activity at 475 cm\(^{-1}\). We attributed this change to the incorporation of sodium sulfide to the glass matrix which lead to the creation of a non-bridging sulfur in a GeS\(_4\) tetrahedra, the sulfur added to the composition was then thought to link two sulfur together, thus lengthening sulfur chains. Addition of sodium to the glass composition also shifted the main vibrational band related to GeS\(_4\) tetrahedra to higher wavenumber. Here the opposite trend is observed for the sulfur mode while no significant change is observed for the GeS\(_4\) mode. The sulfur mode at 475 cm\(^{-1}\) decreases upon poling, if we apply the same reasoning, eventual sodium departure from a near anodic region should be linked to a decrease of the sulfur bands. The Raman spectrum of thermally poled glass D could therefore show the presence of sodium impurities which migrate upon poling but the modifications are overall, small.

**5.2.2 Thermal poling of sodium-rich chalcogenide glasses**

In classical thermal poling experiments, the role of sodium cations has been highlighted in most glass systems. Even in Na-free chalcogenide glasses, they are thought to be playing a role through their migration as impurities under the electric field. Sodium was thus added to the glass network through addition of sodium sulfide in the four base glasses and its impact on post-poling properties was evaluated. All glass compositions were doped, thermally poled and their second harmonic response measured with the Maker fringes. The results being overall comparable, it was thus decided to only present the study of composition B. In addition to the composition doped with 1\%
of sodium sulfide, a second one was prepared with 3% of sodium sulfide. Glasses with 1 and 3 mol % of sodium sulfide will be treated at the same time as well as the impact of the treatment temperature. For sake of clarity, these two compositions will be referred to B-1% and B-3%. In all cases, the study will focus on the effect of sodium on the induced SHG origin and stability over time. Eventual structuring changes in both cases will be discussed at the same time.

5.2.2.1 Evidence of cationic migration during thermal poling
Upon poling of these glasses, the first difference is that ionic conductivity is non-negligible and that a current can be recorded once the voltage is applied. The activation energy of cationic conductivity is known to vary exponentially with increasing temperature.

Figure 5.13 shows both the evolution of the voltage across the sample as well as the evolution of the current across the sample when subjected to this DC bias. In both cases, the DC bias was applied once a homogeneous temperature was reached on the sample. Due to the high alkali content in the glass, thermal poling could not be performed at 3000 V as conductivity would exceed 1 mA which is the limit we usually set during thermal poling. The voltage was therefore decreased and set up to 1300 V. The impact of poling temperature is clearly observed; an increase of 40°C is accompanied a strong current across the sample. This current curve, similar to the one observed in alkali-rich glasses, is a clear evidence of cationic migration during poling. On the experiment performed at 210°C, a voltage threshold for cationic migration can be observed that is around 200 V. As voltage continues increasing, so does the current which quickly reaches a maximum of 0.11 mA and then gradually drops. This behavior was previously related to the creation of the sodium depleted layer. As sodium migrate towards the cathode, the resistivity of the near-anodic layer increases, resulting in progressive current drop.
If the sodium content is increased to 3%, the current measured at 170°C is still too low to be accurately detected but it increases to 0.14 mA at 210°C, as seen on Figure 5.14. The increase of measured current is directly linked to the increase of sodium concentration.
Figure 5.14. Voltage profile (top) and current measured across the sample (bottom) thermally poled at 170°C (a) and 210°C (b)

5.2.2.2 Evidence of formation of a sodium depleted layer using SIMS

An important material response associated with the application of a strong field, is the resulting ion migration associated with the field, resulting in a spatial region void of the mobile ion. The creation of a sodium depleted layer in a near anodic region was suspected because of the current measured during poling and was evaluated as part of our study. Several samples were selected for Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy to probe the distribution of the various glass constituents from the surface going inside the sample.

The SIMS profile in Figure 5.15 illustrates the concentration as inferred as counts per second signal, of each of the glass’ four chemical constituents, as a function of depth from the glass’ surface. As can be seen, these profiles clearly illustrate the creation of a layer entirely depleted of sodium underneath the anode. Similar SIMS measurements performed on the base glasses prior
thermal poling and on the Na-free glasses after thermal poling can be found in appendix D and show no compositional changes.

![Graphs showing SIMS profiling from the anode going inside the glass for composition B-1% Na$_2$S and a treatment temperature of 170°C (a) and 210°C (b) ](image)

**Figure 5.15. SIMS profiling from the anode going inside the glass for composition B-1% Na$_2$S and a treatment temperature of 170°C (a) and 210°C (b)**

In addition, the SIMS data in Figure 5.15 (b) shows the change (increase) of the thickness of the depleted layer with increasing poling temperature. At 170°C, the thickness is measured at 6.1 µm while at 210°C, it is measured at 10.1 µm if the point at which the sodium level reaches its maximum value is taken as the end of the sodium depleted layer. While not an absolute measure of ion concentration and spatial position, the measurements clearly show that the species no longer is uniformly present throughout the glass, following treatment. It was previously reported that an increase of temperature could lead to thicker sodium depleted region as cations have more mobility to migrate. This was confirmed in these measurements. Additionally, we noted the presence of potassium cations in our sample, suggesting additional alkali are present, perhaps due to impurities. Additionally, one can observe a small decrease of the counts measured after the sodium.
reaches its maximum counts (after 6000 nm for profile (a) and 10000 nm for profile (b)). This is believed to be an artifact due to charging of the sample under the electron beam. To highlight this charging effect, the electron beam parameters were re-adjusted and the milling was continued, the counts went back to their original level. The continuation of the SIMS profile performed on sample B-1% can be found in appendix D.

In the glass containing 3 mol% of sodium sulfide, the depletion layer was measured only for the sample poled at the highest temperature and is shown on Figure 5.16. The profile is similar to the two previously shown but the thickness measured is only equal to 6.6 µm and the potassium maximum is present at the limit of the sodium depleted layer, as previously reported in oxide glasses. A small drop in counts of Ge, Sb and S is once again observed as the sodium level reaches higher counts and is due to charging effect. The SIMS result is really similar to the one observed in thermally poled silica glasses with various level of impurities. As the sodium level increases, the sodium depleted layer has to be thinner or the dielectric breakdown would be quickly exceeded. The resulting electric field is usually stronger as it is restricted to a thin region.
5.2.2.3 Study of the induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinearity using the Maker fringes

The Maker fringes were measured for both glass compositions following poling under both poling temperatures, 170°C and 210°C, to quantify the magnitude of the SHG induced property and to determine its origin. Figure 5.17 shows the recorded $\theta$-pp as well as the fit (when possible) for both samples and poling conditions.
Compared to the Na-free glasses shown in Figure 5.11, the fit observed for the doped glasses can fairly well describe the measurements made on glasses poled at 170°C. The first fit was obtained by adding a contribution from the bulk glass to account for the overmodulations that can be observed. The overall SHG intensity recorded in these glasses is lower than with the Na-free glasses. Moreover, an increase of the sodium sulfide content from 1 to 3% further decreases the overall measured SHG intensity.

We have already mentioned that increasing treatment temperature lead to higher cationic conductivity during thermal poling of the Na-rich glasses. However, the fringes measured on samples poled in these conditions are erratic and cannot be fitted with the model of an EFISH
signal along z. Overall, the SHG shows poor homogeneity as the two parts of the measurements are not symmetrical. In addition, a signal at normal incidence is recorded as the temperature increases. This contribution cannot be accounted for with the classical thermal poling model related to centrosymmetry being broken by an induced electric field along z. The presence of signal at normal incidence suggests an additional contribution in the plane of the glass surface instead of along the longitudinal direction. Our ability to show this hypothesis is indeed the case, is discussed below.

5.2.2.4 Study of the overall stability of the induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinearity

Similarly as the base glasses, the Maker fringes of post-poled samples were re-measured several times after thermal poling to infer the stability of the induced changes to the glass’ optical properties of key interest was degradation of the induced SHG signal.

Figure 5.18 shows the θ-scans recorded on both B- 1% and B- 3% thermally poled at 170 and 210°C, two months after the treatment. For comparison the freshly poled fringe pattern can be found on figure 5.17. The overall SHG also decays over time but as opposed to the base glasses, a SHG signal could still be measured on all thermally poled glasses two months after thermal poling.

As compared to the signal measured on the first day, the overall symmetry is better and the erratic fringes that were visible have disappeared. Fringes recorded for all compositions and temperature can now be well fitted using the model of an EFISH origin induced along the longitudinal direction as in a classical thermal poling. A small contribution coming from the bulk glass was added to the glass containing 1 % of sodium sulfide to fit the overmodulations. Overall, the Maker fringes measured on the Na-containing glasses measured after two months all present the same behavior.
The fringes are smoother and corresponds to the classical model. No signal is ever recorded at normal incidence but all scans show lower intensity. Compared to the Na-free glasses, a better stability is obtained but a decay in SHG intensity still occurs. All fits were done by fixing the thickness of the anodic SHG active layer to the thickness of the sodium depleted layer found with SIMS measurements. The $d_{33}$ could therefore be obtained and its evolution over time is shown in Figure 19. As a reminder, the $d_{33}$ parameter provides information on the magnitude of the induced 2nd order nonlinear property. The value of the $d_{33}$ is maximum on day one for the composition with the highest Na content. In addition, increase of the temperature also increases the $d_{33}$. However, the $d_{33}$ quickly decreases over time and the difference between the two glasses containing different level of sodium decreases. In addition, the difference in recorded SHG between the two treatment temperatures is almost null after two months. It seems that the decay of the $d_{33}$ reaches a plateau and then stabilizes. Such a result supports the notion of a ‘fast’ initial relaxation mechanism, followed by a more stable (or metastable) permanent modification which maintains the resulting signal.
Figure 5.18. Maker fringes measured all Na-rich glasses two months after thermal poling

Figure 5.19. Evolution of the $d_{33}$ as a function of time for thermally poled glasses belonging to the Na-rich B series
5.2.2.5 Evidence of structural re-arrangements with Raman spectroscopy

Raman measurements were performed on all Na-containing glasses that were poled at two temperatures. The Raman spectra were measured on the glass sample surface both inside the poled region and outside the poled region. The spectra were then compared to spectra of base glasses with and without sodium. The reduced Raman intensity was calculated for all spectra and they were then normalized to the band of highest intensity. The result of these measurements can be seen in Figure 5.20.

![Figure 5.20. Raman spectra of the B series with various sodium content and different thermal poling temperature](image)

Spectra recorded outside the poled area coincide with spectra of their respective sodium containing base glasses indicating no structural changes outside the poled region. Now looking at spectra
taken inside the poled area, deviations in the sulfur bands, mainly at 215, 415 and 475 cm\(^{-1}\) are observed and the spectra go towards an intermediate level between that of a Na-free and a Na-rich composition. These changes are more noticeable in the composition containing 3% of sodium sulfide. Possible changes in the frequency of the band of the GeS\(_4\) tetrahedra at 342 cm\(^{-1}\) attributed to sodium migration discussed earlier, are still not clear. If there is any change in the position of this band with sodium departure, it might be too small to be clearly resolved.

However, the main structural change regarding the sulfur network and sodium agrees well with what was observed in the treated and untreated base glasses. In the case of the Na-rich glasses, we definitely know that sodium departure occurred thanks to SIMS measurements and Raman spectra confirm the impact of sodium departure on the glass structure. Sodium addition to the glass network had increased the relative contribution of the sulfur bands, a departure of these cations subsequently decreases the contribution of these bands indicating a re-structuring of the glass network.

5.2.3 On the origin and stability of the induced SHG signal

The Maker fringes presented in section 2.1.1 showed that, for the Na-free glasses, an additional contribution to the SHG signal could be found at normal incidence, showing that this signal was in the plane of the glass surface. This same contribution was observed in the Na-rich glasses, especially when increasing the treatment temperature. To conclusively confirm the origin of the induced \(\chi^{(2)}\), \(\psi\)-scans are most appropriate as they probe the various components of the \(\chi^{(2)}\) tensor and they are not impaired by potential inhomogeneity in the treatment as they are recorded at fixed incidence angle. We will first discuss the results obtained for the Na-free glasses. The \(\psi\)-scans were measured at the angle of maximum intensity, usually 60\(^\circ\). Figure 5.21 shows scans recorded
for all glasses (black) as well as the corresponding fit from a purely EFISH origin along the z-axis. For the stoichiometric composition, both p and s polarized scans can be perfectly fitted to the response of a \( C_{x y} \) with \( d_{33}/d_{31}=3 \). The origin of the signal in this sample can thus be related to an induced electric field inside the sample which breaks the inversion symmetry of the glass along the z-direction. The various scans recorded for the sulfur rich glasses start to show deviation from the model.

![Figure 5.21. \( \psi-p \) (left) and \( \psi-s \) (right) scans recorded at 60° on samples A, (a), B (b), C (c) and D (d)](image)

On their Maker fringes it can first be observed that the fit and the experimental data do not match. In most cases it is possible to fit the \( \psi-p \) scan while in the \( \psi-s \) scans, several deviations to the
model can be observed. First of all, the experimental data illustrate that the SHG signatures do not return to a zero intensity at the angle 0, 45, 90, 135 and 180°, as is predicted with a purely EFISH signal along z. It is worth noting that at 60° of incidence, the $\psi$-p mainly probes the $d_{33}$ term of the tensor, while for a $\psi$-s measurement’s configuration, we are also sensitive to the components in the plane of the glass surface observed at normal incidence.

Similarly with the sodium rich glasses, $\psi$-scans were recorded and are shown on Figure 5.22 along with the fit of a purely EFISH signal along z to evaluate the origin of the induced SHG.

There is a good agreement between the fit and the measured data for B-1% while differences with the model start to show up in B-3% (the $\psi$-scans of B-3%-170°C are not presented due to their poor signal to noise ratio). For this last composition, similarities with the Na-free glasses are observed. The signal does not go back all the way to 0 and the maximum intensity is not constant over the entire scan.

From the various recorded $\psi$-scans, it appears that an additional contribution to the signal can be present which is not solely due to an electric field induced process along the z-direction. Another contribution in the plane of the surface is present and to highlight it, $\psi$-scans at normal incidence are recorded and displayed in Figure 5.23. By measuring the response of the glass at this angle, it is possible to eliminate all contributions coming from an electric field induced along z as it cannot be probed in this measurement configuration. The scans presented here were measured on the Na-free glass of composition C poled at 210°C on the day of thermal poling and were measured in the same conditions.
Figure 5.22. *Maker fringes (ψ-p and ψ-s) recorded on freshly poled Na-rich glasses*

These ψ-scans show contributions at normal incidence which should be absent in a purely EFISH process with an electric field induced along the z-direction. On the ψ-s scan recorded at normal incidence, maxima are at 0, 90 and 180° which corresponds to incident polarization s-polarized. Similarly, for the ψ-p scan recorded at normal incidence, maxima are at 45 and 135° corresponding
to p incident polarization. This shows that a dipolar response is obtained as the maxima are for pp or ss polarization states.

![Graph of SHG intensity vs. \( \Psi \) angle](image)

**Figure 5.23.** \( \psi \)-scans recorded at normal incidence for composition C

At least three hypotheses can be proposed to account for the appearance of this contribution in the plane of the glass surface. The first suggests the presence of non-centrosymmetric crystals which would give signal in the plane of the surface. These crystals should grow during thermal poling as no signal was recorded on any samples before poling. This proposition has several limitations. If crystals grow during thermal poling, it is not straightforward that they would grow in the plane of the surface instead of following the applied electric field which gives a strong directionality to the polarizable medium. Moreover, after thermal poling (as shown prior to poling as well), no sign of crystallizations was detected either via Raman spectroscopy or XRD measurements. Finally, we have shown that after poling, the SHG was rapidly decaying over time, reaching a zero value for the Na-free glasses and a plateau for the Na-rich glass. The lack of stability in the SHG signature
demonstrates the impossibility of a SHG coming from crystals. Indeed, if non-centrosymmetric crystals were forming during the process, the SHG signal should actually be quite stable over time as it is really unlikely that crystals would dissolve in the glass matrix at room temperature. A crystalline origin is therefore ruled out.

Another possible explanation could be linked to an electro-mechanical effect which can be occurring. Upon thermal poling, it is known that mechanical constraints can arise in the glass. It could be possible that these mechanical strains locally break the isotropic nature of the glass. The medium would therefore be anisotropic and present contributions in the plane of the glass surface. Upon relaxation of these mechanical constraints at room temperature the abnormal contribution would be expected to progressively disappear.

Lastly, another possibility to the observed behavior lies in that the new contribution to the SHG signal observed at normal incidence comes from an electro-optical effect in the plane of the glass surface. As chalcogenide glasses are more conductive by nature (than their oxide counterparts), it could be possible that in-surface currents are present during poling. It is important to remind the reader that the induced electric field in the thermally poled glass can be seen as the image of the frozen in gradient of charges in the glass matrix. Therefore, if charges are now also moving in the plane of the surface, once frozen in the glass matrix, they could be responsible for the observed additional contributions. The additional contribution would then originate from an electro-optical effect, not only along the z direction but also along the x and y direction. We know that for a purely EFISH process with a longitudinal electric field, the $\chi^{(2)}$ is obtained through the combination of the $\chi^{(3)}$ of an isotropic medium and the static electric field induced along z:
\[ \chi^{(2)}(-2\omega; \omega, \omega) = 3\chi^{(3)}(-2\omega; \omega, \omega, 0). E_{DC} \] (5.7)

Only some of the components of the tensor are non-zero as \( E_{DC} \) is only along \( z \) and the \( \chi^{(3)} \) tensor terms of an isotropic medium have the following symmetry properties:

\[ xxxx = xxyy + xyxy + xyyx \] (5.8)

\[ -yyzz=zzyy=zzxx=xxzz=xxyy=.... \] (5.9)

\[ -yzyz=zyzy=.... \] (5.10)

\[ -yzzy=zyyz=.... \] (5.11)

The \( \chi^{(2)} \) tensor arising from the interaction between the \( \chi^{(3)} \) and a static electric field induced along \( z \) can thus be written as,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{31} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & d_{31} & 0 & 0 \\
d_{31} & d_{31} & d_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

with \( E_{DC,z} \) (5.12)

Bear in mind that according to the convention used in this thesis, \( \chi^{(2)}_{ijk} = 2d_{ij} \). In addition, our hypothesis of an isotropic media with an EFISH origin of the second order optical response imposes the relationship \( d_{33}=3d_{31} \).

If we know take the same symmetry requirements but with an \( E_{DC} \) along \( x \) and \( y \), we obtain two new tensors:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
d_{11} & d_{12} & d_{12} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{12} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{12} & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

with \( E_{DC,x} \) (5.13)
In both of these tensors, we have $d_{11} = 3d_{12}$ and $d_{22} = 3d_{21}$. If we combine the three of them, we obtain
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{21} \\
d_{21} & d_{22} & d_{21} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & d_{21} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\text{with } E_{DC,y} \tag{5.14}
\]

All terms of the tensor are therefore linked to the orientation of the induced electric field $E_{DC}$ with respect to the laboratory frame. So far mainly $\theta$-scans have been shown but they present the disadvantage of probing different areas of the poled glasses and are consequently dependent on inhomogeneity. However, $\psi$-scans are recorded at fixed incident angle and thus do not probe inhomogeneities. They present the advantage of probing the various components of the tensor and are therefore more suitable to identify the origin of the recorded signal.

When $\psi$ scans are recorded at normal incidence only the first two lines of this last tensor are probed. These lines are only linked to in-plane components of the induced $E_{DC}$.

We know that the intensity measured with the Maker fringes is related to the quadratic polarization. It is necessary to rewrite nonlinear polarization term in the lab frame:
\[
P_i^{2\omega}(\psi) = d_{i1}(E_x^{\omega})^2 + d_{i2}(E_y^{\omega})^2 + 2d_{i6}E_x^{\omega}E_y^{\omega} \tag{5.16}
\]

And in our particular case, $d_{i6}$ is equal to $d_{i1}$ or $d_{i2}$ (respectively for the first and second line of tensor (11)) and $i= 1$ or $2$ (s or p polarization). It is important to realize that the electric field of equation (5.12) are the components of the incident light and not the components of the induced electric field $E_{DC}$.
In our $\psi$-scan measurements, the incident electric field components can be written as a function of $\psi$, the angle of incident polarization

$$E_y^\omega = E_0^\omega \sin(\psi) \cos\left(\omega t + \frac{\pi}{2}\right) \tag{5.17}$$

$$E_x^\omega = E_0^\omega \cos(\psi) \cos(\omega t) \tag{5.18}$$

With $E_0^\omega$ being the amplitude of the incident electric field, $\psi/2$ the angle of the half wave plate and the phase shift $\frac{\pi}{2}$ is induced by the quarter wave plate. The expression of the electric field components can then be injected in the expression of the quadratic polarization and after time averaging it, the following expression is obtained for the $\psi$-p:

$$I_{\psi p}^{2\omega} \propto |P_p^{2\omega}(\psi)|^2 = \frac{(E_0^\omega)^4}{8} |d_{21}\cos^4(\psi) + d_{22}\sin^4(\psi) \tag{5.19} + 2(2(d_{26})^2 - d_{21}.d_{22})\sin^2(\psi)\cos^2(\psi)|$$

And for the $\psi$-s, we have:

$$I_{\psi s}^{2\omega} \propto |P_s^{2\omega}(\psi)|^2 = \frac{(E_0^\omega)^4}{8} |d_{11}\cos^4(\psi) + d_{12}\sin^4(\psi) \tag{5.20} + 2(2(d_{16})^2 - d_{11}.d_{12})\sin^2(\psi)\cos^2(\psi)|$$

Important relations exist between the various components for an EFISH origin. In the case of a s-polarized scan, the terms $d_{11}$, $d_{12}$ and $d_{16}$ will be probed and the $d_{16}$ should be linked to $d_{21}$. In addition, as the tensor was obtained from an isotropic medium with an electric field component
along x, we have $d_{11} = 3d_{12}$. The same relations can be used to constraint terms in the expression of the $\psi$-p scan.

In the case presented here, the $\psi$-p scan was first fitted using expression (5.19) and the three coefficients $d_{21}$, $d_{22}$ and $d_{26}$ were returned. We have already seen that the $d_{26}$ corresponds to the $d_{12}$ (see tensor (5.15)), the terms obtained in this first fit can be directly used to simulate the second $\psi$-scan. The second scan is thus not fitted but simulated using the terms obtained in the first fit and greatly constraints. The resulting fit are shown along with the measured data on Figure 5.24.

![Figure 5.24. Polar plot of $\psi$-scans recorded at normal incidence along with fit obtained for an electro-optical contribution along x and y](image)

There is a good agreement between the model and the experimental data, which tends to confirm the hypothesis that the contribution at normal incidence is due to electro-optical contributions along the x and y directions. In addition, the ratio between the terms of the two first line of tensor (5.15) can serve to obtain information on the orientation of the frozen in electric field. In our case,
the terms propped with the $\psi_p$ have a higher weight than the terms probed with the $\psi_s$. To help visualizing this result, both experimental data and fit are shown in Figure 5.24 as a polar plot. The dipolar origin of the contribution is clearly observed as well as the larger weight of terms along the $y$-axis.

At this point, it is worth summarizing the information obtained from the Maker fringes study. It has been observed that the behavior of the base glasses towards poling at 170°C can be separated in two categories. The stoichiometric composition A, presents a classical EFISH response arising from an electric field induced along the $z$-direction. On the other hand, the response of glasses with a sulfur excess can be described by an electro-optical effect induced in the glass along several directions. The main contribution of the signal is coming from the classical EFISH process along the longitudinal direction ($z$). In addition, non-negligible contributions are induced in the plane of the glass surface ($x$-$y$).

This additional contribution is usually not observed in classical thermal poling experiments such as poling of oxide glasses. In the case of chalcogenide glasses, their highest electronic conductivity could be promoting surface current which upon return to room temperature would lead to the freezing of charge gradients in the plane of the surface. These contributions are responsible for the additional signal measured at normal incidence. In any cases, the induced SHG presents a poor stability over time with a rapid decay and complete decay of the signal over the first 20 days.

In the Na-rich glasses, the same reasoning can be applied. On the first day, most of the glass compositions present a SHG signal coming from an $E_{DC}$ induced along all directions, responsible for the erratic fringes and the signal at normal incidence. When the signal at normal incidence is
not observed, the fringes can be easily fitted with an $E_{DC}$ solely along $z$. However, as opposed to the Na-free glasses, over time the SHG signal evolves differently. It also decays but then reaches a plateau. Maker fringes recorded after the SHG decay then show a signal that fulfill all requirements of a symmetry broken through an induced electric field $E_{DC}$ along the longitudinal direction. As both contribution in and out of the plane decay at different rate, we suspect a different nature of the frozen in charges at the origin of the induced electric field.

To explain this particular behavior of the charges and its impact on the resulting SHG signature, it is necessary to draw a parallel with the theory of Shimakawa in photosensitive chalcogenide glasses. As described in the literature review, he has shown that two mechanisms explaining the separation of charges associated with structural units in chalcogenide should be taken into account. As noted, these differing entities would be expected to have different stabilities. The first state corresponds to the creation of excitons, or charged defects. Such defects possess a non-stable level of energy which tend to recombine easily. The second possible state corresponds to the creation of random pairs of charged defects (which through spatial association remain charge neutral). In this case, charges are more effectively separated as they are stabilized through structural re-arrangements. We suggest that the difference in stability between the Na- free and Na-rich glasses can be explained through similar phenomena.

In the Na-free glasses, we suspect that charged defects, similar to self-trapped excitons, are created and recombine easily over time. This theory can also explain the reason behind the more erratic behavior of the sulfur-rich compositions. Indeed, Shimakawa suggested that charged defects could be formed through bond breakage. In the sulfur rich glasses, we have shown that more S-S bonds are present and can even create $S_8$ entities. In sulfur species containing lone pair electrons,
breakage of such a bond would result in the creation of such charged defects. The abundance of these bonds would make the process more likely to happen. When measuring θ-scans these inhomogeneity of charge repartitions at the surface would be responsible for the erratic fringes. In addition, the Raman spectra have shown almost no structural changes in these glasses following thermal poling. This indirectly indicates the preferential formation of these charged defects which are not stable over time and then quickly recombine.

Regarding the Na-rich glasses, other conclusions can be drawn. The evolution of the Maker fringes over time could be originating from a dual origin of the induced nonlinearity. On the first day, the erratic fringes and presence of signal at normal incidence could be linked to a non-negligible contribution coming from charges trapped along the x-y plane as in thermal poling of the Na-free glasses. This is especially noticeable for glasses poled at higher temperature. As compared to the Na-free glasses, this contribution seems to be minor but could still be contributing to the overall signal on the first day. Over time, we have shown in the Na-free glasses that this in-plane contribution was quickly vanishing. The same phenomenon occurs here and over time the SHG signal evolves and changes its physiognomy. The obtained Maker fringes are then free of any SHG signal at normal incidence, show good symmetry/homogeneity and present moderate overmodulations. The fringes are then comparable to the one recorded in oxide glasses for an induced static electric field $E_{DC}$ purely along the z-axis. This signal seems to be more stable overtime and the reason behind this needs to be determined.

The current curves have shown that, in the sodium rich glasses, the cationic conductivity is no longer negligible. We suspect that the sodium displacement can be linked to the electric field induced along the z-direction, similarly to an oxide glass. Upon thermal poling, cations migrate
towards the cathode and a layer entirely depleted of them is formed under the anode. When the sample is brought back to room temperature, charges are frozen inside the glass matrix which results in an induced static electric field along $z$. The creation of the sodium depleted layer underneath the anode was confirmed by SIMS measurements. Raman spectra then showed that the poled region was associated with structural re-arrangements involving the sulfur network of the glass. As sodium left the vicinity of the surface, the glass network re-arranged to go towards the structure of the Na-free glasses. The obtained Raman spectra are intermediate between that of the Na-rich and Na-free glasses. Shimakawa has shown that random pairs of charges can be stabilized through structural re-arrangements. The charges are then effectively separated and cannot easily recombine. The stabilization of the charges is indirectly confirmed by the structural changes observed in Raman spectroscopy. By changing its structure, the glass network would stabilize the separated charges thus preventing a complete decay of the SHG. After 30 days, the SHG plateaus and only the contribution along $z$ remains while the erratic contribution has completely vanished. As the charges are now only oriented along the $z$-direction, the recorded fringes perfectly match the classical model of Second Harmonic Generation being obtained through the interaction of an isotropic $\chi^{(3)}$ and a static electric field induced along $z$. These findings are consistent with a rapidly relaxing and more stable secondary contribution to the induced SHG in the glass network, and matches the observed material response seen in this effort.

The SHG signal in Na-rich glasses would therefore be due to two contributions which evolves at different rate over time. The smaller SHG intensity recorded on the Na-rich glasses can also be explained by this dual contribution. We have shown that the additional contribution in the plane of the glass is especially visible at normal incidence. During a $\theta$-scan, in addition to the signal
along z, the electric field along x and y also contributes to the overall intensity which could explain the erratic and non-symmetrical fringes. The charges could be inhomogeneously distributed at the surface of the glass and therefore responsible for spikes in some areas. In the Na-rich glasses, the contribution at normal incidence being smaller, when \( \theta \) changes the contribution coming from the in-plane components is small as compared to the contribution from \( E_{DC} \) along z. The relative absence of this additional contribution in the plane could be responsible for the overall lower measured SHG.

**5.2.4 Conclusion of section 5.2**

This study of the Ge-Sb-S glasses in the sulfur rich region and their potential for thermal poling has allowed us to highlight the importance of the glass structure and of the cations present in the glass for thermal poling.

In the instance of Na-free glasses, it has been shown that a sulfur excess leads to the overall decay of the SHG intensity and to the appearance of additional contributions in the SHG signal. This additional contribution does not correspond to the classical thermal poling model of a symmetry broken through an induced electric field, which indicates *only* a contribution along the z direction. Only the stoichiometric composition has been shown to exhibit SHG originating from an electric field induced *solely* along the z direction. It was necessary to account for additional contributions in the sulfur rich region and for these cases, we suggest that these deviations from the classical model can be linked to charges trapped at the surface of the glass. Charges are separated as in a classical poling mechanism but the direction of the induced electric field does not only follow a longitudinal (perpendicular to the surface) direction. The distribution of these trapped charges give the direction of the induced electric field. In the sulfur rich region, if electro-optical effects not
only along z but also along the x and y directions are considered, the additional contributions can be perfectly fitted, lending credence to our proposal that indeed field effects in all three directions result from poling of non-stoichiometric structures which have suitable glass structural flexibility, to rearrange during poling. The fact that this mainly occurs for sulfur rich glasses might be due to the presence of sulfur chains that could more easily promote creation of charges at the surface of the glass, along the chains. Indeed, this particular behavior seems to be more significant as the sulfur content increases. We have suggested that most of the charges in Na-free glasses originate from the creation of charged defects which are not stable over time and rapidly decay. In arsenic selenide glasses, it was indicated that these charged defects were forming through the breakage of selenium bonds and recombination of broken bonds thus separating charges. If a similar process is taking place in sulfur glasses, the presence of long sulfur chains of smaller (and less sterically hindered) sulfur species, should lead to an ease of creation of such re-arrangements of bonds in the sulfur part of the network. Especially at high sulfur content, we have shown the creation of S₈ molecular units in the glass, the sulfur network could be at the center of the process of defects creation. Overall the induced nonlinearity in the glasses is not stable over time as the trapped charges are neutralized over time. We have shown that structural re-arrangements in the glasses following thermal poling were minimal which would explain the low stability.

To deliberately promote structural re-arrangements associated with cation migration and to evaluate the stability of an induced modification during poling of glass structure, glasses were doped with sodium sulfide and better stability of the induced 2nd order nonlinear optical properties were obtained. Here, the SHG intensity dropped with addition of sodium but the overall SHG was closer to the purely EFISH model that we expect after thermal poling. An increase of poling
temperature however leads to more erratic fringes and a non-negligible contribution at normal incidence. In addition, on the first day, the Maker fringes are not symmetrical showing a poor homogeneity in the treatment. However, as the SHG decays over time, all recorded fringes were found to be smoother and closer to the purely EFISH model of an electric field induced along the longitudinal direction. It was therefore suggested that two types of trapped charges were at the origin of the recorded signal on the first day. The first type of charge signature originated from charge gradient in the plane of the glass surface with a poor stability as we proposed for the Na-free glasses. Overtime, these charges are (more quickly) neutralized and their contribution to the signal progressively disappears. The second contribution, originating from a gradient of charges frozen along the longitudinal direction is then the only one left. We believe that their stability is linked to the sodium migration (as shown with SIMS) which forces the glass network to re-organize (as shown with Raman spectroscopy).

Thus we believe, that the process of charge creation and stabilization in chalcogenide during thermal poling is quite similar to the mechanism was proposed by Shimakawa in photosensitive arsenic-selenide. 29 We have demonstrated that by adding controlled amount of sodium to the glass composition, structural re-arrangements can be promoted during thermal poling. While only noted for two doping levels, to date shown for 1 and 3 mol% Na2S, with no upper limit defined our findings for both of these glasses support this proposed model. These structural changes allow to stabilize the charges frozen inside the glass matrix. The resulting 2nd order nonlinear optical properties are then more stable over time. While only discussed in this chapter for composition B, the effect of the sodium addition on stability was found to be similar in the other compositions. Other compositions with a sulfur excess (C and D) showed improved stability with sodium
addition and were then easily described by a EFISH system induced along the z-axis after the initial decay of the SHG signal. This effect was not studied on composition A as we showed that sodium addition leads to partial crystallization of the glass matrix.

We believe that this mechanism is primarily responsible for the enhance stability shown in the present work as compared to prior efforts. Regarding the improved longevity of the induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear optical properties, the impact of sodium was clearly demonstrated. However, it was demonstrated that sodium addition was accompanied by an increase in impurities in the glasses as seen on Figure 5.4. The role of these impurities, in some cases charged themselves, has not been explicitly examined. These species undoubtedly play some role in the process and proposed stability mechanism, however as these impurities are largely negatively charged species, they should enhance any electrostatic recombination with the mobile cation. Further purification of the glasses is needed to study the sole addition of sodium on post-poling stability. This might prove to be especially important where the poling (or micro-poling as discussed in the next section) relies on preserving long standing optical function.

Overall, there is still room to improve these results as the overall recorded SHG intensity is rather low. In addition, even if a better stability was obtained in Na-containing glasses, the signal still decays at first before reaching a plateau. The stability at longer term than few months has not been evaluated and further decrease of the induced 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear optical properties could prevent a use for concrete applications. The reason for this decay could be linked to the progressive neutralization of the trapped charges. Chalcogenide glasses are known to be photosensitive glasses and a photogalvanic effect could be taking place. Upon irradiation with white light or an intense
laser light, charges could be activated and neutralized. Such an effect has been already demonstrated in other glass compositions.

This intrinsic property of the glass could be difficult to overcome and thermal poling for second harmonic generation in chalcogenide glasses might be limited. However, the addition of sodium has shown promising results and it suggests that if the glass is behaving more like an oxide glasses, the stability is enhanced. Thermal poling of oxi-sulfide glasses could be considered, they would still present a fairly good transparency in the infrared region and they could be more appropriate for second harmonic generation. However, the sodium-rich chalcogenide glasses presented here could be suited for the micro-imprinting process that was presented in previous chapters. The following section of this chapter will thus discuss the potential of these glasses for micro-poling.

5.3 Micro-patterning chalcogenide surface properties and optical properties
In the previous section, we have demonstrated the advantage of deliberate (i.e., not solely based on low level impurity levels) sodium addition on the post-poling properties of the Ge-Sb-S glasses. Now that baseline global structural and optical behavior induced by thermal poling of chalcogenide is better understood and the stability of the modification has been quantified and interpreted, we aimed to extend our study to understand the ability to induce such poled glass modification, over small (micro-) length scales. To that end, this section discusses the use of a micro-patterning poling process on these glass compositions. Here, we discuss the application using a patterned electrode, and examine the variation and stability of this process on optical properties.

In chapter 3 and 4, the use of micro-patterned electrodes as stamps to tailor optical properties, surface properties, structure and glass composition was demonstrated. From the beginning, the
micro-patterning was developed to tailor glass’ properties at the micrometric scale for application in Photonic Integrated Circuits, sensors and so on. The possibility to apply the same process to chalcogenide is challenging. As we have observed, their behavior upon thermal poling can be more difficult to understand. However, if we manage to induce similar changes using the micro-poling process, it could be possible to tailor the glass’ properties in a similar manner. This would be especially relevant for microphotonics applications as chalcogenide’s great asset is their good transparency in the infrared.

This section is therefore intended to apply the micro-patterning of a surface during thermal poling on this family of glass. Throughout the section, we will show concrete applications of such an imprinting process on chalcogenide discussing the experimental conditions use, the metrology done to quantify the chemical and optical modification, and the potential property and property stability resulting which lends the methods suitable for extension to future optical components.

5.3.1 Experimental section

For this study one glass composition was selected, that is glass B (nominal composition: Ge$_{22.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{67.5}$) with varying amounts of added sodium sulfide (0, 1 and 3 mol%). The potential impact of the sulfur content is therefore not studied here, rather we have focused on the role of the mobile cation during the imprinting process. As the sulfur content in the glass is already well within the chalcogen-excess region where the glass network possesses large attributes due to S-S bonding, this minor addition does not significantly impact the expected mobility of the S-rich network.
As presented in the oxide glass work, ITO coated microscope slides were patterned and used at the anode, similarly as discussed in chapter 3 and 4, with the details of the electrode patterning as described in chapter 2. The ITO layer was structured and three types of patterns were inscribed: (i) circular systems (of diameter ranging from 5 to 40 \(\mu\)m) (ii) rectangle features 50 by 30 \(\mu\)m and (iii) lines 5 to 25 \(\mu\)m wide and 125 \(\mu\)m.

The three glasses (Ge\(_{22.5}\)Sb\(_{10}\)S\(_{67.5}\)) with varying sodium content were subsequently poled in the same conditions. All electrodes possessed similar patterns with constant surface area such that all glasses were subjected to the same applied electric field. The temperature of the treatment was fixed to 210°C to favor sodium migration based on the results obtain in the previous section and the applied electric field to 1300 V. All thermal poling experiments were performed for 30 minutes in nitrogen atmosphere to ensure blocking anode conditions.

Following thermal poling, all glasses were characterized using optical microscopy, AFM in PeakForce KPFM mode, Raman spectroscopy and EDX. Specifically, these measurements were carried out to examine pattern transferability, potential change in surface topology as well as structural and compositional changes, respectively.

5.3.2 Transfer fidelity of the electrode to the glass: impact of sodium content

Similar structured electrodes were used for all glasses. Upon thermal poling, current curves could be measured for glasses containing sodium. This was demonstrated as a sign of cationic migration in the previous section. Once the poling performed all glasses were first studied to evaluate the transfer fidelity of the patterns on the glass surface.
5.3.2.1 Optical microscopy

Following thermal poling of all three glasses, it was observed via optical microscopy that no pattern was transferred to the Na-free glass. The presence of sodium cations therefore seems to be primordial for an effective imprinting process in these poling conditions. On the Na-containing glasses, the patterns were successfully transferred to the glass surface. The Figure 5.25 shows one optical micrograph of the glass surface after thermal poling glass B-3% using an electrode with circular patterns. Clearly evident are the circles that correspond with the circle patterns of the electrode. Within the ability to measure these features, the deposited electrode features (22 to 25 μm in diameter) yielded patterned glass surface features of 22 μm in size. This similarity in feature size suggests that shaped electrodes can be successfully transferred. The lower limit (size of smallest feature size) and larger limit size have not been yet determined.

![Optical micrograph of the glass surface after thermal poling](image)

*Figure 5.25. Points imprinted on the glass surface using an electric field induced imprinting process on compositions B - 1% Na₂S (a) and B - 3% Na₂S (b)*
5.3.2.2 AFM measurements

AFM measurements were then performed on the patterned chalcogenide surface to study a possible change in topology following thermal poling. No AFM measurements were performed on the Na-free glass as it was not possible to find the patterned region. All following measurements will therefore focus on the two other glasses with 1 and 3% of sodium sulfide. Figure 5.26 shows AFM scans recorded on B-1% and B-3% in PeakForce KPFM mode. Only the image of the topology is presented and the change in surface potential will be discussed later on.

![AFM scans and topology profile](image)

*Figure 5.26. AFM map recorded on two points similar in size on sample B containing 1% of sodium sulfide (a) and 3% of sodium sulfide (b) and topology profile recorded across both images (c)*

On these two maps, it can be seen that the topology changes are minimal compared to what was observed with the BPN 42 glass in chapter 3. The change of topology here is on the order of tens of nanometers. Some areas in both glasses exhibit sharp peaks with maximum height of 35 nm. Topology changes are more pronounced on the B-3% where a peripheral ring or halo is clearly
imprinted around each dot. The depth of the trench is around 40 µm deep and is present all around the dot. Patterns imprinted on the surface therefore appear with a sharper contrast for higher sodium content. No comparable change is observed on B-1% but the transfer fidelity of the pattern is still excellent as both points presented here are 25 µm wide which is the size of the patterns written on the electrode. This AFM study shows that topological modifications are minimal for both sodium level. The surface can still be considered as rather flat; the impact of topology changes on properties is then minimized.

5.3.3 Study of compositional changes in micro-patterned poled surface: EDX measurements

The possible compositional modification associated with the topological modification shown in section B., were evaluated by SEM-EDX measurements of coated, post-poled patterned arrays. EDX measurements were performed on the structured surfaces to monitor potential changes in composition both in locations in contact with the ITO coating (and cation migration was believed to occur) and in patterned areas where ITO was removed. Maps were recorded on samples B-1% and B-3%. On glass doped with 1% of Na$_2$S, the EDX measurements were done on the large rectangular patterned area (50 by 30 µm$^2$) presented in Figure 5.27.
Figure 5.27. Back scattering electron map of a rectangle imprinted on the glass surface (a) and corresponding EDX map of the sodium distribution (b) as well as sodium distribution profile across the square (c). Scale bar in the micrographs correspond to 50 μm.

Part (a) of the figure is an image recorded in backscattering electrons and shows in its center the faint impression of rectangle on the surface. Part (b) shows a map of the sodium distribution across the same area. The sodium level greatly decreases outside the pattern while it stays rather homogenous inside of it. Looking at the sodium concentration profile, part (c), it can be seen that the level does not reach exactly 0 outside the pattern and that the level measured within the pattern is close to 1.5-1.9 at %. The glass composition is Ge$_{22.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{67.5}$ doped with 1% of sodium sulfide. When renormalized to 100%, the composition is then Ge$_{21.85}$Sb$_{9.7}$S$_{66.5}$Na$_{1.9}$. The sodium level measured in the center of the patterned is therefore close to the nominal composition, indicating no or low migration in its center as expected as this position is not in contact with the conductive electrode. In addition, it can be observed that the sodium rich region does not correspond to the full rectangle observed on the BSE image. On the BSE image two distinct regions can be defined. The outer part of the rectangle and a second rectangle inscribed in the first one which corresponds
to a darker region. The sodium rich region observed on the EDX map actually matches the dark region.

![Figure 5.28. BSE map of series of points imprinted on the glass surface (a) and corresponding EDX maps of Na (b), Ge (c), S (d) and Sb (e)](image)

Same measurements were performed on the glass containing 3% of Na₂S on a region patterned with 25 µm wide dots. Figure 5.28 shows the various maps recorded on this sample. There is a large depletion of sodium in the area that was in close contact with the ITO electrode while the sulfur seems to follow an opposite trend. Other elements do not show any variations thus showing that they remain unaffected by the thermal poling process. Overall the measurements are really similar to the one observed on the glass containing 1% of sodium sulfide. The magnitude of the measured changes is just larger.

In addition to elemental mapping, line profiles can be plotted across patterns and are represented in Figure 5.29 with the edges of the circular pattern illustrated as dash dots.
Figure 5.29. Composition profile across one point for sodium and sulfur

In this plot, it is clearly observed that the sodium level starts increasing as we enter the dot while the sulfur content follows an opposite trend. To understand this compositional changes, it is important to come back to the nominal glass composition: Ge$_{22.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{67.5}$ with 3% of sodium sulfide. If the composition is re-normalized to 100%, we obtain a nominal composition of Ge$_{20.6}$Sb$_{9.17}$S$_{64.68}$Na$_{5.5}$ which is important to remember to explain the obtained maps. The composition at the center of the dots is close to the composition of the glass prior poling indicating that this region was not affected by thermal poling. As we go outside the dots, in regions where thermal poling was taking place, the sodium level decreases and the sulfur level increases. Regarding the composition of the glass in this region, it comes close to the one of the Na-free glass: Ge$_{22.5}$Sb$_{10}$S$_{67.5}$. There is thus a progressive change in glass composition across the pattern. The glass composition outside the pattern is however not exactly the one of the Na-free glass. The obtained composition is in between that of the Na-rich and that of the Na-free compositions.
5.3.4 Evidence of localized structural changes with Raman spectroscopy

In the previous section, we were able to measure compositional changes associated with sodium departure after thermal poling. The profiles recorded clearly showed the creation of composition gradients across the pattern. The results were especially noticeable on composition B-3% which was therefore selected for Raman spectroscopy.

As with the EDX measurements, the array of dots imprinted on the glass surface was mapped in Raman spectroscopy. Once mapped, all spectra were normalized to the area under them and a spectrum recorded in the very center of the dot was selected. This spectrum was subtracted from all other spectra to obtain difference spectra highlighting structural changes. The band between 400 and 500 cm\(^{-1}\) related to the sulfur mode which had shown variation upon poling was then imaged. The difference spectra as well as the obtained map are shown in Figure 5.30.

The center of the dot, indicated by the red region does not show any structural variations. This region can be spatially correlated to the region where sodium remains in the EDX map which corresponds to a circle centered in the dot. A second region inside the dot can be defined where changes on the sulfur modes start to take place. It is also correlated to the region in EDX where the sodium level starts decrease in the pattern. This region is mainly homogeneous until it reaches the outer ring of the imprinted dot. Finally, the exterior part of the structured region presents the largest deviation from the center which is once again correlated to the EDX map where sodium was totally absent. The obtained spectra outside the circle are closer to the one measured on the corresponding Na-free glass. They are however not completely equal. This is also confirmed with the EDX measurements as the measured glass composition was closer but not equal to the one of the Na-free glass.
All changes presented so far indicate local modification in composition and structure of the glass. The impact of these modifications on surface properties and optical properties (linearly and nonlinearly) were therefore studied.

5.3.5 Control and spatial definition of the distribution of induced electric field
In the previous chapters, we demonstrated the use of a patterned electrode to spatially structure the electric field in a near surface region. The presence of a strong electric field in the poled sample can possibly leads to two types of property changes, (i) a change in surface properties (surface potential, electrowetting,...) and (ii) a change in nonlinear optical properties through an electro-
optical effect. Here we discuss the possibility of each of these effects and their possible impacts on the process and resulting properties.

5.3.5.1 Surface properties changes

To evaluate potential surface potential modifications, AFM in PeakForce KPFM mode was used to monitor the surface potential. All measurements were done on the glass containing 1% of sodium sulfide. KPFM measurements can sometimes be dependent on surface topology, where an abrupt topology change is wrongly associated to surface potential change. This composition was chosen for the study as its topological changes were found to be close to zero. Any surface potential changes measured here are therefore trustworthy. Measurements were carried out on freshly poled samples and are presented in Figure 5.31 for two types of patterns: a rectangle and series of dots.

![Figure 5.31. Surface potential measured in KPFM mode on an imprinted rectangle (left) and a series of dots (right)](image)

The surface potential measured at the surface of the poled glass is strong and presents a change of sign as it goes inside a pattern. The pattern itself seems to be positively charged while the outer side (the poled region) is negatively charged. The potential measured at the surface of both types of pattern present a really good homogeneity. The inner part of the rectangle presents a
homogeneous potential of approximately 350 mV while the outer part presents a potential of -3.3 V. Results are similar for the dots with a surface potential close to 300 mV inside the pattern and -3.3 V outside of it. The map recorded on the dots is especially interesting. All dots imprinted on the glass surface have the same size and were successfully imprinted on the surface. The resulting image of their potential is identical for all points. Additional measurements were performed on similar regions of the sample and the surface potential change was similar in magnitude.

It is interesting to compare the potential measured at the surface with the work of Palleau et al. on a charged surface. In their work, they positively and negatively charged a polymer surface with an AFM tip. The obtained a patterned area with surface potential change of the order of ± 2 V. They then successfully attracted charged nanoparticles dispersed in a solution by dipping the sample in it. Results presented in our KPFM study of the surface after thermal poling show that the magnitude of the surface potential is comparable to the one obtained by Palleau et al. Such a surface could therefore be used to selectively attract charged particles at its surface. This present a direct application of such a surface, especially as it presents the advantage of being on a substrate transparent in the infrared region. Even if this work represents a good comparison, the potential of a surface potential control at this scale should not be limited to applications for the attraction of charged particles. The change of surface potential is large and could lead to additional surface properties changes and additional investigations are necessary to fully characterize the potential of this finding.

5.3.5.2 Change of nonlinear optical properties

In chapter 3 and 4, it was demonstrated that using patterned electrode during thermal poling resulted in a structuration of the SHG signal. To highlight these effects, μ-SHG measurements
were used and demonstrated the micro-patterning of the induced electric field around imprinted patterns. These effects were thought to be attributed to side effects and a change in charge distribution across the glass’ surface.

On Na-rich chalcogenide compositions, it was already shown that changes similar to that seen in oxide glasses were taking place during micro-poling. Following cation migration and structural rearrangement, the glass properties (surface properties) were modified at the micrometric scale. Regarding the µ-patterning of the SHG response, it is not possible to use µ-SHG measurements to probe for the electric field as the glass is not transparent at 532 nm, 532 nm being the wavelength at 2ω on our µ-SHG setup. However, in chapter 3, we have demonstrated that nonlinear refractive gratings could be imprinted on the glass surface and studied using our Maker fringes set-up. We therefore imprinted diffractive gratings consisting in series of lines 6 µm wide and space every 6 µm. The possibility for these gratings to induce SHG diffraction was evaluated with the Maker fringes at 1550 nm. The incident light was linearly polarized perpendicularly to the imprinted lines. The recorded diffraction pattern and corresponding fit is presented in Figure 5.32.
Figure 5.32. Nonlinear diffraction pattern with corresponding fit (top) and electric field component distribution across the surface (bottom)

The gratings can successfully diffract the light nonlinearly. The nonlinear diffraction pattern presents an extinction of the 0 order line and 4 diffraction peaks around it. It was shown on BPN 42 that structuration of the electrode leads to apparition of in-plane components of the induced electric field. When series of lines were written on the glass surface, the in-plane components were controlled and structured. Each edges of the imprinted line gave an in-plane contribution with opposite sign. The same model of the in-plane electric field repartition around the lines was successfully used to fit the obtained diffraction pattern in chalcogenides. However, this simple model does not allow us to fit the intensity of the diffraction peaks. In addition, there are small differences in the diffraction angles between the fit and the experimental data. These differences can be explained by the fact that all imprinted lines had small variations in thickness and pitch from one line to another that the model does not take into account. These inhomogeneities in the
The diffractive gratings have allowed us to further demonstrate that the micro-poling process allows one to structure the induced electric field in the plane of the surface in chalcogenide glasses. So far we have only presented results of these procedures on the glass specimens studied. The underlying mechanisms are discussed below for both the imparted changes of micro-patterned poling on the surface properties and linear/nonlinear optical properties.

5.3.5.3 Discussion of observed results

We have shown that the use of a µ-patterned electrodes could serve to imprint structure at the surface of the glass. It was then shown with AFM that the topological change was minimum even if a trench was imprinted on the outer part of the patterns when the sodium content increases. The modification of surface topology was associated with sodium departure and could be monitored using EDX measurements. Raman spectroscopy further confirmed the progressive departure of sodium, observed through structural changes associated with sodium departure. The change in sodium content was proven to be progressive and a gradient of both sodium and structure was then forming across a pattern. The center of the patterned was unchanged while the outside of it underwent the largest changes.

The role of sodium appears to be preponderant in the µ-imprinting process. Indeed, when absent from the composition, no imprinting could take place and when the amount of sodium was increased, so did the magnitude of the property changes. By combining the experimental data
gathered in this section and the electrostatic models presented in chapter 3, it is possible to explain the structuration observed of the surface potential and nonlinear optical properties.

All results can be put in perspective with both compositional changes and structural changes. It is observed that no changes are ever observed in the center of the pattern while a progressive change occur in all measurements. The highest deviation from the center is always found outside the patterns. It is important to note that all of these changes do not occur sharply at the edges of the pattern but that they take place progressively as gradients. The electrostatic models can help to understand this phenomenon. First, structuring the ITO coating was linked to a change in charge distribution at the surface of the glass. To simulate results obtained in μ-SHG in chapter 3, it was necessary to define two neighboring regions of opposite signs, with the patterned area positively charged and the poled area negatively charged. The sign of the surface potential measured in the chalcogenide across a pattern directly confirms the model of two neighboring areas with opposite signs which compensate each other. These two regions follow the sodium distribution across the sample. In effectively poled area, sodium departure leads to an overall negative charged layer which is compensated by a neighboring positively charged layer where sodium has not migrated.

In addition, side effects were considered to be taking place leading to a difference in charge repartition at the surface of the glass. The electrostatic simulations have highlighted the role of in-plane components of the applied electric field; these components are thought to be responsible of additional migration in the plane of the glass surface. The image of these frozen in charges then leads to in-plane components of the electric field. However, we know from the previous section that in-plane components are already present in thermal poling of chalcogenide even without electrode structuration. The structured electrode could hence help to control these components by
changing the distance over which they are effective as well as their magnitude. The nonlinear diffraction experiment helps to further confirm this as such effect are based upon control of in-plane components of the electric field. By structuring the electrode, in-plane components are promoted and charges are frozen in the plane of the glass surface. The resulting in-plane components of the E_{DC} field are then patterned across the surface with maxima on each edges of the imprinted lines. The obtained diffraction patterned was successfully described by a strong electric field in the plane of the surface on each edges of the line with opposite direction. In the present experiment, instead of having a random and inhomogeneous distribution of the in-plane electric field, structured electrodes allow to control this effect. We have highlighted the border effects of the structured electrodes, which lead to accumulation of charges close to the pattern. This is also the case here, as the spatial distribution of the diffractive peaks is good showing that the electric field in the plane is present only close to the lines. However, the magnitude of the induced electric field might vary from one line to another as shown by the difference in magnitude of the diffractive peaks between the fit and the experimental values.

5.3.6 Micro-patterning of the linear optical properties
The EDX map and Raman map highlight the creation of a gradient of composition associated with a progressive change of the glass’s structure. Potential changes in linear optical properties was therefore evaluated for two properties: (i) the ability to demonstrate optical power to serve as a focusing microlens, and (ii) to utilize the spatial variation as a diffractive optical element (DOE).

5.3.6.1 Capability of the imprinted patterns to function as focusing microlenses
The imprinting process was used to imprint circular pattern on the glass surface. EDX and Raman spectroscopy have shown the formation of a gradient of sodium composition and progressive
structural changes. A progressive change of glass composition could be at the origin of a progressive change of refractive index. The formation of a Gradient of Refractive Index lens (GRIN lens) is therefore possible and was evaluated.

To study the potential to create GRIN lenses with this technique, the capability of these pseudo-lenses to focus light was evaluated. A simple way to verify the focusing capacity of the matrix of lenses was used. The sample to be measured was placed on a microscope stage and illuminated in transmission mode with a collimated light. Light was then collected by a microscope objective. The focus was first made on the surface of the glass; the plane of the surface will be further referred to \( z=0 \). The objective was then slowly defocused from the surface until a matrix of illuminated points was observed. If such a matrix is observed, it shows that light is focused by the lenses. Similarly, if one defocuses the assembly, now going inside the sample, the opposite trend should be observed, i.e. a matrix of black dots (blocking the light). The plane of illuminated points is actually the direct image of the image plane, \( z=x \). The focal length can thus be evaluated and is equal to \( x \). This is true in the case of a thin lens approximation.

The measurements were performed on all imprinted lenses and always showed the focusing capacity of the dots. We will therefore subsequently refer to the imprinted dots as \( \mu \)-lenses. The following figure shows results obtained on glass B – 1% \( \text{Na}_2\text{S} \) for various lens diameters. The top row presents the microscopic image of the lenses (themselves) at the surface of the glass while the bottom row shows the illuminated matrix obtained with the objective focused above the glass surface. These micrographs show that by varying the size of the dots imprinted on the glass surface, the focal length of the resulting patterned array structure changes. The focal lengths were then measured following the procedure described. The evolution of the focal length as a function of
lens sizes is shown in Figure 5.34 for the composition with the lowest amount of sodium and five sizes of imprinted lenses. It can be observed that the increase of lens diameter is directly followed by an increase in focal length.

Figure 5.33. *Image of various matrices of lens with increasing size (top row) corresponding obtained matrix of illuminated points at the focal plane (bottom)*

In the previous section, we showed that nonlinear optical properties induced in the glass following thermal poling were not stable over time. In the case shown here, the focusing capability of the µ-lenses matrix was evaluated several months after they were formed and no change in their focal length was observed. It appears that the change of linear optical properties is stable over time, as opposed to the change in non-linear optical properties.

The capability of the lenses to focus light in their center has been demonstrated. Moreover, it appears that changing the diameter of the lens to be imprinted influences the focal length. It is possible that it affects the curvature of the sodium gradient and therefore the effective refractive
index across the surface. The process of imprinting lenses at a glass surface was demonstrated using a thermal poling approach. The process was proven to be reliable, reproducible and stable over time. An application for a European patent was filled and is awaiting for approval. 31

Figure 5.34. Evolution of the focal length as a function of lens size

Finally, in addition to circular patterns, the focusing capability of the pattern was also demonstrated for other shapes, such as lines. Figure 5.35 shows that the center of the imprinted line presents an intense thread of light in its middle when illuminated from underneath. Most patterns showed the capability to focus light except for the rectangle shapes that were of larger dimensions. In addition to this focusing capability, the diffraction capacity of the patterns was also evaluated.
5.3.6.2 Linear diffractive gratings

Gratings with various line thickness and pitch between each lines were successfully imprinted on composition B-3% Na₂S. Each grating was 4 mm² and could be observed with the naked eye. To evaluate the diffraction capacity of the gratings, the sample was first irradiated with a 785 nm laser to observe visual evidence of diffraction. Figure 5.36 shows this experiment and the presence of various diffraction spots. This simple experiment already indicates the potential of these glasses as diffractive gratings. It is worth noting that diffraction spots could be observed in both transmission and reflection.

To better characterize their potential as diffractive gratings, diffraction figures were then recorded on the Brewster angle set-up presented in chapter 2. The sample was placed at normal incidence and irradiated with a 1550 nm laser. The detection unit was then rotated around the sample to
collect the potential diffraction peaks. The recorded diffraction pattern as well as the grating profile used to fit the diffraction peaks are presented in Figure 5.37.

Figure 5.36. Picture of the observed linear diffraction pattern of light at 785 nm

Figure 5.37. Linear diffraction pattern recorded on the grating (top) and profile used to simulate the grating (bottom)
A diffraction grating modulates the phase of the incident wave by a change in topology at the surface of a material. To fit for the obtained peaks, a profile with periodic relief was defined (Figure 5.37 bottom) and peaks were obtained after Fourier transform of this pattern. However, it is important to keep in mind that the topological changes observed after thermal poling are minimal. Similarly as with the nonlinear diffraction grating, the simple model that we have used does not allow us to fit for the amplitude variation from one peak to another. Variations in diffraction angles between the model and the measurement are also due to spatial irregularities in the gratings during the electrode structuration step. Finally, regarding the diffractive gratings, the work presented here is nothing but a proof of concept. Additional characterizations and modeling are necessary to fully characterize them and the impact of pitch, length thickness also necessitate to be studied.

The mechanism responsible for both focusing and diffractive capacity of the patterns need further explanations and will be discussed in the following part.

5.3.6.3 Discussion.

So far, it has been shown that micro-poling of Na-rich glasses lead to changes of surface properties and nonlinear optical properties that could be linked to sodium departure and to the localization of the frozen in charges inside the glass.

Similarly in the change of linear optical properties, the role of sodium appears to be preponderant. The sodium distribution at the surface was found to be gradually increasing as we enter a structured area. It is then easily understood that by changing the size of the features inscribed on the electrode, the curvature of the sodium distribution can be tuned. This change of sodium gradient can also be
linked to surface current especially to the distance over which they are effective. The change of refractive index for both $\mu$-lenses and diffractive gratings is then controlled by the change in composition in a near surface region. This progressive change of refractive index is responsible for the focusing and diffracting properties of the imprinted patterns. The optical properties can then be controlled by tuning the distribution of the composition in the sample. The impact of topology changes is negligible as they were shown to be rather low.

Figure 5.38. Image of the patterned area (a), map of the refractive index change (b) and profile of the refractive index evolution across a pattern (c)

The refractive index is maximum in the center of the pattern and minimum outside of it similarly as the change between Na-free and Na-rich composition. Measurements of the $\Delta n$ between a poled
area and a neighboring unpoled area is challenging. We lack of good experimental techniques to quantify this change. Trials to quantify the difference using an ellipsometer were attempted and an example is shown on Figure 5.38. The change of refractive index is measured to be as high as 0.09. This measurement needs to be taken carefully as it is strongly model-dependent.

In addition to this first attempt at quantifying the refractive index change, another attempt was made on a thermally poled glass without a structured electrode. The area of refractive index change in such a geometry is homogeneous and thus, it is easier to quantify it through other metrology tools. Micro-IR reflectance spectroscopy was used to measure interference fringes between the poled layer and the rest of the bulk. The refractive index of the bulk should remain unchanged while the sodium depleted layer should present a decrease of its refractive index. Sample B-1% was used for this measurements as sample B-3% presented larger absorption band linked to impurities, rendering the fitting process more difficult. Interference fringes were recorded and a program developed in the Molecular Spectroscopy Group in Bordeaux University was used to fit them. Further details can be found in an article by Dussauze et al.\textsuperscript{32} This model was originally designed to describe multilayers for glass thin films. Simulations were performed in a region which does not present any absorptions and where the refractive index n can be considered as frequency independent and the absorption k as negligible (\textasciitilde 10^{-6}). The refractive index of the bulk was fixed using the measurements done at \( \lambda = 4.5 \, \mu m \) and the thickness of the bulk was set to 1000 \( \mu m \). The refractive index and the thickness of the poled layer were the two parameters to be fitted. Figure 5.39 shows both measured fringes and obtained fit using a layer thickness of 13.85 \( \mu m \) and a variation of refractive index of 0.07 between the bulk and the poled layer. As compared to the thickness that was measured with SIMS, there is a fairly good agreement as the difference is within
3 µm and the variation of refractive index is similar to what was measured on sample B-3% with the ellipsometer. There is however room to improve it as it is observed that the periodicity of the fringes changes with increasing wavenumber while the amplitude stays the same. In addition, more samples need to be investigated using this methodology but it could be an interesting tool for us to quantify the variation of refractive index in the poled layer.

![Reflectance Spectroscopy](image)

*Figure 5.39. Interference fringes measured in IR reflectance spectroscopy on the poled sample B-1% (black) along with a fit (red)*

In addition to these two measurements, refractive index measurements performed on both B-1% and B-3% were performed on poled samples using our custom IR Metricon set-up at 4.5 µm. The measurements were done repeatedly on both anode and cathode sides to assess refractive index variations after thermal poling and stability over time. Measurements of both glass samples are reported on Figure 5.40 (once again the error bars are within the data point when not visible). On both samples, measurements were performed on the anode side, which corresponds to the area...
where sodium migration effectively takes place, and on the cathode side, which is the opposite side of the glass where no sodium migration was measured (therefore having the composition of the glass prior thermal poling). The first valuable information that can be obtained is that on the cathode side, where the measured refractive index corresponds to that of the glasses prior thermal poling, i.e. $2.2064 \pm 0.0002$ for B -1% and $2.2073 \pm 0.0003$ for B -3%. Also, over time, the refractive index on this side of the glass remains the same. However, on the anode side, a large drop in refractive index is observed for both glass samples, respectively by -0.025 and -0.045. For both glass composition, the refractive index on both sides is not varying and remains stable as the sample aged. Larger variations are observed on composition B-3% on the anode side. However, this particular sample was actually partially structured on the anode side which could easily explain this lack of homogeneity. These measurements were performed at the end of our work and are therefore not optimized. In the future, a sample of the same composition will be poled once again without any structuration to have better refractive index measurements. However, these measurements can still be useful to evaluate the magnitude of the refractive index change as a function of sodium content.

Interestingly, the refractive index change in composition B-1% follows the change measured with addition of sodium to the base glasses, where composition B without sodium has a refractive index of $2.1812 \pm 0.0002$. It therefore appears that for this glass composition, moving away sodium from the anode side is equivalent to going back to the composition of the base glass without sodium. Now looking at the results obtained on composition B-3%, the refractive index change is even greater and after thermal poling, measurements performed on the anode side give value lower than that of the base glass without sodium.
These three measurement techniques represent ongoing work and efforts are still necessary to calibrate these measurements techniques and to find a reliable way to measure the refractive index change. However, they give us a brief and impressive idea of the magnitude of the induced refractive index change in the poled area that is responsible for the focusing capacity of the μ-lenses and highlight the important contribution of this work, that clearly illustrates selection of the candidate glass composition (and network) can result in not only a meaningful ($\Delta n \sim 0.02$) change in index within the bulk material but one that exhibits retained stability over timescales that are important to potential device applications.

We believe that the gradually changing composition associated with the alkali migration (within the electrode/poled region) is responsible for the formation of a gradient of refractive index creating μ-lenses. In measurements on composition B-1%, the Metricon set-up gives refractive index changes which are comparable to sole compositional changes; for the two other techniques and sample B-3%, the variation of refractive index is far too great to be solely explained by
compositional changes. The refractive index difference between the sodium free (B) and sodium rich glass (B-1%) at 4.5 μm is only of 0.02. The change of refractive index can therefore not be simply explained by a local compositional changes and likely also contains a change in structure (which can impact local density and molar volume, both attributes that impact the polarizability that defines the local refractive index). It is however known that sodium departure can be accompanied by a change in molar volume and density in the poled area which was, for instance, already mentioned in BPN glasses. The combination of these two effects, compositional changes and molar volume changes, could explain for the larger variation in refractive index which is observed. Further investigations and quantifications of molar volume changes are necessary to fully describe the refractive index change measured.

5.3.7 Conclusion of section 5.3

This section has shown through a concrete example that the micro-imprinting process is useful to design optical functionalities and surface properties in glasses. This method is versatile and was proven to be feasible in oxide glasses as well as non-oxide glasses as soon as they present a non-negligible cationic conductivity. In the creation of μ-lenses array, diffractive gratings and patterning of the surface potential, it has been demonstrated that the key element is to control the gradient of sodium in the glass. To do that, we need to control the in-plane component of the electric field associated with the use of structured electrode.

All examples presented here have the main advantage of being transparent in the infrared region and partially transparent in the visible region. All of these elements were successfully created using a μ-poling technique which has the advantage of being versatile, fast and transferable to a variety of glass compositions. The patterns that can be imprinted on the glass surface can be precisely
controlled by the laser ablation of the ITO coating and large surfaces can be patterned at once. As shown, excellent correlation between lenslet shape, gradient index (as quantified by the radial change in refractive index associated with Na ion content) knowledge of a look up table of size, index change, shape change, poling conditions could enable tailored grin structures and profiles to be created. Finally, the method is rather cost-effective as electrodes can be re-used after thermal poling, as long as the ITO layer is not damaged.

5.4 Conclusion of the chapter
This chapter was intended to present a complete study of thermal poling of Ge-Sb-S glasses. The second section was more of a fundamental study to understand the mechanism behind thermal poling of chalcogenide glasses. Even if these glasses have been previously studied in the literature, lots of questions were still unanswered. Especially, the poor stability of the induced 2nd order nonlinearity has always been a drawback. Solutions to improve the stability were therefore needed. At the end of our study, we agree with the vision described by Guignard et al. 7 where charged defects are forming upon thermal poling. These charges then easily recombine at room temperature, especially upon exposure to light, possibly due to a photogalvanic effect. In order to stabilize these charges, we added sodium sulfide to the glass network to promote structural rearrangements upon cationic migration. The sodium migration and structural changes were highlighted using EDX and Raman spectroscopy as well as the concomitant enhancement of the stability of the induced 2nd order nonlinear optical properties. Even if progress has been made in this study, there is still room to improve the induced SONL as the intensity of the $\chi^{(2)}$ is rather low. Solutions could be found in other glass systems, maybe in oxi-chalcogenide glasses which could combine the stability of an oxide with the transparency and high $\chi^{(3)}$ of a chalcogenide.
Finally, this chapter has also allowed us to confirm the potential of thermal poling as a way to create optical elements such as μ-lenses and diffractive gratings as well as patterning the surface properties of a glass substrate. These applications are only possible through the use of patterned electrodes comprised of a conducting layer on top of an insulating substrate. The structured electrode then allows to locally control the composition of the glass at the micrometric scale. It is therefore possible to create a multiplicity of optical functions on a glass substrate by tuning the refractive index locally. Creation of μ-lens array finds direct applications in the industry. Thermal poling has been now studied for over two decades but this could be the first time that it finds concrete applications and that it could lead to its transfer from the laboratory to the industry. We believe that other applications of thermal poling using patterned electrodes will be found in the near future.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

This dissertation aimed to examine the use of poling for modifying physical and optical properties of glasses. Here, we have examined means to tailor optical properties and surface reactivity of glass substrates at the micrometric scale by mean of a thermal poling treatment where we have optimized treatment conditions in both oxide and non-oxide glass families. Results obtained during this work exceeded our expectations as we were able to apply this to a variety of glasses ranging from oxide glasses (BPN and borosilicate) to non-oxide glasses (chalcogenide).

To obtain these results, we first chose glass compositions that were suitable for such applications. BPN 42 was selected as it was extensively used in Bordeaux and thermal poling’s impact on its properties and structure are already well characterized. The study thus focused on controlling the known changes at a smaller scale. For that, we have developed the µ-poling process using structured ITO coated microscope slide as anodes. This new approach has allowed us to control the induced electric field location and geometry. This was an important proof of concept as by mean of a single treatment we were able to control the surface properties at the micrometric scale on distances as long as centimeters long. This possibility was first used to create nonlinear diffractive gratings but could be used for other applications. Once the process fully characterized by mean of µ-SHG/ Raman spectroscopy and electrostatic models, it was possible to apply it to other glass compositions.

On borosilicate glasses, our work focused on finding a way to enhance surface reactivity towards atmospheric water. The first difficulty was to find the appropriate composition which would exhibit that enhanced reactivity only after thermal poling. It was therefore necessary to understand
the glass structure and to predict how it would change upon thermal poling. This is why a glass on
the boric oxide anomaly was chosen as its structure, especially through the role of sodium
modifiers, could be well controlled. It was then shown that thermal poling in the appropriate
conditions could lead to a drastic change of the glass structure which locally changes the
arrangements of the borate network towards a more B$_2$O$_3$-like structure associated with a strong
static electric field. The charged borate structure was stable if stored in vacuum and showed
preferential reactivity towards atmospheric water once out of the controlled atmosphere. A
leaching process was then identified and responsible for the formation of boric acid. Two
approaches were then developed to control similar changes at the micrometric scale, one based on
laser induced heating and the second one being the $\mu$-poling approach developed on BPN glasses.
The first approach showed limitations as enhance reactivity was not obtained but structuration of
the SHG signal was precisely controlled. The second approach allowed to obtain similar properties
changes as in the macropoling process but precisely controlled at the micrometric scale.

The work on chalcogenide glasses was overall the most challenging as these glass compositions
have always been difficult to thermally pole and exhibited transient stability that was not widely
understood. Their high $\chi^{(3)}$ made them attractive for thermal poling for electro-optics as they should
lead to large induced $\chi^{(2)}$. While most of the studies done to date had demonstrated poor stability
of the induced second order nonlinearity following thermal poling, this work aimed to understand
the structural reasons which limited it with the goal of improving the long term stability of post-
poling modification.

The first part of the work thus consisted in a fundamental study on thermal poling of chalcogenide
glasses. The post-poling properties and structural changes were investigated as a function of sulfur
content and sodium content. Even if sodium is usually not found in chalcogenide glasses, deliberate addition of it was made to study its potential impact. Following thermal poling, the recorded SHG was found to be erratic and not stable for the Na-free glasses. The response of the glass network could not be explained solely by an electric field induced along a longitudinal direction. However, we successfully managed to simulate the obtained fringes with an electric field induced along all directions of the lab-frame. A similar behavior was obtained in the Na-rich glasses but a better stability and improvement of the SHG signal homogeneity was found. It was possible to highlight the similarities with mechanisms of photosensitivity in chalcogenide, and the formation of charged defects under illumination with radiation, as discussed by Shimakawa. The unstable signal was attributed to the formation of charged defects, which can easily recombine at room temperature or under illumination. Such defects would be especially formed in the sulfur rich glasses as they are formed by bond breakage, such as S-S bonds. We attribute the change of stability in the SHG signal of Na-rich glasses to a more stable charge separation through structural re-arrangements which were shown in Raman spectroscopy. A simple way to improve stability of the induced electric field and therefore of the 2nd order nonlinear properties was described. The key element is to promote structural changes to effectively separate charges. The obtained SHG is still rather low and the challenge is still to increase the stability and magnitude of induced changes. Deliberate cation addition could however be part of the answer to a still open question.

In the second part of the chalcogenide work, it was possible to adapt the $\mu$-poling process in the Na-rich glasses. First of all, we showed it was possible to control the magnitude and sign of the surface potential at the surface of the glass at a micrometric scale. This first result is especially promising as surface properties such as electrowettability, reactivity should be enhanced thanks to
the electric field. In addition, a proof of concept of formation of \( \mu \)-lenses and diffractive gratings (both linearly and nonlinearly) was made in chalcogenides. The presence of sodium which was first intended as a way to improve SHG stability was found to be necessary for the imprinting process to be successful. The refractive index of the glass can then be tailored by controlling the compositional changes in the glass with thermal poling. The formation of such devices was thoroughly studied by a various set of experiments such as Raman spectroscopy, macro-SHG, EDX and AFM/KPFM. All gathered data agreed on the primordial role of sodium migration in all property changes.

I would like to emphasize that all of this work would not have been possible without the first part of the thesis on oxide glasses and the work done in Bordeaux University on thermal poling over the many years prior to this dissertation. The good understanding of the fundamental science behind thermal poling and the evolution of analytical techniques to assess macro- and micro-scale physical and optical properties at both Bordeaux and UCF, has allowed us to quickly transfer the \( \mu \)-poling technology to non-oxide glasses.

To conclude, it is important to note that the work done during this dissertation opens up new possibilities in thermal poling as one considers its potential in real commercial applications. The technology is now understood deeply enough to enable its consideration in specific commercial applications. Thermal poling as a way to pattern glass surface properties has been shown here and is in the future of this process. During this PhD, the understanding realized in these processes have led to several patents being filed regarding thermal poling for mechanical property changes, 2nd order nonlinear optical properties tailoring and finally the creation of \( \mu \)-lenses. This proves the potential of this technique in a variety of applications. As an example, we now know how to change
the refractive index of the glass by tuning its composition. This process is feasible in a variety of glass compositions and should not be limited to the creation of μ-lenses. As we have demonstrated, the induced electric field can now be locally controlled which could be useful to improve the 2nd order nonlinear capability of the poled glasses. By controlling the area where thermal poling is effective, phase matching conditions could be obtained therefore greatly improving the usefulness of such poled glasses.
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APPENDIX B: UV-VIS TRANSMISSION SPECTRA
Figure B.1. UV-vis transmission spectra of all glasses prior thermal poling
APPENDIX C: IR TRANSMISSION SPECTRA
Figure C.1. IR transmission spectra measured on all chalcogenide compositions
APPENDIX D: SIMS PROFILES
Figure D.1. SIMS profile recorded on base glass of composition A (a) and on a thermally poled Na-free glass of composition A (b)

Figure D.2. Continuation of the SIMS profile recorded on B-1% thermally poled at 170°C (Figure 5.15) after adjusting the electron beam conditions